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Bursting with bears 
1999 kept local conservation 
officers hopping with bear 
complaints \NEWS A8 
You've got mail 
Surfing the 'net at the library is 
so hot, librarians charted nearly 
33,000 so far\COMMUNITY B1 
More year in review 
The second half of 1999's 
athletes, games, wins, losses and 
accomplishments\SPORTS BIO 
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Weather grounds travellers 
MULTITUDES OF people had their 
Christmas holiday plans drastically 
changed when foggy weather forced the 
cancellation or delay of their flights 
throughout the northwest. 
For!those trying to get to the north- 
west or those trying to get out, it either 
meant • rescheduling or long bus rides to 
and from various cities. 
Foi" their relatives and friends on the 
ground, it meant numerous trips to air- 
ports: at odd hours of the day or night in 
hopes of greeting holiday arrivals, 
On one day alone, Dec. 21, the Tues- 
day lbefore Christmas bad weather 
closed airports in Smithers, Terrace and 
Prince Rupert. 
One observer called the 10-day per- 
1 
iod leading up to and immediately after 
Christmas a"mess". 
People bound for Terrace either 
found themselves returning to Vancou- 
ver or diverted to airports as far away as 
Prince George for a long bus ride home. 
Baggage• either didn't arrive or 
showed up hours or days later. 
Dean Brawn o f  Canadian Regional 
Airlines said just eight of its 24 sche- 
duled flights between Dec. 20 and Dec. 
28 made it into Terrace. 
"That makes for only a 33 per cent 
completion rate," he noted. 
Of the 16 cancelled, 14 were due to 
weather. The other two cancellations 
were for other easons. 
"We were able to put on some extra 
flights whenever and wherever we 
could," said Brawn. 
He noted the northwest wasn't alone 
as fog and cloud played havoc'with 
flights from Nanaimo to the Okanagan. 
"It was just awful all over," said 
Brawn. "Terrace and Prince Rupert were 
not being singled out by any means in 
terms of the weather." 
Local travel agents fielded numerous 
calls from would-be passengers stranded 
because of the weather. 
"We had a lot of people in for re- 
funds. They just couldn't get out of 
here," said Claudia Moldenhauer f om 
American Express Elan Travel. 
"There were people upset at the air- 
lines, but they did what they could. It 
was really tough," she said. 
Uniglobe's Diane Francis even of- 
fered Christmas dinner to one client 
stuck in town. 
"When you consider there are five 
flights a day scheduled, thousands of 
people were affected," said Francis of 
the long stretch of bad weather. "We did 
a lot of re-bookings." 
Most affected were those who had 
booked connections out of Vancouver 
either directly with airlines, on the Inter- 
net or with out-of-town agencies, she 
said. 
"We couldn't help them. We can't 
get into another agency's computer sys- 
tem. It's not our file," said Francis. 
She recommended that people book 
with local agencies who can then help 
when things go wrong. 
Cindy Sabine of Carlson Wagonlit 
said her busiest ime was the period just 
before Christmas. 
"The advice is always to book a full 
day before you have connections in 
Vancouver in case there is bad weather. 
But this time, even that wouldn't have 
helped," she said. 
People who chose not to buy insur- 
ance also had particular problems, Sabi- 
ne added. 
Some local people opted out of the 
airport here altogether, choosing to drive 
to Prince Rupert hemselves in hopes of 
having a better chance of making it on a 
flight south. 
Local specialist 
concerned with 
! Loading up 
THAT'S JOHN CORMANO loading luggage onto a baggage cart 
on Wednesday, Dec. 29. Cormano is one of many Avid Aviation 
staff who make sure your luggage travels with you when you 
i • i ;~  ,~ 
board a commercial aircraft at the Terrace Kitimat Airport.Lug- 
gage handlers were kept busy this Christmas when flights were 
rescheduled due to foggy weather. 
Cheap rent expected 
to lure theatre crowds 
BOLSTERED BY a com- 
mitment made by the city to 
help meet expenses, the 
group now running the 
R.E.M. Lee Theatre has 
dropped its rates to attract 
more business and, it hopes, 
more revenue. 
There will now be three 
rate classes ranging from 
non.profit community 
group use to pure commer- 
cial performances, says an 
official of the newly-formed 
Terrace Community Facili- 
that was brought in to defer "If those groups do well, 
expenses, we will do well and that 
The theatre was operated will help us out." 
for years by the school dis- There is one wrinkle in 
trict but became a victim to the rate structure - in only 
budget cuts. The district had takes in the theatre. 
said all use outside of The use of the lobby is at 
school-sanctioned events the discretion of the society. 
would be subject to full 
costs. 
This in turn sparked the 
creation of the facilities soc- 
iety as a way to keep mak- 
ing the theatre affordable 
for community groups. 
Martindale said the soc- 
iety will operate conces- 
sions duringintermissions as 
a way of boosting revenue. 
Should there not be an 
intermission, a further $100 
will be charged. There is an 
exception for children's 
shows should they not be 
long enOugh to justify hav- 
ing an intermission. 
"We see the lobby and 
concession as an area in 
which we would build up 
the capital we need," he 
said. 
He added the society will 
entertain any potential rent- 
al use, up to and including 
weddings. 
"We're definitely wide 
open to any suggestions as 
how we use that building," 
Martindale said. 
Although the society is 
new, there is one familiar 
face. Tom Walker, em- 
ployed by the school district 
as the theatre manager, has 
now been hired in that capa- 
city by the society. 
of ties Society. The city said last year it ed bbe ev The cheapest rate will be wou ld  give the:society Arrr re ry is s enth 1999 
$449 and the most expert; $I0,000 for 1999 and up to 
sive $2,000; said Bruce $30,000 this year to make TERRACE RCMP faced their seventh 
Martindale last week, i:  expenses as it worked On armed robbery of 1999 when a man 
Included in rill the pack- ways to be selfsufficient, •walked into Copperside Foods store on 
ages are a coordinator and "By lowering our fees Clarke Drive in Thornhill Dec; 28. 
two technicians and use of we hope in particular to at- : Swinging an axe, the caucasian male, 
all equipment without sur-  tract smaller groups," said 5'5" to 5'9" in height, demanded cash 
charge with the exception of Martindale. from a clerk, threatened store occupants 
piano tuning. '!Our goal is to increase and assaulted a customer before escaping 
"The key here is we are conimunity access and the witha small amount of money . . . . . .  
getting rid of the head tax in greater the use, we hope the The customer suffered minor injuries' RCMP have ~laid charges in three of 
favour of these simplified greater the revenueto break  The  thief has a medium build and those  seven charges, Iii 1998, there were 
rates," said Martindale of a even and provide capital for brown eyes and was last seen wearing a six armed robberies in Terrace and Thorn- 
surcharge on each person improvements," he said, llght-coloured hooded "kangaroo-style" hill, one of which involved a firearm. 
sweatshirt light-coloured pants, black 
gloves, a black ski mask and tinted pre- 
scription-style glasses. 
Last year's seven armed robberies was 
one more than the six committed in Ter- 
race and Thornhill in 1998. 
Three of those 1999 robberies included 
firearms while the other four involved 
other weapons including knifes and sticks. 
baby dec plan 
AT LEAST three pediatricians are needed in Terrace to 
establish a regional children's health specialty service, 
says a local pediatrician. 
"You can't provide a higher level of care unless you 
can have continuous on-call. And I think it's unreason- 
able to expeci any0net0  provide more than one and 
three (nights on-call), said Dr. Jane Pegg. , 
She's one of two,pediatricians in Terrace right now 
but is moving away ne~t March. 
There were plans *"~'to add a third• pediatrician here but 
now there's an arrangement to base that third specialist 
in Prince Rupert instead. With a pediatrician already in 
Smithers, northwest health care officials plan to have 
four in place altogether. 
Prince Rupert wants a pediatrician to work with its 
obstetrician. Without a pediatrician, an obstetrician 
loses work and could leave, depleting the number of 
specialists at the hospital. 
The problem though is this concept would leave Ter- 
race with two pediatricians, one short of what Pegg said 
is needed to establish a true regional service here. 
North Coast Community Health Council chair Tony 
Briglio says putting a pediatrician i Prince Rupert is re- 
garded as solidifying a regional service. 
"Instead of doing our own thing, this is another mea- 
sure at sharing a service," he said. A regional pediatric 
network with specialists in Smithers, Terrace and Prince 
Rupert would be much the same as an arrangement be- 
. tween general surgeons in the northwest to spell each 
other off, Briglio added. 
Pegg said a regional pediatrics program would greatly 
improve the quality of pediatric are in Terrace, which 
she says has fallen dramatically over the past five years. 
"I used to provide a higher level of care compared to 
five years ago," she said. "It's a frustrating environment 
for me." 
Pegg said the administrators at Mills Memorial Hos- 
pital haven't made an effort to make pediatrics a prior- 
ity. "We've gone from having a pediatrics ward and a 
..... fully staffed nursery to having two rooms on the main 
ward which are variably used for pediatrics patients and 
a nursery that is staffed to the bare bones." 
"It's always a struggle to keep baby in there and 
there's always a pressure to get a baby out." 
In the past eight months, the hospital hasn't accep- 
ted any transfers back from Children's Hospital in Van- 
couver for recuperation after procedures were finished. 
Pegg said babies now have to recover in Prince 
George or Vancouver because there aren't enough nurses 
here to take care of them. 
"This is a chronic problem," Pegg said. "It has been 
very frustrating for me." 
Keeping babies from coming home to recuperate r - 
duces her fees as well as the quality of care the hospital 
is able to provide. 
The cuts also affect families who now have to wait in 
Vancouver until their baby is healthy enough to go 
home. 
Pegg said the problem boils down to a nursing staff 
shortage. "There's not enough nurses," she said. "We 
don't count on staffing the nursery so when ones needed 
it's a big scramble." 
One day last month, when a baby was admitted, ad- 
ministrators told Pegg there weren't any nurses available 
to care for the infant. 
" I  was asked to come and staff the nurser~ 
she said  411m- 
When Pegg said that was unacceptable an~dad.  
ministrators to send an adult ICU pattent elsewhere to 
free up a nurse, one was found. 
After almost six years in Terrace, Pegg is moving to 
Nanaimo in March. 
She says it will be very difficult to replace her and 
that the remaining pediatrician will have a heavy work- 
load. 
The last time there was a pedlatrtcs vacancy, i t  took 
six months to fill. 
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Logging ranked at the top 
on list of workers' deaths 
BRITISH COLUMBIA'S 
logging industry tops the 
list for the number of work- 
related deaths in the last 
decade. 
According to a 10-year 
study by the Workers' 
Compensation Board, the 
logging industry had the 
highest number of deaths 
between 1989 to 1999, at 
252 workers. 
One of the realities of 
logging is the nature of the 
work itself, said Steve 
Brown, director of regional 
services within the preven- 
tion division of the WCB. ~ 
Working in high terrain 
and rough weather adds 
complexities that can 
make for a very dangerous 
workplace. 
"On top of that, you're 
cutting down a tree that 
ways multiple tons," 
Brown said. "You're going 
to have more risk 
involved." 
Fatals in the industry 
come not only from falling 
and landing the trees, but 
also during the process of 
delivering the logs - such 
as driving the trucks or fly- 
ing the helicopters, Brown 
said. 
The logging industry is 
' .~; :~ 
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WITH A death rate of more than 250 people over the last decade, logging is 
a dangerous industry in the province. A review by the Workers' Compensation 
Board uncovered a number of reasons, including the very nature of working 
in wilderness settings. It and others are encouraging more safety awareness 
as a way of saving lives and injuries. 
and related work, 86; fish- 
ing, 59; mining, 53; and 
charter air services. 41. 
comprised of multiple 
jobs, each of them with 
their own risks, he said. 
Other industries record- 
ing high numbers of deaths 
for the 90s include the 
trucking industry with 126 
deaths; building construc- 
tion, 104; heavy manufac- 
turing, 94; road building 
WCB gives grants \ 
MORE THAN $600,000 injuries, save lives and re- 
has been awarded by the turn workers to work," said 
Workers' Compensation Roberta Ellis, a WCB vice 
Board to find out why oc- president. 
cupational injuries and Two of 10 projects 
disease happen and to pro- given money focus on air 
vide solutions to help re- quality while three deal 
habilitate workers, with sprain and strain in- 
The money went to.a juries, which are among 
cross section of employers, . the most common of work- 
unions and researches. 
"Our stakeholders - the ] 
men and women who work 
I on the front lines as em- ployers, workers and re- 
searchers - are the best .'.l 
placed ..to. fred solq~ons._ ,.1 
that't:ed6ee occu'p'atmnal' ! 
Taxes I 
place injuries. 
and related work, 86; fish- 
ing, 59; mining, 53; and 
charter a=r services, 41. 
What the WCB has 
been doing, Brown said, is 
asking both the employers 
and workers to take the 
time to look at their work 
sites and have a plan in 
mind to assess and deal 
with risks. 
"And the secret here is 
actually sitting down toge- 
ther and going through it 
as a team rather than the 
employer dictating to 
people or not talking to 
them at all," he" said. 
"They all have to be in it 
4ogether." 
Trends have shown that 
while traumatic fatal job- 
related deaths are on the 
decrease, deaths due to 
disease are on the rise. 
"I think there's the 
go up 
Jan. 1 
FEDERAL F INANCE 
minister Paul Martin may 
have shaved some taxes 
last year, but new ones 
which took hold Jan. 1 will 
actually decrease take 
home pay, says the Cana- 
dian Taxpayers Federation. 
An employee earning 
$39,000 will pay $84.90 
more this year than last 
because of a hike in Cana- 
da Pension Plan premi- 
ums, says Mark Milke 
from the federation. 
That's because the pen- 
sion premium hike doesn't 
balance off against reduc- 
tions in employment insur- 
ance payments. 
Milke does concede 
that reductions in income 
taxes may offset some of 
the payroll tax increases. 
"Employees and em- 
ployers now send over 
$850 more in payroll taxes 
to Ottawa (at a $39,000 
wage) than they did back 
in the depths of the. early 
1990s recession," he said. 
"The problem with 
higher payroll taxes is that 
they are much more harm- 
ful to potential wage and 
job growth and also to the 
working poor." 
Milke said payroll taxes 
hurt more because the one 
for employment insurance 
kicks in with the first dol- 
lar earned while the one 
for the Canada Pension 
Plan starts at $3,500 of in- 
come. 
That's in contrast o in- 
come taxes which begin 
once an employee arns at 
least $7,13 I. 
Miike wants Martin to 
at least cut employment 
insurance premiums as fast 
as he hikes Canada Pen- 
sion Plan ones, 
As it is, Canada Pen- 
sion Plan taxes are to rise 
from 7.8 pe cent in 2000 to 
9.9 per cent in 2002, split 
between employer and 
employee, 
In 1996, pension plan 
taxes were 5.6 per cent, 
. . . .  t i i  
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sense out there sometimes 
that things are getting bet- 
ter, but the reality is we 
still had 14,082 people in 
British Columbia die on 
the job, or from job-related 
activities." 
Not only is the 10-year 
report acting as a review 
of the '90s, it is also being 
used as a medium to bring 
the statistics to life and 
show how a workplace 
death affects more than 
just the victim. 
Jim Parker, occupation- 
al health and safety direc- 
tor for the Industrial Wood 
and Allied Workers of Ca- 
nada (IWA) local 2171, 
said the report - with its 
inclusion of stories from 
the surviving family mem- 
bers of killed workers - 
really hit home about the 
seriousness of workplace 
deaths. 
"This report brings to 
focus the issue of work- 
place deaths by bringing 
the numbers together with 
the real stories in the 
words of the loved ones 
who have lost a family 
member," he said. "I was 
also reminded that for 
each fatality, there are 
numerous permanent dis- 
abilities that could have 
resulted in death." 
Although less dramatic 
than work-place accidents, 
and far less visible, work- 
p lace diseases are 
responsible for more than 
one-quarter of all reported 
work-re lated deaths. 
Called 'slow killers' be- 
cause workers usually suc- 
cumb to illness long after 
they are exposed to hazar- 
dous substances, the dis- 
eases have less impact on 
co-workers because many 
victims have retired or left 
the workplace before they 
die. 
Of the 379 workers who 
died from a work-related 
disease between 1989 and 
1998, 52 per cent were as 
a result of asbestosis or 
mesothelioma, diseases 
that develop after expo- 
sures to asbestos fibres. A 
further 20 per cent of 
deaths are due to silicosis, 
a chronic lung disease that 
causes scarring and 'stif- 
fening of the lungs. 
"Any workplace death 
is tragic and we must 
never forget that every one 
of these numbers repre- 
sents a lost life and griev- 
ing family," said WCB 
prevention vice-president, 
Roberta Ellis. 
• ? , :  " . :  " 
I Up on the mountain 
• LOCAL BAND Samsarafish provided holiday 
entertainment at Shames Mountain. That's 
band member Don McLeod. It may have 
been foggy other places, but not on top of 
the mountain. BETTY BARTON PHOTO 
Price went up 
BOUGHT any blank recording cassettes or CDs lately? 
You may not have realized, but you paid more thanks to 
a new tax that came into effect just before Christmas. 
The tax adds 23.3 cents to the cost of every cassette 
tape over 40 minutes in length and 5.2 cents per blank 
CD. It was introduced to appease the Canadian music 
industry's concern over pirated recordings. 
The effort to impose the tax began in 1997 when the 
federal government passed a law permitting a levy on 
blank recordable media. That piece of legislation gave 
the Canadian Private Copying Collective (CPCC) - -  re- 
presenting musicians and recording artists - -  the right to 
collect a fee from the public on blank tapes and CDs. 
The money goes to Canadian musicians and doesn't 
benefit U.S. or international musicians. 
When a tax was first discussed the CPCC proposed a
levy of $2.50 per blank CD but backed off on that. Now 
industry watchers fear the tax precedent will lead to a 
new set of levies on any type of storage media, includ- 
ing MP3 players, videotape, even hard disk space on 
computers. Some believe the tax will eventually lead to 
a levy on the Internet in some form or another. 
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Explorer 
Sport 4X4 
L' 
s388/ o 
'ER YOUR FIRST LEASE PAYMENT AND WAIVE YOUR SECURITY DEPOSIT. 
36-month lease with s2989 downpayment or equivalent trade ..... 
: i ! i0 r  purchase for $29,969 after $2000 CASH BACK** Get this 2-door 4X4 Explorer Sport now and also get: 4.0L SOHC 
•t 
• - • k • [ 
: -V6 engine (210 HP), automatic transmission, bucket seats, cassette and CD player, 16" aluminum wheels, all-terrain tires, fog lamps, side.step 
i ; :iibi~i i speed control, remote keyless entry, cargo cover, and leather-wrapped,,: tilt steering, wheeI, Then::, i your snowboard anti:; you're: ready) i : to ride. 
LIMITED TIME OFFER 
WISE BUYERS READ THE LEGAL COPY: 'Lease a new 2~00 Explorer Spod (2 dr) with SOHC engine auto ~ansmtssol. Convenience Pac~ge, Premium Spod P~d<age. cesselle ~ CD player, and cloth sport bucket seats, mo~h'y pe,/me~ of $388 based on n 36 rno~th lease from Ford Credit o quar~ed 
Fetait leesees on appro~:l credrt. Some cond~o~s apply and a m~loage r sfrL'tion o160.000 km over 36 rnonths aPP'. an a ~  ~ d ~.~ ~r ~ ~ ~.~ ~ ~r  3 ~ ~s  ~f~°  ~,  ~.  ~9 ~ ~ ~ t  t~ ~ ,  T~ ~ ~ d $16,~9 m~ ~ $19.~ 
plus tax~ Oiler includes $815 freight. ~aler may lease for less. "'Purchase a new 2000 Expkxer Sport (2 dr) w~h SOHC e~ne, auto transmission, Convenience Package, Premium Spoa Package. cassette and CD player, and dotll spod bucket seats for ~99,~69 ~er $2000 deducted. A/rebates to dealer, Taxes 
I~yalY, e m full amount of pumhase ~ before cash beck deducted. Offer indudes $815 freigl¢ License, insurance, and all applicable tsxes extra. Deal~ may sell for less. I.imited ine offers. Rnandng not available v~dl any oth~ offers. Seine colx:itio~ apply. Offers may change without notice. See dealer for details. 
Ph: (250) 635-4984 
• • [ ERRACE Fax: (250) 635-2783 , l 
~OTEM FORDTo l lF ree :  1-800-463-112~ . . . . . . . .  ' ' ' i ~. .:.. ' . i :  . . . . . .  . J  .~ ; - :~ :-  
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Scientists probe earth s crust News In Brief 
tO discover geological history 
' ' / 
JULES VERNE ~hust be 
smiling inhis grhvh. 
While most i~ople are 
mystified and support he 
effort to unravel the won- 
ders of outer-spaCe and be- 
yond, ,a diligent group of 
scientists from across Ca- 
nada has spent~ more than 
12 years on ajmission tO 
explore the Wonders of 
Earth's own "ifiner-space." 
The proje,~t crew - -  
driving mo~ster trucks 
equipped wi[h highly so- 
phisticated ~eismic gear 
was in Northwest B.C. 
i ' ' n early October. Since 
then it hasj~headed north 
into the Yukon on the Ste- 
wart Cassia~ highway. 
While it's not quite a 
journey to;the centre of the 
earth - -  sorry, Jules - -  the 
LithoprolJe project is a 
multi-disciplinary study of 
the lithosphere, the rigid 
100- to 250-kilometre deep 
outer shell of the planet. 
The idea is to shed some 
light on the continent's 
four-billion-year-old geolo- 
gical history. 
"We've got the jigsaw 
puzzle, what we're trying 
to do is break the jigsaw 
apart into its constituent 
THIS STRING of vibrating white trucks, also called 
"dancing elephants", generate synchronized sound 
waves that travel up to 100 kilometres into the earth's 
crust. The trucks create seismic waves which, when 
reflected up to the earth's surface, can be translated 
into a three-dimensional picture of the earth's crust. 
pieces so we can say, 
'Well,' how did these jig- 
saw pieces come together 
to form what we now 
have?'" said Ron Clowes, 
a director of the project 
and professor at the Uni- 
versity of B.C. "That's 
really what we're trying to 
do." 
Using a seismic refrac- 
tion method, the scientists 
use special vibrator trucks 
called "dancing ele: 
phants" - -  to generate 
,sound waves that travel 
from the surface deep into 
the earth, sometimes ex- 
,eeeding 100 kilometres. 
• ' The trucks jack up on a 
centre plate and send out a 
synchronized rumble for a 
few seconds to provide the 
seismic waves. Those tra- 
Vel: through the earth's 
.~hell, revealing structures 
~ind layers in underground 
~tgck formations. 
! |  Those reflections are 
ipl@ed up on the surface 
,~tsensitive probes called 
*~ophone, which are 
h~'oked to a recorder truck 
b~ cables. 
On average, the crew, of 
between 35 to 40 person- 
nel covers about 16 to 18 
kilometres each day. 
Tapes of the recorded 
data are sent down every 
week to the Lithoprobe 
Processing Centre, based 
in Calgary, but it will take 
at least one or two years of 
computer processing be- 
fore the project will have 
any clear analysis, Clowes 
said. 
"It's not that they're 
just black and white and 
that you can say, 'oh, 
here's a fault' and so forth 
and so on. It's more subtle 
than that." 
The images themselves 
are often very fuzzy, pretty 
incomplete, and some- 
times feature three dimen- 
sional effects, Clowes 
said. 
Two years ago, part of 
the Lithoprobe was con- 
ducted on the Stewart- 
Cassiar highway, although 
tor trucks, will add to that 
previously recorded infor- 
mation. 
"It's a basic scientific 
interest and Lithoprobe is 
a basic scientific project," 
Clowes said. ',But, having 
said that, there are econo- 
mic and social benefits 
that come from this basic 
research." 
He said the project is 
receiving some of its fund- 
ing from mining and oil 
companies who would 
eventually I;e able to use 
the land information for 
their own planning and site 
studies. 
Otherwise, Lithoprobe 
is supported by a research 
grant from the Natural Sci- 
ences and Engineering Re- 
search Council of Canada 
(NSERC) and through the 
regular budget of the Geo- 
logical Survey of Canada. 
The Lithoprobe crew 
will take a break over the 
Christmas holidays and re- 
that s[~!~gc[qd~ed.~lhe use .......... ~ume work sometime in 
of e~isl~sive:ff'f~'j~t'r~nsmif ea~l~i~Janfi'ary " . : 
sound waves. This phase of 
the study, using the vibra- 
REWING UP FOR 
SNOWARAMA 2000 
i 
;nowmobilers are blasting into the new millennium with their annual Snowarama event. 
jSnowarama is a tradition amona snowmobilers in British Columbia. Every year members of over 40 
~jclubs leave their snowmobiles beT~ind while they pound the pavement to collect Snowarama pledges in 
illsupport of the BC Lions Society for Children with Disabilities. 
liThe BC Snowmobile Federation has set an unprecedented provincial Snowarama fundraising goal - 
!t$200,000 for the Year 2000. As a member of BCSF, the Skeena Valley Snowmobile Club is determined 
Ilto. help meet his goal. 
" "We receive tremendous upport from Terrace residents and local business owners when we approach 
'them for Snowarama pledges," comments Snowaramo Chairman, Jayne McKenzie. "We're very proud 
of the work we've done for special-needs kids over the years." 
Pride and commitment certainly drive the snowmobilers in this town. But the riders will also tell you that 
nothing beats theexhilaration o[ jumping on their machines and riding the trails with family and friends. 
Some of the day s Snowarama ctivities include trail rides, poker runs, a hot chili lunch served by the 
Terrace Downtown Lions Club, and award presentations. 
Everyone who donates $25 or more to Snowarama 2000 will have their name entered in a draw for o 
chance to win an all-inclusive trip for Iwo to Puerto Vallarto, Mexico. Participants in the ride can also win 
n~any other prizes, donated by local merchants. 
d'  t N s Snowarama isn t ust for'seasoned snowmobilers, explains McKenzie. It s a great opporlunily for non- 
~nowmobi ers who are interested in the sport to give it a try. We usually have a few extra machines 
bround that Snowarama guests can ride." J 
~he Skeena Valley Snowmobile Club's Snowararna tokes place, Sun., Jan 30/00 beginning at loam at 
~8A. Further information on how to register for Snowarama nd where to pick up your pledge forms can 
~be obtained by calling Jayne McKenzie at 635-5232. 
All proceeds from Snowarama 2000 will be directed towards the purchase of a Versapulse Laser for the 
Lions Laser Skin Centre in Vancouver. Adults and children from communities throughout BC attend the 
Cenlre regularly to undergo treatment for severe skin discolourations and port wine stains. The final 
!esult is a tremendous increase in the patient's elf esteem. It literally transforms their lives. 
'WINE .KITS 
We carry a 
EAT SELECTION OF 
WINE KITS 
as well as 
• Corks  • Labe ls  
• Bot t les  • Caps 
~re Pads  • Wine  Racks  
rboys • Thermometers  
And  More!  
.Y BIRD 
Irly Bird Building Supplies 
4425 Keith Avenue, Terrace 
Phone: 638-8700 
Open 7 Days A Week 
In'Store Financing available OAC. 
,THE PLACE TO STOP BEFORE YOU START" 
Magnesium-fibre 
mined at Cassiar site 
WASTE dumps at the former Cassiar asbestos operation 
are being mined for commercial-grade magnesium fibre. 
Just before Christmas Cassiar Mines and Metals Inc. an- 
nounced it has started production of the fibre in partnership 
with a Korean corporation. 
Tailings left over from the asbestos mine at Cassiar con- 
tain massive stockpiles of serpentine mineral, from which 
magnesium fibres are extracted. The mineral is widely used 
as a reinforcing material for the construction and pipeline 
industries. 
Initially producing 18,000 tonnes of the fibre a year, the 
plant will boost output o 50,000 tonnes a year over the 
next three years to meet demand, said Cassiar Mines presi- 
dent Ken Bates. At the highest rate of production, the waste 
dumps are estimated to hold 20 years of fibre supply. 
Beginning in 2003, the plant --expected to cost $600 
million to develop - -  will also produce magnesium etal 
its Korean partners will use to strengthen aluminium auto- 
mobile bodies. An estinmted 200 million pounds of metal 
will be produced each year, according to Bates. 
All the material will come from waste dumps and no 
mining is required, he added. 
In July this year, Cassiar Mines signed a memorandum 
of understanding with Aluminium of Korea Ltd.,part. of the 
giant Hyundai Group. The Korean firmlwiil c0nti:ibute 
$US25 million to the venture and has agreed to market he 
magnesium etal produced at the northern B.C. plant. 
. ,  
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LEARN TO FLY!l{ I 
Recreational nd Private 
Ground School Starting 
Januai'y 10, 2000 
Course  Cost: $299.00 
To register, or for more information call: 
635-1852 
4626 Dav is  Street °"ac°' 
Phone 635-2444 Fax 635-635-2160 
24 hour pager 
MacKay's FuneralService Ltd. 
Serving Terrace, Kitimat, Smithers & Prince Rupert 
Monuments  Concerned personal 
Bronze Plaques service in the Northwest 
Terrace Crematoriutm since 1946 
THE MASSIVE proposed merger to join Canadian 
National Railway with the American Burlington 
Northern Santa Fe railway could have benefits as far 
north as Prince Rupert, says a CN spokesman. 
"We think the combination will increase the com- 
petitiveness ofall the ports served by the two compa- 
nies as the reach of these ports will be greatly expan- 
ded," said Mark Hallman. 
He said the benefit would come in having custo- 
mers deal with just one company when moving their 
goods over great distances. If the merger goes ahead, 
it would result in the largest rail line on the continent. 
Bridge over sea waters 
PRINCE RUPERT'S new mayor says he's working 
on one of his campaign promises - a fixed link to 
Digby Island 
Don Scott says the city will apply to the federal 
government for money from any new infrastructure 
grant program it announces. 
While the bridge would do away with having to 
take a ferry to the airport Oll Digby Island, it will also 
be able to connect people on the Tsimshian Peninsula 
with the mainland. The once consistent knock against 
the Digby Island airport is that it is isolated because 
access is only by ferry. 
Arena burgled 
CRIMESTOPPERS IS asking for assistance in find- 
ing the person or persons who br0ke into the Terrace 
arena just after 11 a.m. Boxing Day. 
After gaining entry, the person or persons went 
straight o the snack bar, smashing in its window to 
steal a small amount of cash and change. 
Crime Stoppers offers a cash reward of up to 
$1,000 for information leading to the arrest and char- 
ging of the individual or individuals involved. 
The number to call is 635-TIPS, 635-8477. Callers 
do not have to reveal their identity and they will not 
have to testify in court. Crime Stoppers does not sub- 
scribe to call display. 
Drug for Hepatitis C 
PEOPLE WITH Hepatitis C will now have the drug 
Rebetron covered by the provincial Pharmacare pro- 
gram. It had been provided by a special federal pro- 
gram, but that was stopped in August. 
An estimated 1,000 people will qualify for the drug 
at an annual cost of $9.5 million. 
"Rebetron is not a cure for Hep C, but it is an ef- 
fective treatment for some patients," said B.C. health 
minister Penny Priddy. "Unfortunately, Hepatitis C is 
a chronic ondition for which there is no cure." 
They can't hide 
THOSE WHO move to the United States won't be 
able to avoid paying family support, says attorney- 
general Ujjal Dosanjh. 
As of this month, B,C. has an arrangement with 
every American state and protectorate o enforce 
B.C.-court-ordered child and spousal support when 
the paying parent liveshi the United States. 
The amount collected throug~,!~e, province s fam,- 
ly maintenance enforcement program was $104.2 
million in 1998-99, an increase over the $86.3 mil- 
lion collected in 1997-98. 
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Wampole 
Od orless~'Garlic ~ , j r& ,~. l  
5001rag 
60's 
~m8 NORTHERN HEALTHCARE 
Park Avenue Medical Building, Terrace 
[ 635 TIPS] 
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TERRACE KARATE CLUB 
Renshikan (Chito Ryu) 
Spring Registration 
Session Dates: JANUARY - JUNE 2000 
ADULT CLASSES: 
Thornhill Elementary 
Wednesday 7:00-9:00 
Cost $165 
STUDENTS & CHILDREN: 
Clarence Michiel School 
Man & Thurs 7-9pro 
Cost $135 Students 
Cost $100 Children (under 14) 
BEGINNER CLASSES: 
Adult & Children 
Parent & Child 
i 
REGISTRATION NIGHT 
Jan 6 /2000 & Jan ! 0/2000 
7pm Clarence Michiel 
Classes Taught By 
Shihan Roland Lagj 
(4th Degree Black Ba  
Shidoin Norm Goo d 
(3rd Degree Black Belt) 
For more information call 
Len: 635-2767 @ 
Corbitt: 635-4708 
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The next one 
THE ONE person in B.C. looking forward to 
this new year, new century and new millennium 
has to be provincial Liberal leader Gordon Camp- 
bell. 
Barring any catastrophic occurrence, and given 
the calling of an election, Mr. Campbell will be 
the premier of the province by the time 2000 
ends. Heck, he's at the point he can book off and 
simply wait for events to unfold. 
Of course, that won't - and can't - happen. If 
Mr. Campbell wants to be the premier, he'll be 
spending the first part of this new year polishing 
up on the list of promises he's made to date. 
He's going to have to explain more of his plans 
to simultaneously cut taxes and increase vital ser- 
vices. He'll have to give more details on plans to 
set provincial standards for health care which will 
then be turned over to strong regional authorities 
to manage. 
Most of all, Mr. Campbell is going to have to 
fend off the numerous pecial interest groups 
now beating on his door with offers of assistance 
in return for having their pet causes make it on 
the agenda of his governing plans. 
Sure, these special interest groups have the cash 
and troops needed for an election victory. But if 
we've learned anything from this current govern- 
ment, making decisions based on who your 
friends are isn't good public policy. 
What this province needs foremost is calm and 
rational political eadership. The average British 
Columbia deserves better than to be subject o an- 
other experiment inpolitical ideology. 
S ";, "~ ; .1,., .~-;: • i ~ • 
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THEY SAY that if you repeat anything long en- 
ough, it will become an established fact. 
Such is the case with the Great Bear Rain For- 
est. If you've never heard of it before, it's not 
your fault because it doesn't exist on the list of 
federal or provincial forests or parks in B.C. 
Rather, the Great Bear Rain Forest is an inven- 
tion of provincial, national and international envir- 
onmental groups. They've been calling the area 
along the B.C. coast up to Alaska the Great Bear 
Rain Forest for several years in a battle being 
fought beyond the province's borders to ultimate- 
ly control who calls the shots in logging in B.C. 
And now the American print giant, Time ma- 
gazine, has weighed in on the fray. It's declared 
the fight to stop logging along the coast as the 
number one environmental story of the year. This 
is being called a significant public relations coup 
on the part of environmental groups because it 
brings added substance to its Great Bear Rain 
Forest campaign. 
There. The phrase has been used four times in 
this missive. Now you've heard of it, too. Which 
means you're right up there with Time magazine. 
Question is, who will decide on logging's future. 
' 1998  WINNER 
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NEWSPAPERS 
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ADVERTISING MANAGER: Brian Lindenbach 
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Vatican's Holocaust role outlir'ed 
I 
-'ROM THE CAPITAl. 
HUBERT BEYER 
Pacelli, he found, had had a 
pronounced anti-Semitic streak 
from his early youth on. 
He also documents how Pa, 
celli's obsession with papal su- 
premacy prompted him, as 
papal Nuncio to Germany, to 
negotiate the infamous Con- 
cordat with Hitler's Germany 
in 1933. The Vatican got what 
it wanted: assurances of safety 
for the Catholic Church. 
Hitler got what he wanted: 
at the orders of the Vatican, 
the Catholic Centrum Partei, 
the Centrist Party, withdrew 
from the political stage, all 
Catholic associations uch as 
youth groups and labour unions 
were ordered by the Vatican to 
dissolve. Bishops and priests 
were forbidden by the Vatican 
to engage in any political de- 
bate inside or outside their 
behalf. Aside from some gener-" 
ic pleas for the oppressed, Pa- 
celli stood idly by as millions 
of Jews were gassed. 
Could Pacelli have turned 
the tide of mass murder? Per- 
haps yes, perhaps no. One can 
only speculate. But he was in a 
better position than anyone 
else to raise his voice fo[ hu- 
manity'. And he certainly had a 
moral obligation to do so. 
This doesn't mean the blame 
for the Holocaust is to be laid 
at the feet of the Vaticari in 
general and Pacelli in particu- 
lar, any more than one can 
blame every German individ- 
ual. 
But unlike the average Ger- 
man, Pacelli was a consum- 
mate diplomat. His diplomatic 
skills were legend in Europe. •
He knew, he must have know0; 
XII, knew about and tacitly 
condoned the slaughter of Eur- 
ope's Jews. 
To help the writer in his 
quest, the Vatican granted 
Cornwell access to hitherto 
secret archives. Cornwell 
came with excellent creden- 
VICTORIA - If I had to single 
out one evil that stands out 
among all others in the cen- 
tury that's about to close* it 
would be the Holocaust. 
Yes, millions also died 
under Stalin's brutal regime, 
but that human catastrophe 
happened almost willy-nilly, 
at the daily whims of the So- 
viet dictator's paranoid mind. 
The Holocaust, on the other 
hand, was the end result of a 
meticulously planned, effici- 
ently organized and ruthlessly 
implemented state policy. 
It is this unprecedented 
killing machine efficiency 
with which a regime tried to 
wipe an entire race off the 
face of the earth that makes 
the Holocaust overshadow all 
other human tragedies of the 
20th century, tials and the Vatican had flock . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~, ....... ; ....... whatH[[ler~g,al l ,  about. Tiie 
Historians will continue try- 
~q,,'.,~' ;~, ~,i~,~t.~ ({..;,:i~Sr the, ~. every reason to trust~h!m. ~ ..... ' The Gentrist Party was ~tb~mr~A~qo, r~.t,, 6'~i0h-.he~.w.rpte~.a.~.d 
. . . .  ~, .... .  :., ...... . . . . . .  , , •  ~,_ One of h~s prevxous books,, ~ ,third stron~est,nartv in', the ne~otmted, was. nothing short 
' next century now ano wny me .~q ,,,,_:_~ :_ ,t.2 NP'hi Tli~ . . . . . . . .  r . . . . . . . . . . .  . , , .  . . . .  ~ .=-  . . . . . .  . _  : , , : . , , , . . . ; ;  . . . . .  
Holocaust could have hap- ~ antc~ ,, ,,~ s , Reichstag and it had conduc- of a pact wntla tlae aevn. 
Death of Pope John Paul I, ar- ted and unrelenting campaign Cornwell  •deserves fuil 
against he National Socialists. 
Many bishops had been out- 
spoken critics of Hitler. With 
one stroke of the pen, Pacelli 
killed the one opposition to 
Hitler that could have made a 
difference. 
Later as pope, Pacelli was 
well aware of Hitler's Final 
Solution, the total destruction 
of Europe's Jewry, but failed 
miserably to intervene on their 
marks for shining yet another 
light on the darkest chapter.of 
the 20th century. And it won't 
be the last one. 
* Yes, I know the 20th cen- 
tury actually ends at midnight, 
Dec. 31, 2000. 
Beyer  can  be  reached at :  
e-mai l  
huber t@coo leom.com;  Te l~ - 
(250)  381-6900 Web 
http :Hwww.hubertbeyer.co ,~ 
.r 
pened in a culturally and so- 
cially, albeit not politically 
advanced nation. We may 
never get a fully satisfactory 
answer, but new research 
gives us new insights. 
John Cornwell's new book, 
Hitler's Pope, The secret His- 
tory of Plus XII, offers just 
such new insights. 
Cornwell set out to disprove 
the long-standing allegations 
that Eugenic Pacelli -- Plus 
gued convincingly against an- 
other allegation involving "the 
Vatican, namely that the 
aforementioned pope was mur- 
dered by his aides. 
Towards the end of his re- 
search, in mid-1997, Cornwell 
found himself "in a state that I 
can only describe as moral 
shock." 
Rather than vindicating Pa- 
celli, the trail he had followed 
led him to a wider indictment. 
Planting a see;d for thou!Tht 
"THERE MAY be life before 
gardening but what other life 
is there once a garden posses- 
ses your soul?" - Marjorie 
Harris. 
Until I met a possessed gar- 
dener, I figured gardening was 
a summer activity some 
people enjoyed more than 
others; nonetheless, come Oc- 
tober, all were happy to stash 
their trowels in a dry shed and 
retire to a cozy corner to catch 
up on Stephen King novels. 
I soon learned that shaped- 
in-the-pod gardeners don't take 
the winter off. They just move 
indoors, where they barricade 
themselves behind teetering 
stacks of seed catalogues, 
Sunset how-to-grow books, and 
their garden diaries to plan for 
the coming spring. Their plans 
take the form of dreaming how 
their garden would look if they 
planted a boxwood here, a ro- 
sebush there, moved the holly- 
hocks over by that wall, etc. 
p 
f ::A! 
!:WI 
is the quandary, hired a professional to photo- 
This year I was saved by a graph her garden once every 
December 28 interview of two weeks for three years. This 
Marjorie Harris on CBC, talk- explains the $39.95 cost. 
ing about her latest 'Seasons Harris plants with bird habi- 
of my Garden', published by tat in mind. By growing vege- 
Harper Collins. The book lacks tation that provides birds with 
the humour and intimacy of seed, berries or shelter, her 
Lois Hole's ' I  Married a garden is alive all winter /~s 
Farmer', but it does offer new birds flit about or f lutter to 
ideas on garden landscaping, peek seeds from bushes !hat 
Gardening is more than a bend under their weight. 
pastime or a passion for Harris. She recommends touring 
ll/l|l:IoIlIe]i:l-'ll=[0IHL, I I~ l  It's one area of her life where your garden after each heavy 
CLAUDETTE SANDECKI  she has control. She exercises snowfall to knock off the snow 
her control by planting things and prevent broken branches. 
here, moving them there, to She plants with an eye to 
are easier to choose gifts for, a produce the most vigorous year round colour, red-barked 
blessing when it comes to growth and the most pleasing trees or shrubs and blue 
those with birthdays after palette, grasses, many of which remain 
Christmas. They're used to Winter, Harris finds, is the brilliant blue until spring. 
their birthdays being celebra- ideal time to check your gar- How many millennium ba- 
ted as an afterthought, a trailer den for "balance". To help bies will ~row up to become 
to the main event, identify "holes", she recom- avid garden'ere, no one knows, 
Gardeners fare a little bet- mends photographing your gar- But one thing is sure. Years 
ter. In December, bookstores den under snow, one shot from from now, choosing a birthday 
bulge with weighty volumes each window vantage, plus a gift for the Brian Minters 
made so by colour photographs shot from the roof for overall among them will be as easy as 
People devoted to hobbies of gardens bursting with blos- perspective. For her book, she propagating dhndelions. • 
some. Choosing the ideal book 
o " ~ . ' '  i ~- "I~. 
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CITY COUNCILLORS have backtracked on a 
plan to ban dogs from two city parks. 
Pooches still have access to George Little 
Park downtown and Christy Park - as long as 
they are on a leash and their owners pick up their 
droppings. 
Councillors originally wanted dog free zones 
so children wouldn't come into contact with fec- 
es. 
Instead of dog free zones, council will instead 
put up signs encouraging owners to scoop the 
poop and to keep their pets on leashes. 
,k.k.k,k-k 
THE FIRST dollars from a $41 million, seven- 
year plan to improve the roads into and in the 
Nass Valley are beginning to flow. 
Jock'~ Excavating of Terrace received a con- 
tract to fix up a section of the road south of Lava 
Lake. 
Contracts are awarded under the basis that 
workers be paid according to a master union 
agreement signed between construction unions 
and Highway Constructors Ltd. This company is 
owned by the B.C. Transportation Finance Au- 
thority which is borrowing the money for the 
work. 
-k*~"k-k 
SI?,,EENA CELLULOSE is being sued by the 
owners of the chipper it abruptly stopped using 
this ~pring. 
Slender Lake Ventures Ltd., owned by Don 
Hull and Sons Contracting, says it and Skeena 
Cellulose had a verbal contract, which was to 
become a written one, for a five-year arrange- 
ment. 
~Skeena Cellulose instead, says Slender Lake, 
terminated the agreement in favour of shifting 
chipping to Skeena Sawmills. The company 
wants damagaes and compensation for losses and 
lost profits. 
,k-**'k'k 
' THE PROVINCIAL government has increased 
its share holdings in Skeena Cellulose thanks to 
the Toronto-Dominion Bank. 
: The bank gave up 5.75 per cent of the compa- 
ny to recognize the province taking on the full 
BRIDGE BUILDERS: Caledonia construction students built yet another bridge spanning 
Howe Creek late last spring. Walkers, hikers and bikers were soon able to use the bridge to 
access an entirely new section of the trail running west toward Lanfear Hill. 
cost of modernization. This means the province 
:f10wr0wns'.,52!tS,~er c lt~Ot~t~)coml~tanyJ.~', y m'l le.i'lln~l ~1~ feature to '~ii~tin~;" th~ strike"was an 
i~ i~d a rEement,ib form a comm~tte~ to look rote en Pulpw~rkers'm tlh~/cid R~bert'~J~rli~J " ref s ' g . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' . . . . .  " p - 
to surrender some of their holdings. ' sions which couldn't be resolved during contract 
and 25 when it is open. 
Hospital officials said the nursing shortage 
isn't unique to Terrace, adding that it is a prob- 
lem across the country and around the world. 
CONTAMINATED WELL WATER supplies 
continue to plague Braun's Island residents and 
they're not happy with the city's responses. 
They say there's a connection between what's 
wrong with their wells and a spill from the city's 
nearby sewate treatment plants during this year's 
highwater periods. 
Residents have had their wells tested and re- 
verted to bottled drinking water. 
City officials did say the city will be as help- 
ful as possible and that an eventual hook up to 
the city's system might be feasible. 
-k*'k'k-k 
ALCAN'S POTLINES were down barely four 
hours before it and its unionized workers reached 
a three-year deal. 
Workers will receive raises of at least two per 
cent a year and a one-time signing bonus of 
$1,500 ........ 
talks. 
Heading into the strike, workers were making 
$50,000 a year in wages and receiving $25,000 a 
year in benefits. 
"k'k~'~-.k 
SOME OF those attending a meeting protest- 
ing new federal gun laws said they'll go to jail 
rather than register their weapons. " 
Nearly 100 people gathered to--hear Bruce 
Hutton from the Law-Abiding Unregistered Fire- 
arms Association talk about Bill C-68, the act to 
register weapons. 
He urged people to walk into the RCMP de- 
tachments, declare that they have weapons and 
force their own arrests. 
August 
~k-k-k~r~r 
IN A move to safeguard patients and nurses, 
Mills Memorial Hospital began restricting ad- 
missions this month. 
The hospital didn't have enough nurses to 
handle more than 15 patients when the baby 
nursery is open and 20 when it is closed. 
At normal staffing levels, the hospital can 
handle 30 patients when the nursery is closed 
STEVE COOK vowed to defy city zoninng 
after he set up his real estate business on 
Keith Ave. an area where general offices 
aren't allowed. The city gave him until just 
before Christmas to comply. 
PASSENGERS HEADING down south will be 
paying $19 in the form of a new airport user fee 
as of mid August. 
Airlines are reducing tickets prices by $6.65 to 
reflect a fee they already pay, making for a net 
increase of just over $12. 
The new fee takes in what the Terrace Kiti- 
mat Airport Society says it needs to run the 
facility, taxes and airline administration costs to 
collect the fee. 
,k,k,**-k 
HOSPITAL ADMINISTRATORS are warning 
that nursing shortages, which in turn affect the 
number of beds the hospital has for patients, will 
go on for months. 
They point to statistics which indicate the 
nursing workforce is getting older. 
It's estimated that 30 per cent of all nurses in 
Canada will retire within the next decade. 
*.k.k.k-k 
OFFENDING PIPE: Braun's Island residents like Diana Penner blew the whistle on a city 
overflow valve that in extreme circumstances would allow city sewage to overflow into 
Braun's slough, A flow out of the pipe they spotted in September turned out to be nothing 
! more than groundwater. But a few months later on Dec. 4 heavy rains did indeed cause an 
overflow of city sewage through the pipe. 
KYLA CAMPBELL protested the city policy 
of not allowing above ground ornamentation 
or flowers to be placed around graves in 
most parts of the cemetery. 
~-,k-~--k,k 
SCHOOL DISTRICT officials are predicting 
they'll have a surplus by June 30 of next year. 
A large variety of spending cuts and freezes 
were put in place to eliminate what had been 
some years of deficit spending. ' 
"k,k~-'k* 
PACIFIC NORTHERN GAS workers pent he 
weekend of Sept. 11 and 12 and on into the fol- 
lowing week working on a temporary repair after 
a reek and mad slide broke the main line in the 
Teikwa Pass. 
Cut off from gas were Terrace, Kitimat and 
Prince Rupert. Large industrial users closed down 
to preserve as much gas as possible for domestic 
use until a repair was made. 
, yI~EC[TX ordered NormDefijardins to aban-.. ,A-~,'k~r'k . ,  !!" :; THE cITY says:itest~o~':~ai:~t:trickle that 
don new construction of a giant new sl~bd irt :had  been coming out of 't'lle ~G/'~ah~im 'Ave. sewer 
his $oucie Ave. back yard. and to remove 
part of an existing shed. Both structures pipe into the Braun's Island slough appears to be 
were built without city building permits and 
exceeded size limits within that zone. 
PRIME MINISTER JEAN CHRETIEN paid a 
visit to New Aiyansh Aug. 21 to tell assembled 
Nisga'a their treaty will be ratified by parliament 
as soon as possible. 
Chretien has been in the Nass before, back in 
1969 when he was Indian affairs minister. 
"k,k-k'k'k 
SCIENTISTS THE world over want to know 
more about the body of a man found frozen in a 
glacier in Tatshenshini Park in the far northwest- 
ern part of the province. 
It is thought to be at least several hundred 
years old and was found with a cedar hat, and an 
ancient hrowing spear. 
,k'k-k.k,k 
CITY COUNCIL has set Nov. 20 as the date 
for a referendum to see if taxpayers want to bor- 
row money for a multiplex. 
This reverses a previous council decision to 
defer a vote until next April so more money 
could be raised to avoid having to borrow the en- 
tire cost. 
The cost has been checked out by consultants 
independent of the firm that put together the con- 
cept being proposed and have suggested the 
price could be revised to $8 million from $7.5 
million. 
DONATIONS ARE coming in to help Darcie 
Petuh and her three children after their mobile 
home in Thornhill burned down. 
Fire officials say their investigation has elimi- 
nated a cause for the blaze, leaving them to be- 
lieve it was deliberately set. 
The fire began after Petuh and her children 
left the home just after 8 a.m. Aug. 23. 
September 
SKEENA CELLULOSE president Bill Steele 
is confident he company will soon start to turn a 
consistent profit. 
That's based on cost control measures which 
have trimmed operating expenses. 
Things should be looking even better when 
pulp prices being to improve, said Steele. 
,k'k-k~r~- 
AF'TER 10 years as the top health care offi- 
cial in town, Michael Leisinger is moving to 
Prince George. 
His position at the Terrace and Area Health 
Council will be filled by Tom Novak until a re- 
placement is found. Novak was brought in in the 
spring to control expenses at the hospital. 
*~"k'A'~" 
TERRACE'S FIRST French-only school 
opened this month at Jack Cook School. 
It's run by the Francophone Education Author- 
ity of B.C., offering the same kind of education 
as anywhere lse with the exception the instruc- 
tion is in French. 
nothing more than groundwater. 
It's the latest in a series of events going back 
to the summer when island well water became 
contaminated. Residents uspect he contamina- 
tion came from the Graham sewage treatment 
plant which overflowed uring high water peri- 
ods. 
October 
TERRACE RCMP have charged a Rosswood 
man with second degree murder after a mush- 
room picker was shot and his body burned. 
Paul Bernard Wadsworth was the subject of 
an RCMP manhunt Sept. 28, but turned himself 
in the next day. 
The body of Don Pears, 39, of Rocky Moun- 
tain House, Alberta, was found in the remain~ of 
a burned down cabin at a place called Ritchies 
Landing, 60km east of Terrace on the north side 
of the Skeena River 
-k,k,k-~-,k" 
LINDA HAWES, a city councillor since 1996, 
has announced she's running for the mayor's job 
Nov. 20. 
She says she'll pay attention to the forest in- 
dustry and to social issues if electcd. 
"k*'k'k'k- 
ALMOST two years after a railway trestle 
collapsed on the CN line toward Kitimat, killing 
two men, CN has filed suit against he company 
doing the work. 
CN says Scott Steel was not acting safely in 
replacing timber spans. 
-k'k'k~-'k- 
THE ROAD project to connect Kincolith, at 
the mouth of the Nass River, with the rest of the 
Nass Valley, has received environmental ppro- 
val by the federal and provincial governments. 
This project is expected to cost $30 million 
and will start once final engineering and design 
work has been done. 
CLOSE ENCOUNTER: The driver whose car 
hit this moose survived the crash on Hwy 37 
South. The moose was not so lucky. 
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The Year In Review 
;UNDAY MONDAY TUESDAY WEDNESDAY THURSDAY FRIDAY SATURDA' 
November 
A PLANNED linear park.,got a 
$166,000 federal government millen- 
nium grant. The park, to be built in 
2000, will go all the way from Eby 
St. to Kalum Lake Drive. 
THE MUUFIPLEX referendum ran 
into confusion because Thornhill 
properties would pay somewhat more  
than the same property in town. The 
discrepancy was unavoidable, offi- 
cials said, and is because the city 
has greater power than an unincor- 
porated area to load the tax burden 
onto commercial nd industrial prop- 
erty. 
ENVIRONMENT and health offi- 
cials said there's, no evidence that 
well contamination on Braun's Is- 
land is in any way linked to the 
city's sewage system. Tests showing 
virtually no fecal colliform contami- 
nation in the wells were cited. 
THE SNIP gold mine in the Iskut 
valley was shut down for good by 
owner Homestake Canada, ending a 
decade-long operation. 
THE EFFORT to create drug free 
zones surrounding local schools went 
into high gear. City councillors 
working on the project said creation 
of the zones would create aggravat- 
ing circumstances that judges could 
use to impose tougher fines on drug 
users and dealers caught within the 
zones. Proponents claimed it could 
be used to double fines for users and 
triple fines for traffickers. 
CONCERNS 'about he proposed 
multiplex dominated the all-candi- 
dates forum for city council candi- 
dates. Challengers Lynne Christiane- 
sen, James Fraser, George Vogel, 
and Darrell Norton came out against 
the project, for various reasons. The 
incumbents all came out in favour of 
it. Candidates were also pressed by 
Braun's Island residents on what 
they would do about water quality 
and well concerns there. 
:, THE, CITY agreed.~o give $10,000 
i to its new Terrac¢~ Community 
Facilities Society to run the R.E.M. 
Lee Theatre to the end of the year, 
and promised up to $30,000 more in 
2000 if necessary to subsidize the 
community use of the theatre. The 
school board had threatened to close 
the theatre to use outside school 
hours without cost-sharing. The group 
plans liquor sales at events to help 
support he operations. 
DOCTORS vowed to stop admitt- 
ing out-of-town patients to hospital 
here starting Dec. 1 in a bid to pres- 
sure the government to release more 
money for Mills Memorial. 
MAYOR Jack Talstra hatched a 
plan that he said could get Braun's 
Island a water system and free up $1 
million for the multiplex by access- 
ing provincial restructuring grants. It 
would depend on islanders voting to 
join the city. 
AIRLINES caancelled New 
Year's Eve flights to Terrace, citing 
lack of demand and passenger 
nervousness about Y2K. 
NEARLY 150 people vented their 
frustrations about local health care 
at a meeting organized by a citizens 
group that wanted answers from 
Skeena MLA Helmut Giesbrecht. 
THE MULTIPLEX referendum, 
which sought permission to borrow 
up to $7.6 million, for the project, 
was approved by 55 per cent of Ter- 
race voters but rejected by 60 per 
cent of voters in the surrounding ru- 
ral areas. 
Mayor Jack Talstra said the refer- 
endum was conducted too soon, with 
PROTESTERS carried placards to express their fears about the state 
of health care at a rally in front of the hospital Dec. 1. 
the key question of how much mon- 
ey would be raised through other 
sources - reducing the final bill to 
taxpayers - unanswered. 
JACK TALSTRA defeated chal- 
lengers Linda Hawes and Garry 
Pryce to win a sixth term in the 
mayor's chair. Talstra got 2,086 
votes to Hawes' 1,251. The five in- 
cumbent councillors were all re- 
elected. Lynne Christiansen, the 
president of the farmers market, was 
also elected to council, filling the 
vacancy Hawes left to run for mayor. 
In rural areas, Los Watmough was 
returned in Thornhill, while Bob Co- lic relatious pending. 
oper was electedt9 rePresentarea C. . . . . .  ' :- . . . . .  -k~r**  
:. Diana Penner, ~Marj Brown, and t?:~ DOCTORS'::.changed their stand 
Hal Stedham were/elected ~is!school On not ladmitting out-of-town pa- 
trustees for Terrace. tients. They said they'd place the 
elsewhere in the region. 
Tom Novak said the idea was il- 
legal under the Canada Health Act 
and would only create unrest in the 
region. 
He said there's no such thing as a 
regional hospital designation that's 
recognized by the health ministry. 
Even if regionalization of services in 
the northwest goes ahead, Novak 
warned, Terrace may not benefit to 
the extent locals think. 
THE HEALTH council hired a 
pub relations consultant to polish its 
image. It budgeted $10,000 for pub- 
Voter turnout was high - 56 per 
cent in Terrace and 42 per cent in 
outlying areas. 
TSIMSHIAN natives asked for 
federal help to prevent he world's 
largest collection of northwest abo- 
riginal artifacts, gathered by 19th 
century missionaries, from being 
auctioned off. 
JUDGES said they can't guaran- 
tee drug penalties will double or tri- 
ple for people caught in drug free 
zones - something advocates have 
claimed. Judge Ed de Walle said the 
zones are useful, but said judges 
can't make such promises. 
NORTHWEST mayors, including 
Terrace's Jack Talstra, told a parlia- 
mentary committee hearing that lo- 
cal governments support he Nisga'a 
treaty. There was no picketing or 
protest at the hearing despite Skeena 
MP Mike Scott's advance call for 
those with concerns to make them- 
selves heard. 
December 
MULTIPLEX plans could still go 
ahead if the money rural areas would 
have provided is raised through other 
sources, said mayor Jack Talstra. 
He said the 55 per cent support of 
the project in Terrace means an ag- 
gressive campaign to seek grants 
and find money elsewhere can begin. 
A HOSPITAL official said doctors 
can't refuse to admit patients from 
THE TOP of Kalum Hill washed out in heavy rains of Dec. 4, forcing 
city officials to close the road for more than a week. Close to a thou- 
sand loads of fill were dumped over the bank to rebuild the slope. 
same rules on local patients, reflect- 
ing the need for more nurses at the 
hospital. 
The health council also said it 
would try to ship out of town patients 
back to their home communities 
even more quickly than normal as a 
budgetary measure. 
Nass Valley health officials ex- 
pressed alarm at the confusion sur- 
rounding admission policy at Mills. 
CITY officials said the Yes vote 
on the multiplex in Terrace can be 
used for ,up to two years. That opens 
the door for fundraising and a possi- 
ble second referendum in the future 
in just the rural areas. 
Skeena Cellulose's pulp mill in 
Prince Rupert returned to full pro- 
duction after extensive work con- 
ducted through the fall. The $110 
million capital spending program is 
to continue through to next summer. 
The modernization should reduce 
costs and improve profitability. 
GITANYOW natives were offered 
a treaty that would give them 208 
square kilometres of land and $13.5 
million. The land is about 3.3 per 
cent of Gitaayow traditional terri- 
tory, and the money is considerably 
less per capita than Nisga'a natives 
received. 
TALKS AIMED at selling provin- 
cially owned Skeena Cellulose Inc. 
to Enron Corp. of Texas collapsed. 
The province ended the exclusive 
negotiations and said it's now open 
to offers from other parties. 
HEAVY RAINS caused part of 
Kalum Hill to wash out, flooded 
some basements, and overflowed 
city sewage into ditches around Gra- 
ham Ave. City crews rebuilt the hill 
slope with uncompacted gravel at an 
estimated cost of $100,000. 
THE FIRST drug free zone took 
effect around Caledonia Sr. Second- 
ary School. A search of lockers at 
the school by a police dog led to the 
seizure of small amounts of marijua- 
na. Proponents turned their efforts to 
setting up a similar zone around 
Skeena Jr. Secondary. 
*****  
REFORMERS made a final stand 
against the Nisga'a treaty, forcing 
the House of Commons to vote on 
all 471 amendments they'd'proposed, 
The treaty passed the House Dec. 13 
and moves on to the Senate. It's ex- 
pected to take effect in the new 
year. 
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TRADES & TECHNOLOGY 
TRAINING 
Study from Home, Work or Wherever You Have Internet Access 
An Award-Winning Program for Live, Interactive Training 
GVWR (Gross Vehicle Weight  Ratings) 
On/ine Web Based with various start dates - $100.00 
R134a RETROFIT PROCEDURES 
On/ine Web Based with various start dates - $107.00 
CARPENTR,~ ' UPGRADING ~,~ REFRESHER ~' 
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RESIDENTIAL STEEP ROOFER T.Q. REFRESHER 
Tuesday and Thursday evenings starting January 18 - $250.00 
MIXED FLEET/AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE TECH I.P. REFRESHER 
Tuesday and Thursday evenings starting January 25 - $485.00 
MASTERCAM TRAINING (Mill, Surfaces and Lathe) 
Tuesday and Fridays, time TBA, starting January 25 - Various costs 
To register or for more information, contact: 
Coordinator, Computer Based Trades and Technology 
(250) 862-5494, FAX (250) 862-5469 e-mail: ~er.qer~okana.qan.bc.ca 
or visit our web site @ www.cbtt.ouc.bc.ca 
RIDE THE BEST. 
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"99 500 IND'd 
6,, 
We have a great selection of outerwear 
and accessories for your favourite WINTER SPORT! 
P L+RR! 
2815 Kalum St. 638-1956 
l( 
LOCAL RESIDENT Susan Spalding is making sure 
women living in the northwest get the kind of health 
care they deserve. 
Recently appointed as a member of health minister 
Penny Priddy's,.advisory council on women's health, 
Spalding said she'll report northern women's health care 
concerns directly into Priddy'~ ear. 
"I 'm like a watchdog, watching women in Terrace," 
she said. 
Women living in the north have different health care 
needs than women in the south, Spalding said, primarily 
because health care is more accessible in the Lower 
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North's new health care advocate 
to focus on the needs of women 
She said she'll push for more native liaison workers in 
northern hospitals, who are able to relay information 
from doctors to patients. 
"Liaison workers are advocates who speak on behalf 
of patients," she explained. 
The minister's advisory council on women's health 
was set up in 1994 to advise the minister on issues rela- 
ting to the health needs of women. 
The advisory council meets five times a year to allow 
women to comment and advise the minister on women's 
health care needs and the delivery of women's health 
services in B,C. 
Mainland . . . .  The council consists of 15 women, each representing 
Spalding, coordinator of the First Nations Education 
i Centre here, said she,ll also be a voice for First Nations 
women, bringing a Tsimshian aboriginal perspective to 
the table: 
"I feel aboriginal women have different health care 
needs as opposed to the general public," she said, em- 
phasizing native women suffer more from substance 
abuse than the general public. 
Native women also face more racism, she added. 
/ 
the cultural and regional diversity of B.C. 
Priddy announced she wanted to include women in 
their own health care delivery issues, hoping that by giv- 
ing women a stronger voice it will lead to more respon- 
sive health services. 
Spalding encourages ,women and agencies with health 
concerns to contact her at 638-6394. She explained 
changes to women's health care can only occur when 
women voice their needs and concerns: 
CORRESPONDENCE FOR THETERRACESTANDARD 
The Mail Bag 
MLA's reaction to health 
leaves writer unimpressed 
Dear Sir: macare. These programs tlie public to send in spa- sions. A person would also 
need to take into consid- 
eration the ever-increasing 
population of the northwest 
and the escalating health- 
care needs. 
The public should re- 
member that the evidence 
of this healthcare crisis is 
seen province-wide and 
your personal medical ex- 
perience is not really nee- 
ded to comprehend how 
bad healthcare delivery 
has become. 
I would like to encour- 
age the public to write to 
the Minister of Health, 
Penny Priddy and Mike 
Scott, our local MP. The 
reactions and responses 
that we have witnessed 
and received from Mr. 
According to Mr. Hel- 
mut Giesbrecht's letter to 
the editor of Dec. 8, I mis- 
led the public by saying 
"Giesbrecht blamed the 
doctors for Mills Memorial 
Hosp i ta l ' s  budget  
problems." 
It is apparent hat Mr. 
Giesbrecht does convey 
some ill feelings towards 
the local doctors, as you 
will see in the following 
statements. A number of 
residents have taken time 
in writing their concerns to 
Mr. Giesbrecht and here is 
the response that they 
have received from him. It 
is a form letter. 
"There is a measure of 
politics being played by 
local doctors. Doctors have 
are paid for by taxpayers 
and are limited only by the 
the taxpayers' willingness 
to pay taxes. BC doctors 
have one of the highest fee 
rotes in the country. 
Ironically, doctors are 
in a major conflict with 
the government because 
they have asked for fee in- 
creases amounting to $194 
million per year. BC al- 
ready spends about $450 
more per person than Al- 
berta and about half that 
much more per person than 
Ontario. 
That means that BC 
spends about $1.8 billion 
more on healthcare than 
Alberta and as I have 
pointed out before, if our 
priority was not health 
cities to him. He says "the 
anxiety level is so high but 
there are no specifics. We 
need specifics." 
It is quite clear that he 
could use this information 
to target the healthcare 
professionals as the pro- 
blem rather than acknow- 
ledge the limited financial 
resources as the source. 
I t  is my understanding 
that a person's medical 
history is protected under 
the confidentiality policy 
by the medical profession 
and yet Mr. Giesbrecht is 
.asking people to disclose 
their personal medical his- 
tories. 
Most people could sur- 
mise the cause of the 
healthcare dilemma by 
Susan Spalding 
Dr. R.D. Greenwood 
Chi ropractor  
4635 Lazelle, Terrace 
MSP, ICBC, WCB ACCEPTED 
Dynamic Gait Analysis and 
Prescr ip t ion  Or thot ies  
Saturday  Appo in tments  Avai lable 
638-8165 
: • ~r i "  / .= : : 
Giesbrecht and the com- 
munity health council 
have not been favourable 
ones. 
We need to seek assis- 
tance from outside the re- 
gion. Yes, write letters and 
share your concerns but 
tell someone who is will- 
ing to listen and take ac- 
tion. 
Don Ritehey, 
Terrace, B.C. 
sT 
Drop in and see your 
Northern Healthcare Pharmacist 
about options to help you QUIT SMOKING. 
'NORTHERN HEALTHCARE~ k 
in the Park Avenue Medical Building l r  1 
TERRACE, BC 
as featured in the American Journal of Cardiology (Nov. 
26,'98), Dr, Hans Diem will lead you to a personal realization 
of  how you can: 
* eat more and lose weight 
drop blood cholesterol 15-20% in 30 days 
reduce coronary risk factors with fork & knife 
often reverse and normalize diabetes (maturity onset), 
hypertension a d heart disease by making a few simple 
lifestyle adjustments. 
work with your physician to reduce reliance on 
prescription medications, 
develop long-turin strategies to make your 
* 2 HeartScreens -. a detailed 
risk factor analysis which includes: 
~blooc] analysis: total cholesterol. 
LDL, HDL, triglycerides, and 
blood sugar. 
elifestyle questionaire 
%load pressure and heart rate 
*ideal weight determination 
%valuation & recommendations 
16 Informative & stimulating 
lectures, 
Dynamic Living text & workbook 
choices tick & add quality years to your life[ plus binder & printed materials 
Menu planning, recipes & food 
CHIP TM is a 4week lifestyle improvement program that has demonstrations 
graduated thousands.world-wide, It is patterned after live-in * Alumni support group activities 
programs that last 3-6 weeks, whioh cost thousands of dollars 
more.  
CHIP sM is brought to this community by numerous heulth- 
minded citizens. & includes 16 captivating video lectures by 
Dr, Diehl that will motivate and help you take charge of your 
health. 
CHIP TM Lecturer -- Hans DIEM, Dr, HSc, MPH, is Director 
of Lifestyle Medichte htstitute of Lama Linda, California. His 
pioneering efforts with Nathan Pritikin and Dr, Denis Burkin 
have shown conclusively lhat many of today's diseases are 
truly reversible through some simple lifestyle changes. As a 
best selling author of health books, a researcher, clinician, 
dynamic speaker & top-rauking motivator, he has lectured to 
corporations and governments and has presented seminars on 
four continents. 
(via video) 
Participants will atte.d 4times weekly 
(Monday to Thursday) for 4 consecutive 
weeks, Kaelt session is Jmponam and 
builds on infonuatiou given previously. 
Week l ..... 
* Modern Medicine: Miracles 
Medicines & Mirages 
Portrait of a Killer: Onslaught from 
Within 
Stalking the Killer 
* Eat More and Weigh Less 
"Hans Diehl brings a very powerful message 
to all who will listen on how to use diet and 
exercise to prevent the nmnber one killers in 
our society" 
°.William Castelll, PhD, Nnl Director 
Framlngham lleart Study 
"TheCHIP su program cat: potentially affect 
the treannent of degenerative diseases hi a 
more.outcome effective manner that: any 
other strategy 1brow." 
-.Colin T. Campbell, Cornell University 
The Chhto Study 
Week 2 ..... 
* The Magic of Fibre 
* Going Up in Smoke 
Reversing Hypertension 
Disarming Diabetes 
* Effective Cholesterol Control 
Fats in the Fire 
Week 3 ..... 
* Walk for Your Life 
* Osteopomsis: Calcium Robbers 
Lifestyle nnd health 
Bat Your Way Back to Health 
Week 4 ..... 
* Diet and Cancer 
* Athorosclemsls of the Mind 
Building Self-Esteem 
* The Gift of Forgtvcness 
"In all the ~'ears we've been conducting healthy lifestyle programs, we've never 
experienced anything as effective as CHIP su , For a mere fraction of the cost, CItlP TM 
participants get all the benefits of o live-in program while establishing new lifestyle 
habits in the realistic hpme invironment and In the company of an on-going support 
group." .. George Guthrle, MD, MPH 
-. Beau Guthrle, RNj MS, ANP, -- Grovelundp CA 
Local Information for Terrace CHIP  sM 
TESTIMONY FROM 
A CHIP GRADUATE 
Before the CHIP program, Sally Warner, a 
54-year old teacher felt powerless to change 
her health's fate, 
"1 was a diabetic with high blood pressure, 
and I had been on medication for 20 years," 
She had tried several diets, but none provided 
her with any long-term success -- until she 
tried CHIP, 
"When i started CHIP, my glucose level was 
10.3nunol/L which means that my blood 
sugar was too high as a diabetic even though 
I was taking 65 units of insulin a day, At the 
same time, nay cholesterol was 6.6mmol/L in 
spite of taking the cholesterol.lowering drug, 
gocor, and my triglycerides were 5.5mmol/L, 
In addition, I was 50 pounds overweight." 
One year alter the program, Sally had lost 40 
pounds, her cholesterol was below 4,1mmol/ 
L, and her physician had taken her off the 
medication, In addition, she is now taking 
only 1~. units of insulin. 
~ ,  INTRODUCTORY 
SESSION 
You're invited to attend a FREE one hour, 
informutive, OVERVIEW SESSION, with 
opportunity to register for the full program. 
Choose the FREE Session most suitable for 
you. 
* Tuesday, January 4 --7:00p,m. 
Northwest Community College 
Terrace, BC 
* Monday,, January l0 --7:00p,m, 
Northwest Community College 
Terrace, BC 
* Tuesday, January 11 -.7:00p,m. 
Northwest Community College 
Terrace, Be  
FULFILL YOUR 
NEW YEAR S RESOL[ 
"The best htvesttnent 
you will ever make .~  . . . . . . .  . : 
in your health.,." 
For Registeratton or More Information. PHONE 250.635-3200 OR Mall to: 
Terrace CHIP. 4701 Gait Avenue, Terrace. BC vgcI.2J8 
Use our E-mall address: TerraceCHIP@Hotmail.eom 
to have better health j 
/ 
Home Phone 
Pray. Postal Code 
CHIP TM SCHEDULE 
* HEARTSCREEN #1 
Appointments to be made at 
FREE Information Session. 
(See Session details to the left), 
Sunday, 
January 16 
7:30 • 9t30am 
* GENERAL SESSIONS January 17 - 
Monday, Tuesday February 10 
Wednesday, Thursday 7:00 • 9:lSpm 
HEARTScREEN #2 Tl:ursday, 
Come having fasted for 12 February I0 
hours. Breakfast provided. 7:30 • 9:30am 
* GRADUATION Sunday, 
Come celebrate success and a February 13 
healthier youl 1:00 • 2:30pro 
Complete, Clip& Submit Ihis Coupon for Registration 
PLEASE PRINT,..- " 
Name ~,J~ 
Work Phone 
Special Introductory Ratesl 
r'-t Individual -. $195, [] Personal Check 
1=3 Couple -- $295 [] Money Order 
(Sharing meterials) [ ]  Cash 
(Do not send cash'in the mall) 
Make payable to: "Terrace CHIP" 
Dear Sir: 
I recommend a book 
called "Alphabet versus 
Image." It talks about how 
writing and reading would 
cause the right brain to be 
mostly used. 
It is the reason that the 
male became dominated 
and why the women today 
are beginning to be on the 
rise and more men are be- 
coming female balanced. 
To make this a little 
more clearer, the Eur- 
opeans came on this side 
of the world with no fe- 
male balance. They 
laughed and made fun of 
our native men for listen- 
ing to a woman. 
• It was the beginning of 
our men feeling inferior to- 
ward women. 
We still, see some men 
like this foday. They do 
not like to'be subordinated 
to any women. They 
learned to put women 
down hy calling them 
for kids (5-12), youth (13-16), adults (17 up) 
Start ing January 15 th 2000 
At the Thornhill Corn rnunity Center 
Kickboxing 
Kickbo (Kickbox-Aerobic) 
Karate/Selfdefence 
names. 
They like to hang around 
other men to brag. Most 
are highly vocal in their 
swearing ways. They think 
that crying is the sign of 
weakness. 
They would rather put on 
an act of been a strong all 
male aggressive type of 
mane. This is really an in- 
secure way to be. It is like 
a child who never matured. 
Next time you see one 
or hear someone like this, 
you can understand that 
they are not female bal- 
anced. 
Lilac Robinson, 
Terrace, B.C. 
Men need female balance 
,I presume that many 
others than myself witnes- 
sed therecent explicit do- 
cumentary dealing with 
the circumcision of new 
born baby boys. 
To see those bearded 
weirdos standing around 
being absolutely elated to 
witness the carving off that 
part which is probably the 
most sensitive part of the 
bddy, the child having no 
say in the matter. 
It's almost unbelievable 
that such torment still goes 
on, and more so that 
people could even adhere 
to those •beliefs of unnatur- 
al barbarism. 
In some of these weird, 
drag up followings from 
the dark ages, this opera- 
tion is done on little girls 
assuring them of a life of 
suffering, even here in Ca- 
nada. 
mentary, many of these 
operations are done with 
crudeness and incompe- 
tence. Some infants be- 
come severely infected for 
life and can never function 
sexually. 
The question is with all 
the knowledge and access 
to reality do people still 
allow themselves to be 
hoodwinked into these in- 
sane beliefs and have their 
own flesh and blood suffer. 
It was stated in the do- 
cumentary that this cutting 
of the young infant was 
very traumatic on the 
young nervous ystem and 
this may have long life 
psyohological effects. 
With all the violence 
and apathetic attitudes in 
today's world, how much 
could be traced to this 
early torture, and malfunc- 
tion of basic human rela- 
teresting to learn of how 
many of today's war- 
mongers and those of the 
past were so treated as in- 
fants. 
How could this barbaric 
superstitious till be with 
us today? Other than being 
an ancient torturous act 
against an innocent child, 
there's not a shred of 
medical evidence or sup- 
port for such gruesome 
brutality. 
If the protagonists of so- 
called human rights are so 
concerned in the uphea- 
vals of people involved in 
political turmoil, why can 
they not have the courage 
to support condemnation f
this evil butchery of little 
innocent children by var- 
ious sick beliefs? 
D.L. Bulleid, 
Terrace, B.C. 
for circumsision today 
Dear Sir: According to this docu- tionships? It would be in- 
t h , .  a . . . . . . . . .  ¢ .,,=..,...,4: . . . .  care, w.e~ could, bal~lnceAhe ~ .s~.eing the decline in hos- I.a~. / tU~Uay V l t  Uh* l l t ig l i lg l t i lS i~  U ~ ~ ,~ : t"  '~C' l  t -~ ~ ' ! • . _= - " [ 
h,~tt,mt . . . . .  ;t,"n~: m~,,,;, " in¢og t~an g]  ~ ~ bllhOr~.p.~fal beds, shortage of 
for hospital funding, Medi- dollars In t~ix breaks." nurses and restrtcttons tin- eO'Ot  ' 
cal Service Plan and Phar- Mr. Giesbrecht is asking posed on hospital admis- ' a ~  
There is no excuse Wel l -kuown for his successful CHlpsa, PartielpantsReceive t 
SM Coronary Health Improvement Project, CHIP" Lecture Schedule: 
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Last year was busy 
on the bear front 
CONSERVATION officers here were bursting with bear 
complaints in 1999 to give them one of their busiest 
years of the past decade. 
The bear season here was so hectic that by Septem- 
ber's end, conservation officers said they were swamped. 
Only September 1994 was busier, said Terrace con- 
servation officer Adrian Juch. 
"That was an extremely odd year," said Juch, adding 
there was a bad berry crop that year which may have 
forced bears into urban centres for food. 
Record bear complaints translated into bear kills this 
year. 
Conservation officers shot 15 problem black bears re- 
gion-wide in September alone. 
That's almost half of the 38 bears destroyed in the 
other months. 
Another 32 problem bears were reported shot in the 
region, either by RCMP officers or private individuals 
upon whose property bears had strayed. 
Two kermode bears and eight grizzlies were trapped 
at the New Aiyansh dump and relocated. 
Kitimat had 421 complaints up to Nov. 30, most of 
which stemmed from the area's coastal landscape, 
which funnels bears through town via the Kitimat River. 
And when in town, bears typically switch from sal- 
mon to garbage. 
Surprisingly, conservation officers responded to 13 
fewer complaints there than they did near Terrace, 
where 391 complaints were charted last year. 
"We're extremely limited by manpower and 
resources", said Jueh, adding officers already spend 
most of their time in the Kitimat area. 
Officers are more likely to respond to .complaints 
when they know the bear will still be there - making 
time delays between the office here and a bear in Kid- 
mat, Rupert or the Nass Valley a problem all its own. 
Juch said officers have tried to combat hat by sche- 
duling dedicated patrols in Kitimat, or sending an officer 
there on other duties in hopes his shift will coincide with 
a bear complaint. 
"That doesn't always work," said Juch, adding that 
time can be wasted when no complaints come in. 
Two bears near Kemano were relocated and conser- 
vation officers shot 20 bears in the Kitimat area. RCMP 
and others hot 10 additional bears. 
Three violations under the new Wildlife Amendment 
Act, which makes it illegal to attract dangerous wildlife, 
were reported in Kitimat. 
At least three businesses were ordered to improve 
their garbage collection system. 
Prince Rupert reported 44 complaints. Officers re- 
sponded to five of those complaints and destroyed nine 
bears. Local RCMP or local citizens destroyed six addi- 
tional bears. 
By October, 1998 officers received 249 local bear 
complaints from the Terrace area. 
In 1997, there were 201 complaints and in 1996 and 
1995 there were 309 and 177 complaints, 
Conservation officers destroyed 38 bears in 1998. 
Property owners and RCMP destroyed another 13 bears. 
In 1997, officers had the option of relocating bears if 
they felt the bear would survive and they found a suit- 
able location. One bear was relocated in 1997. 
THIS BLACK BEAR was one of many bears spotted on the Nisga'a Highway 
last summer. 1999 was one of the busiest bear years here this decade. 
Medical News 
They talked after all 
JUST DAYS after Kitimat Stikine regional district 
chair Jeanne Monaghan complained she couldn't 
talk to health minister Penny Priddy, the pair con- 
nected by phone Dec. 13. 
Monaghan said it was a productive discussion in 
thaCshe had a cll~ihce to-tell the minister of north- 
west ihealthcare ¢~F01ffertis. 
The key, said Monaghan, is to convince Priddy 
and the others that it is more expensive to provide 
health care in the north than in more populated 
areas. 
"We'll be providing her with statistics very 
shortly," said Monaghan. She estimated that so far 
this year, $500,000 has been spent on flying people 
down south for treatment. If there were more ser- 
vices here, some of that cost could have been 
avoided, said Monaghan. 
Priddy has been invited to a rural health confer- 
ence in Prince George next month and if she goes, 
Monaghan hopes to speak with her there in person. 
Come together right now 
THE HEALTH MINISTRY is intrigued with a sug- 
gestion floating around the northwest hat com- 
munity health councils share administrative posi- 
tions. 
Ministry official Jeff Gaulin said the prospect of 
having shared administrative positions might be 
one way of developing effective regional services. 
But he drew the line at having the ministry im- 
pose an overall governing structure. 
"If the ministry were to do it unilaterally, it 
could be something that would be disruptive to the 
system," he said. 
The ideal is a co-operative situation where com- 
munities feel they are gaining by having shared 
speciality services rather than losing if they aren't 
located solely in any particular hospital, said Oau- 
lin. 
So far, Gaulin added, there is no evidence the 
current system of having many community health 
councils and no regional structure isn't working. 
"But if it were to become dysfunctional nd not 
meet patient care needs, than would be looking at 
ways to improve that," he said. 
Going to Prince George 
NORTHERN HEALTH care officials and others 
are gathering in Prince George Jan, 22-24 to go 
over common problems and develop ways of deal- 
ing with them. 
The conference is being sponsored by the North 
Central Municipal Association, which represents 
municipalities, and the University of Northern B.C. 
One of the top themes will be recruiting and 
keeping health care professionals. Communities 
such as Terrace are suffering from nursing short- 
ages and there are vacant specialty medical posi- 
tions across the north. 
More than 300 people are expected to attend the 
conference. ~ 
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Red Flame Seedless Grapes] Chicken Thighs 
.... ~ .~ New Crop. Imported. Sack Atlached. Seasoned. Individually 
No. 1 Grade. Quick Frozen. Sold in a 4 kg box for 
SAVE at least $I.$0 Ib, . only $7.84 each. UNIT TWO. 
1(10 ' RII 
~ SAVEat 
~; • ~. ,  '.~,' lib ........ /lb. 
I l l  J4 .391k9 ~.  pei' IV~1.96/kg  
~ ~ 1  t~ it , ~,,,~,,~ 
Minute Maid Orange Juii 'e ;,: 
. . . . . . .  355 mL. 
• : ,i~; ~ ,  ~:~;,~ . : ' -~ .  ~ .  FIRST EIGHT. 
' . . . . .  ~:;/~.~. t ~.~ ,:'~i~ ',~ ~ '~ ~"~:; ~ ~ ~ L:~::" L :/~;.:'(,~,~ SAVE at least 90¢ 
~z: ~ ,>~ ~ 
Keflog9'  l 
725 Corn Pops 375 g, 
i i ~  = " '!"~ 1 2 ,S 425~ or Fr9sted hakes )z3 g.. 
SAVE at least ~3,~ 0 
Quaker Instant Oatmeal 
: ,!~e~-~.~ = _.,.EI i~ii i!! 
Assorted varieties. 
325 to 470 g. 
SAVE at least $1,58 on two 
2, 5 
Old Dutch Potato Chips 
Assorted varlelies. 
~'~" '  ='"-~,,-,,~-,,=, 340 g. 
Old ~.  i '~  <. '~  SAVE at least $1,98 on two 
UI.Ui  ~ . . . .  "., ............. {~,. Outcb,:~ 
Green Giant Niblets Corn 
Or Cream Style Corn. 
~ ~  341 to 398 mL 
c;;'~:,, '; j l i~ .  ~ $,2,96 on four Fl~:,rl:; ;',~,l .: .J[~)~,i,i;," i7 SAVE at least 
4d3 
Sun-Rype Juice 
Assorted varielles. I Lltre. Plus depostl 
or envlro levy where applicable. 
? a SAVE at least $2,16 on four 
4d5 
Campbell's Cream of Mushroom Soup Lipton Rice & Sauce 
Or Vegetable or Chicken Or Noodles & Sauce. Assorled 
~ ~  Noodle. 284 eL. FIRST EIGHT. varieties. 122 to 142 g. FIRST 
i ~ ~  Combined varl~lies.. !L~"{~::~:r~ L i~:o l l  FOUR- Combined varietms. 
i .... SAVE at least~,96 0n tour ~ ~  ~!'T!? :~il;i i~i'i, SAVE at least $3,16 on four 
~. .. ...... ~.,#~:e~;:;,, :~  -;.:,6 
Primo Pasta Assorted varieties, Primo Pasta Sauce 
900 Assorted vartetles. 
• ,:v",'"'":z~"~,;i~" :..~:~.-~_.. " 
SAVE at least $2,96 on four ~ ........... ~'d I LN I  SAVE at least $2,96 on four 
m o,~,:,- m~mmi~,.,.,,,,,m~ 
Edwards Coffee 
Regular, Fine or Exlra fine Gn~ 131 g 
FIRST ONE. Combined vanelles. 
SAVE at least $1,51 
6,88 
Kraft Salad Dressing 
Assorted varletms. 475 mL 
~ FIRSr THREE. Combined varieties. 
/?i :~': ~:. ,{. ! ~;~ SAVE at least ~1.20 
: • :)•: .':::i• • i j  ¸ 
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Thal's The 
Circulation Of The 
i 
T ER RACE 
STAI II)ARD 
c~ , .  J 
~r RTiSER 
i ¸ 
I 
) 
l 
/ 
R :acl Ling Ti ousands  of 
C us~( pmers c~.d Clients 
EVERY WEEK 
From Ter race  & K i t imat  to ~ 
The Haze l tons ,  
Nass  Val ley and  po in ts  nor th  
i !~!!!(~ ¸
PUBLICATIONS WILL GET 
YOUR ME S SAGE THERE 
Place your ad in the Terrace Standard and at a substantially reduced rate 
swing it into our Shopper the Weekend Advertiser... VERY SIMPLE. 
:;: ' 
CALL ANY ONE OF OUR SALES REPRESENTATIVES 
638-7283 
i 
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FROM ALL MANAGEMENT & STAFF 
AT RADIO SHACK & 
TERRACE FURNITURE MART, 
INDERJIT BAL _. ~ '~,  
NO DOWN PAYMENT 
/ 
INTEREST NO PAYMENT TIL 2001 oAc. 
PLUS $50 CASH PAY BACK ON FIRST PURCHASE ON ANY SOFA OR MATTRESS 
5060 70% OFF ON ALL ODD ITEMS 
MATTRESS 
~°ow $399 
18 CU FT 
FRIDGE 
,~,,~,s,~ no,, $699 
SOFA SET 
oow $899 
DINING ROOM 
SUITE 
now $2299 
i -~ ~,~ ~"  : "~,:, 
BUY FOR 
$9~/.o. + 
FOR 150 CHANNELS 
,o,,~$29999,,~s. 
VISA 
INSIDE 
"COMMUNITY 
EVENTS B2 
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T A bit of creativity 
here was a time when I believed that I 
had to choose to be responsible or frivolous. 
To enjoy and dedicate my time to books 
and writing or to be practical and make a living. 
Imagine my surprise and delight at realizing 
that the two could coincide and that I would be 
happier for it. 
It wasn't an easy conclusion to come to be- 
cause most of our society teaches that our 
goal as successful adults should be a healthy 
paycheck and doesn't give practical praise to 
the things we do for enjoyment rather then 
money. 
A lot of us get trapped in jobs that we can't 
stand and while I'm not saying in any way that 
we should all quit putting food on the table and 
become starving artists. I am saying that we 
need to put a little creativity into our lives. We 
can't afford not to. 
"Well I don't even know what you're talking 
about, I don't have a creative bone in my body. 
I'm fine. I love my job. I'm exhausted after work 
and then family I wish I could go off and be a 
crazy creative but that's just not my reality." 
Does any of that sound familiar? Did you 
think any of those thoughts while you read the 
first paragraph? First of all, everyone's crea- 
tive. The problem is that what we label as 
creative limits us because we think its some 
"artists only" club. Secondly, were all exhaus- 
ted and busy but if we don't make some room 
in our lives for creativity and spontaneous en- 
joyment of life we will end up crazy. 
What do you really like to do? Chances are 
that the thing you enjoy most, whether or hot 
you allow yourself to make time for it, is the 
avenue in which you arecreative. 
The[e are traditional "creative" fields; 
painting, drawing, sculpting, music but those 
are just some obvious ones. Sport fishing is 
creative with its specialized casting and reeling 
techniques and creation and selection of lures. 
A ear nut, whose favorite pastime is restor- 
ing and refinishing vehicles, is an artist. Gar- 
dening, sewing, baking, cooking, even exer- 
"Completely satisfied with your 
l i fe 'srout ines? Quit reading now. If 
you do feel like you'd like to do some- 
thing fun and adventurous, keep read- 
Ing. Al l  you need "is the courage to 
seek out what you want to do." 
cise, can be a creative outlet. Anything that 
you do and try do better in for the pure enjoy- 
ment it gives, anything that stretches your ima- 
gination and piques your curiosity is a creative 
venture experiment and see what your mind 
comes up with and then be brave enough to 
give it a try. 
Completely satisfied with your life's routines? 
Quit reading now. If you do feel like you'd like 
to do something fun and adventurous, keep 
reading. All you need is the courage to seek 
out what you want to do. 
It might be something as simple as ceasing 
to cook the macaroni and cheese dinners that 
your family wants every night and starting a 
new recipe a night plan. It might be something 
as mellow as buying A Seasons Pass for the 
Terrace Little Theatre, It might be something 
as dramatic as taking up belly dancing or as 
novel as Celtic Harp lessons. Who's to know 
and who's to tell you what you'll enjoy? 
There is so much in Terrace to choose froml 
There's language courses, music lessons of 
every variety, including, yes this impresses and 
astounds me, Celtic Harp. 
There are writing guilds, an artist guild, cook- 
ing classes, and woodwork courses. We have 
our own symphony and a community theatre 
that puts on numerous productions yearly. Al- 
most any kind of dancing lessons you could 
want. 
Our Art Gallery has gorgeous displays 
monthly. The Farmers Market could fittingly 
have its name changed to Farmers and Artists 
Market; the representation of artisans is so 
large with skills as varying as knife making, to 
pottery, toll painting and crochet. 
There are major areas of interest that I have 
missed but you know what you want to do. If a 
part of you is saying, "how come she didn't 
mention such and such," that's what you 
should look intol 
Most of us will never have the luck to make 
our living with our daydreaming, creative sides. 
Than again, who knows? Maybe the simple 
painting project leads you into interior decora- 
ting. No matter who we are, what we do we all 
should' make time to put a little creativity into 
our lives. We will be richer for it. 
I Library's Internet proves popular 
LOCAL RESIDENTS 
love the Terrace Public 
Library's free lnternet ac- 
cess so much that the five 
computer terminals are 
constantly reserved 24-48 
hours in advance. 
This year, the library 
recorded 12,988 visits from 
locals using the Net. 
Over the last three 
years, the computers were 
used 32,806 times. 
"I would never in my 
wildest dreams guess there 
would be close to 33,000 
visits," said Ed Curell, 
head librarian. 
He said the library's In- 
ternet imes are constantly 
booked up. 
"If you don't book a 
time, you don't get in," he 
added. 
The same goes for ln- 
ternet lessons - there 's  a 
, waiting list for seniors who 
want to learn how to con- 
nect to the World Wide 
Web. 
Children's librarian 
Holly Nguyen said people 
use the library's free Net 
service to do everything 
from surfing for new infer- INTERNET SURFER: Brian Good, 15, tries to get on-line everyday at the Terrace Public Library. He likes to 
mation to simply checking check his e-mail and communicate with others using the Alamak chat line. 
their e-mail. 
"Everybody's using it," "The subject matter is meet people using the 
she said. "We've got teen- extensive," she said. Alamak chat line. 
agers, adults and seniors Fifteen-year-old Brian "I'11 chat with anyone 
booking times to surf." Good says he tries to book that wants to chat with 
Nguyen added the Inter- Internet ime everyday, me," he said. 
net is a wonderful resource "Basically I use it any This year alone 365 
for high school and college time I can," he said. people took one-on-one 
students trying to find up- Good goes on line to lessons to learn how to 
to-date information, check his e-mail and to surf, use chat lines and to 
I I  New teachers 
Nineteen students from the northwest area earned their teaching certificates 
December 4 from Simon Fraser University's Professional Development pro- 
gram .The best part about the program is that local residents can earn their 
teaching degrees without having to leave their home towns. The Northwest 
Teacher Education Consortium is in its lOth year of operation. Another group 
of students begin the program in January. 
Family memoirs workshop held 
By MAMIE KERBY 
A WORKSHOP on writing family mem- 
oirs was held at the Terrace Public Li- 
brary meeting room last month. 
Sponsored by the Terrace Regional 
Historical Society, guest speakers were 
Freda Mallory from Prince Rupert and 
Louise Parmenter f om Rosswood. 
Freda gave a presentation on her work 
with the late Ted Johnson, typing up his 
memoirs and compiling the historical 
notes that he had gathered about early 
pioneers in the Terrace region. 
Louise spoke about her project rans- 
cribing letters written by her mother 
throughout her lifetime, starting from 
when she was eight years old. 
A third presentation wad given by 
Norma Kerby regarding the B.C. Folklore 
Society and the interesting projects that 
could be undertaken preserving the le- 
gends and folktales of this region of B.C. 
Further workshops are planned for the 
spring. 
For more information contact Mamie 
at 635-2508. 
Around Town 
Food bank 
open 
THE TERRACE Churches 
Food bank opens its doors 
for its January 2000 distri- 
bution from January 17-20. 
The distribution centre 
is located at 4647 Lazelle, 
rear entrance. Look for the 
"Food Bank of the Chur- 
ches" sign. It is important 
to bring ID for you and 
your dependents, The Food 
Bank is open from 1-3 p.m. 
People with last names 
beginning with letters A-H 
can pick up food Monday, 
Jan. 17. Those with last 
names beginning with let- 
ters I-R pick up food Tues- 
day, January 18 and those 
who have surnames begin- 
ning with letters S-Z pick 
up food Wednesday, Jan. 
19. 
Anyone missed can 
come Thursday, Jan. 20. 
•Donations 
money can be made 
through local churches as 
well as through Overwai- 
tea and Safcway with the 
B.C. Sharing Coupons, 
Items can also be dropped 
off at the Bargain Store. : 
Each of these stores has 
a food drop off box located 
in the customer service 
area. Donations can be 
mailed to: Terrace Chur- 
ches Food Bank, e/o 4012 
Anderson St., Terrace,  
of food and BIC. V8G 2'I'2. 
shop. 
In 1999, more than 115 
children took Internet 
training classes, compared 
to eight adults and 55 se- 
nior citizens. 
OSG (Okanagan Skee- 
na Group) has provided the 
library with free Internet 
access o that locals could 
use the library's services 
free of charge. 
"It's a gift worth thou- 
sands of dollars to the li- 
brary and community," 
Curell said. 
"1 think its quite 
special." 
Snowmobilers 
rev up for 
Snowarama 
CONTRIBUTED 
SNOWMOBILERS are blasting into the new millennium 
with their annual Snowarama event. 
Smowarama is a tradition among snowmobilers in 
B.C. Every year members of over 40 clubs leave their 
snowmobiles behind while they pound the pavement to 
collect Snowarama pledges in support of the B.C. Lions 
Society for Children with Disabilities. 
The BC Snowmobile Federation has set an unprece- 
dented provincial Snowarama fundraising goal of 
$200,000 for the Year 2000. 
As a member of BCSF, the Skeena Valley Smowmo- 
bile Club is determined tohelp meet his goal. 
"We receive tremendous support from Terrace resi: 
dents and local business owners when we approach them 
for Snowarama pledges," comments Snowarama chair- 
man, Jayne McKenzie. 
"We are very proud of the work we've done for spe- 
cial-needs kids over the years." 
Pride and commitment certainly drive the snomobi- 
lers in this town. But the riders will also tell you that 
nothing beats the exhilaration of jumping on their ma- 
chines and riding the trails with family and friends. 
Some of the day's Snowarama ctivities include trail 
rides, poker runs, a hot chili lunch served by the Terrace 
Downtown Lions club, and award presentations. 
Everyone who donated $25 or more to Snowarama 
2000 will have his or her name entered in a draw for a 
chance to win an all inclusive trip for two to Puerto Val- 
larta, Mexico. Participants in the ride can also win many 
other prizes, donated by local merchants. 
"Snowarama isn't just for seasoned snowmobilers," 
explains McKenzie. 
"It's a great opportunity for non-smowmobilers who 
are interested in the sport to give it a try. We usually 
have a few extra machines around so that Snowarama 
guests can ride." 
The Skeena Valley Snowmobile C
Club's Snowarama takes place Sunday, January 30, 
2000 at 10 a.m. Further information on how to register for 
Snowarama nd where to pick up your pledge forms can 
be obtained by calling Jayne McKenzie at 635-5232. 
All proceeds from Snowarama 2000 will be directed 
towards the purchase of a Versapulse Laser for the Lions 
Laser Skin Centre in Vancouver 
Adults and children from communities throughout BC 
attend the centre regularly to undergo treatment for se- 
vere skin decolourations and port wine stains. The final 
result - a tremendous increase in the patient's elf es- 
teem - literally transforms their lives. 
Thank You 
Cheers! 
MILLS MEMORIAL Hospital Auxiliary would like to 
thank all those who supported our Craft & Bake Sale. 
The winner of Snow White & the Seven Dwarfs was 
Wilma Costain. Gloria Kuehne was the winner of the 
goodie hamper. 
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CITY SCENE 
Shames 
Mountain 
Jan. 29 No Ego performs in the 
Mountain Ski Club Alpine Races. 
Art 
deluge from 2-5 p.m. Local Artist Edward Epp 
Jan 29-30 Boarders, Ass'n presents Duet, a collaborative 
Boardercross and Big Air for 
boarders and skiers. See Jeff Doll 
for details. Nancy Green Races. 
Jan. 23 Vertical Challenge 
sponsored by Shames Mountain 
Ski Club. Rules and Pledge forms 
available in the lodge. 
Jan. 22 Crazy Hat Day. Prizes 
for the craziest hats. Dizzy Strings 
perform L2--5 p.m. 
Jan. 20 Ladies' Day. Special 
lunch, door prizes and live music. 
Jan. 19 Men's Day. Lunch, live 
music and door prizes. 
Jan. 15 - 23 National Ski and 
Snowboard week. Greys on Trays 
begins Jan. 15/16. Shames 
figure painting project he 
completed with Prince Rupert artist 
Amy Huestis. 
The exhibition is presented atthe 
Museum of Northern British 
Columbia in Prince Rupert. 
The exhibition continues to 
January 17, 2000. 
Book Reading 
An evening with Murdoch 
Robertson, author of A Touch of 
Murder, Now and Then, will take 
place on Tuesday, January 11, 
2000 at 7:30 p.m. at the Terrace 
Public Library. 
Mr. Robertson will read from his 
book and talk about writing and 
publishing. The event is free. No 
registration is required. 
Call the library for more 
information. 
Live Music 
Live at the Best Western Terrace 
Inn is King Fish at Gators Night 
Club. Halfyard plays Beasley's 
Mix. 
Check out The Wild Katz at 
Georges Pub Jan. 4-8. 
Make the 'Scene! Call 638- 
7283 or fax to 638-8432 to add 
your event o the Standard's free 
entertainment listings. The deadline 
is 5 p.m. Thursday for the 
following week's paper. 
playing 
January 4-8 
POOL 
TOURNAMENT 
Every Tuesday 
7pro 
Prizes for 1st, 
2nd & 3rd 
KARAOKE 
Every 
Thursday 
Come in and 
join the fun. 
e" 
HUNGRY? 
Great Food 
Anytime! 
Try our daily 
specials 
REMEMBER! 
Our courtesy van will 
pick up and drop off 
your party at 
Georges Pub, 
Or Entail us at 
www.cantire.terrace@osg.net 
SAFEWAY 
v,~vw.safeway.com 
' q C ~ m  
www.teFraceautomal l . com 
terrace.automall@os~l.net 
~-t l~ i l lAp~ ) The Terrace Standard 
standard@kermode.net 
Your  webs i te /emai l  address  
cou ld  be  here!  
Contact  us  a t  638-7283 
• Mothers' & Children's Herb • 
Which herb has been called the greatest gift God ever gave 
to women? 
The answer may surprise you: Red Raspberry, Historically, 
raspberry leaves have been used for women and children, 
A beneficial herb, it can be used throughout pregnancy, It 
strengthens a weak stomach, and so may help relieve morning 
sickness, nausea and indigestion. 
; It cleanses and nourishes the breasts for a pure milk supply 
by the action of purifying and cleansing the blood. Minerals con. 
rained enrich the colostrum and help in the formation of mother's 
milk. - . .  
ii I It has traditionally been u'sed to prevent hemorrhage and 
reduce pain during childbirth. Farnous English herbalist Henry 
Box, recommended it to halt premature labour, t has been 
c a med to prevent tearing of reproducti~,e organs during 
childbirth, 
Apart from pregnancy it has been used for menstrua prob- 
lems, regulating excessive flow and relieving pain, I1 helps with 
mouth and canker sores, Dysentery and d arrhea are gently 
relieved, especially in infants, 
It is a I°ng'established remedy for infants and children, Use it 
il they suffer from a cold colic, fever or diarrhea t may be help- 
ful in fighting chicken pox or flu. 
Scientific research has supported several of these c aims, 
Fragarine has direct action on the pelvic and uterine muscles 
Tannins contained are found effective for the digest on, Studies 
also found that Red Raspberry has anti-viral actions, to help:i;!!i 
defeat diseases uch as the flu and herpes 
The leaves of red raspberry are rich in calcium, run and 
i manganese, Italso contains vitamins A, C, D and B-complex, 
~: THE SOLUTION: Alea made of red raspberry leaves can be 
a relaxing and nutritive ritual. The tasty addition of peppermint 
and ginger may help promote good digestion, which is a key to 
good health. 
-Remember, healthy bodies work, play, and feel betteri ,.,.,,~ :ii; 
' : :  :i::i:.: i i: ili:!:: i i~! ii!i: i:: :i!i!;i~:i!::iF;:i!:::i!?!~i!.~:i~ii.;:~i::~i:~iiii~i~:i~!~:i : !!! ::i:i!: ::i!i ! iiii!  ;;!i;iT  :i:i:.: !! ~ii; :i: ~:i:~i: :: ::::::::::::::::::::::: i .i ~:: 
For information, a consultation or to ::i 
purchase herbal nutrition products 
at wholesale prices contact: 
Claudia Perry, Barbara Emery, Sid & Therese Ross, 
Darcio Annesley, Maureen Gent, Wayne Gray, 
Joan Hough (Kitimat) 
• Bruno Belanger & Krista Bo~an (Terrace). 
ENRICH INDEPENDENT DISTRIBUTORS 
Phone: (2.50) 638-1541 - Terrace 
(250) 632-2740 - Kitimat 
Fax: .(250) 635-1565 
EMAIL: bruno@kermode.net 
C~n##~ Canadians Heaftli 
, ,~ IU~I3 ' _ .~ Do you wish your child behaved iffer- 
The Eighth Terrace Beavers and ently or that you had more patience? Is 
Cubs presents The Second Annual AI parenting a challenge? "Parent ing  
Munro Christmas Tree Pick-up. Watch for Young Children" is a six week course 
canvassers at your door beginning at 9:30 for anyone who has or cares for kids be- 
n.re., Jan. 8. tween birth and six year. Starts January 
Call 638-2006 for more information. 18th from 9:30-11:45 a.m. Limited space. 
To pro-register, call 638-1863 or come 
Tuesday. January 11 into The Family Place at 4553 Park Ave. 
The Terrace Women's Resource Supervised playtime on site. 
Centre is having an informal discussion 
group for young women on health issues Wednesday. January 19 
from 6-8 p.m. at the Women's Centre, Will Power or Won't Power: The 
4542 Park Avenue. Woes of Weight Loss Diets A free pro- 
wl Are you '~ a young woman between 'the "'~~ia'tion on diet fads with community 
.,~?,ages of 12+ and 20? Would you like tO hutritibhist, Fie Sheppard at Abe Terrace 
:-speak out on healih issues'that re impor- Pdblic Library Wednesday/Jan. 19-at.7 
tant to you? p.m. Registration ot required. Call the li- 
The Terrace Women's Centre wants to 
hear your thoughts on what it's like to be 
a young women in Terrace. Do you fell' 
healthy? Are there things that could make 
you more healthy? Are there certain 
things that you think make you unheal- 
thy? 
For more info call Sarah at 638-0228. 
There will be free food! 
brary for more information at 638-8177. 
WEEKLY MEETINGS 
XRV.lm0AX~ 
GREATER TERRACE BEAUTIFI- 
CATION SOCIETY meets every first 
Thursday of the month at city hall in 
council chambers from 7-9 p.m. The soc- 
iety's mission statement is to foster indi- 
vidual responsibility for beautification 
TERRACE TOASTMASTERS in- and tidiness. Receipts for charitable do- 
vites anyone interested in developing nation can now be issued. For more into 
their public speaking skills in a positive call Chris Hanson 638-1049. 
and constructive nvironment to join 
them on their annual Open House event 
Jan. l l th and 25th at the Coast Inn of the 
West at 7:30 p.m. Call Kathy at 638-1056 
for more information. 
START THE year 2000 off Smoke 
Free. Attend a Stop Smoking Workshop 
at the Church of Jesus Christ Latter-Day 
Saints Tuesday, Jan. 11 on Queensway 
and Keaworth at 7 p~m. For more informa- 
tion call 635-5864. 
Thursday. January 13 
B.C Schizophrenia Society presents 
the family-to-family education program 
(formerly called the Journey of Hope) 
Education for families of persons dia- 
gnosed with severe depression, bipolar 
disorder, schizophrenia, panic disorder, 
and obsessive compulsive disorder. 
Learn the skills to cope! Come to the 
Stepping Stone Clubhouse (corner of 
Sparks and Park Street) at 7 p.m. If inter- 
ested please sign up or call Eileen Calla- 
nan at 635-3620. 
Monday. January 17 
The Terrace Churches Food bank 
opens its doors for its January 2000 distri- 
bution from January 17-20. The distribu- 
tion centre is located at 4647 Lazelle, 
rear entrance. Look for the "Food Bank of 
the Churches" sign. It is important o 
bring ID for you and your dependents. The 
Food Bank is open from 1-3 p.m. People 
with last names beginning with letters A- 
H can pick up food Monday, Jan. 17. 
Those with last names beginning with let- 
ters I-R pick up food Tuesday, January 18 
: and those who have surnames beginning 
i:i: with letters S-Z pick up food Wednesday, 
:: Jan. 19. Anyone missed can come Thurs- 
': day, Jan. 20. Donations of food and i! .... money can he made through local chur- 
:iii! ches as well as through Overwaitea nd 
+~ Safeway with the B.C. Sharing Coupons. 
i!!i Items can also be dropped off at the Bar- 
i! gain Store. Each of these stores has a 
food drop off box located in the customer 
i!ii service area. Donations can be mailed to: 
~i~ Terrace Churches Food Bank, c/o 4012 !:!:! 
!i~i Anderson St., Terrace, B.C. V8G 2T2. 
Tuesday.. lanuarv 18 
SATHYA SAI BABA Information 
centre holds weekly devotional singing 
from 7:30-9:15 p.m. Thursday nights. For 
more into call 635-_9544 or 638-0433. 
TERRACE PARENTS for French 
meet he last Thursday of each month at 
7 p.m. at Kiti K'Shan school staff room. 
For more info call 635-0135. 
AL-ANON offers a program of recovery 
for those whose lives have been adversely 
affected by thi~ problem of alcoholism in 
a relative, partner or friend. Meetings are 
Thursdays at 7:30 p.m. at the Terrace 
Women's Resource Center 4542 Park 
Ave. Call Joan at 635-3188. 
BIG BROTHERS & Big Sisters hold a 
board meeting the third Thursday of every 
month at 3237 Kalum St. at 7:30 p.m. 
They're looking for volunteers and board 
members. Contact Lois at 635-4232 for 
more info. 
THE TERRACE BRIDGE CLUB 
meets the second and fourth Thursday of 
every month. They get started Oct. 10 at 
7:30 p.m. at the Legion. Newcomers are 
welcome. 
CANCER SUPPORT GROUP meets 
the second and fourth Thursday of each 
month at 7 p.m. at 3302 Sparks. Drop in. 
For more into call Rose Marie at 635- 
6985 or Craig 635-0049. 
SKEENA VALLEY CAR CLUB 
meets the fourth Thursday of the month at 
7:30 p.m. at A&W on Keith. Call Bob at 
635-9214 for info. 
CHRONIC PAIN SUPPORT GROUP 
meets the third Thursday of every month 
at 2 p.m. in the Skeena Health Unit Audi- 
torium. The group fights pain with educa- 
tion, laughter, sharing and caring. For 
more information, call Pat at 635-5078 or 
Diane at 638-8587. 
TOPS (Take Off Pounds Sensibly) 
meets every Thursday at 7:30 p,m, at the 
Skeena Health Unit auditorium, Weigh- 
in at 6 p,m, For more info call.Joan at 
635-0998. 
I~|by's Name: 
'I~loh Sebasti~ Christopher Derrick 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Nov. 25, 1999 at 10:36 p.m. 
Weight: 6 lbs 5oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Elaine Bolton & 
Man'in Derrick 
Baby's Name: 
Spencer Alexander Champion 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Dec. 5, 1999 at 1:42 p,m. 
Weight: 8lbs 12 oz. Sex: Male 
Parents: Bruce & • 
Ma.xine Champion 
Baby's Name: 
Ally Patricla 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Dec. 8, 1999 at 3:50 p.m. 
Wei#t: 7 lbs. loz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Carlos & 
Lorraine Tomaz 
Baby's Names: 
Ethan Foster Drew 
• Date & Time of Birth: 
Dec., 10, 1999 at 3:43 p.m. 
Weight: 7lbs 12oz. Sex: Male 
Parent,;: Erk &Jocelynn Drew 
¢ 
Baby's Name: 
Danlelle LeBean 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Dec. 13, 1999 
Weight: 8Ibs. 15oz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Pat & Pare LeBean 
Baby's Name: 
Holly Elizabeth 
Date & Time of Birth: 
Dec. 20, at 12:10 p.m. 
Weight: 6lbs. l,toz. Sex: Female 
Parents: Catherine & 
Ronald Therrien 
Litde sister for Jordan 
Get A 
Free  
Baby Gift. 
(Simple, huh?) 
Just see our service desk for more information 
Overwaltea 
g 
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Terrace To Vancouver 
Return 
Price includes a car. Saturday night stay req. 
Call for details 
• 4553 Lakelse Ave • 
635-2281 or ! -800-772-6394 
q 
h - - - - - -  
DOWNTOWN TERRACE 
The Hear t  
o/ 
Our City 
~;v: MensWe~r 
4605 Lakelse Avenue 635-5420 
"Celebrating 40 years serving you" 
ALL WINTER JACKETS 
ONE DAY ONLY i A ,Df_  
Tues., Jan. 11, 2000 O ONLY OFF 
Bouquets ofgoodwishes 
.~,.~ o '~ Your bridal flowers hould be 
~~.~, f resh  & beautiful, choose your 
~-~. . f lowers  early. 
~ ~  4603 ve., Terrace, B.C. 
~" " 635-6939 " 
M I 
~ CENTRAL FLOWERS 
Since 1973 
! I 
~ - - .~U° J  -] sToc - '~  ~,~ 
For Every Bloomin" Thing 
:;,%"' ~ ~*!; ~ ~ 4611~il:akelse Ave., Terrace, B.C~ " , 
~, , . . .  V ,~ ' ,  ,.:. " ~ ~ : -' . . . . .  " . . . . .  : . " 
',~ ,~:.~;!~ ~38-~1900:~ 1-888-325-6667, 
MID SEASON HOCKEY SALE 
• Hockey Gloves up to 
20% off reg price ,~~~ ~ 
• Shoulder Pads up to ,~~ 
1/2 price / ~ ~  
• Winnwell Hock ~~ 
Bags $29 .19~ / ~  
4555LakelseAvenue 635-2882 
VANS NEWS Open 8am-10pm Daily 
Terrace's Largest Selection of 
Magazines & Newspapers 
'GIFTWARE "LO,TTERY "CONFECTIONARY 
OUVENIRS INTERNET'COMPUTER 
ACCESS 
,~  i 4607 taketse Ave. ' 
SUPER 
All custom 
made blinds 
40o  
OFF ~i, o 
TERRACE INTERIORS 
4610 Lazelle 
635-6600 
~ . D~t ions  
• "~;:: " ' ~ ~ i.<~ • ~," ~ ":. ,**V~ ~. :~ . .~ i~. / , '~¢~'  ;~  
De-hi=~ Glen & tbA creW! 
Located in the Coast Inn of the West 
Open weeknights until 8:00 p.m. 
JANUARY 7 & 
JANUARY 8 2000 
Check out our great selection of hunting 
& fishing supplies & clothing. 
~" [] [ N-ORTHCOAST AN,GLER~ LTD.I 
,: SKI WEEKEND. ~/  
~= *' : 3217 Kalum Terrace 635,6496 
Lots of Prizes." : ___ ' ' ' ' ' ' "We Speclahze m Hunting & Fishing" 
your best seat. ~ arly for /jm 50% off 
{~' ~J0,~ CHRISTMAS CAKE 
~ ~  (Dark & Light) or Pound Cake 
W. ild Bill's Gold ~ BREAD CHEESE MUFFINS 
I~ G, veaway, every ~ (454 gr Loaves) (Made from scratch) 
Thursday. ~ $149 $24eo~ 
COMFORT THAT 
NEVER " " ' "  
Comfort1 
I¢,u.~s4"lt ~D .~om~ 
ailable m sizes 4-16 RE,~,~iI~N~; 
Widths AA-EEEE ~ '=" 
ALL STA B 
Shoes & Repa,rs 
4617 Lakelse Ave. Terrace, B.C. 
Ph./Fax 250-635-6703 
Mon - Sat 9-6 
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Happy New Year everyone! 
YVONNE MOEN 
HERE WE are coming to 
the end of this century. 
As we enter a new mil- 
lennium, I would like to 
send out season greetings 
to everyone near and far. 
Best wishes to everyone, 
peace and joy for the holi- 
day season, and may the 
new year be filled with 
happiness, prosperity, and 
good health. 
May we all live happily 
together in peace in the 
new year. 
On behalf of the Greater 
Terrace Beautif ication 
Society, I would also like 
to thank everyone who has 
supported oi~r society. 
With the help of many 
people, our volunteers are 
able to go out in the com- 
munity to work along with 
the city of Terrace and 
other groups to make many 
HOWARD and Judy Chafin were honoured by the Greater Terrace Beautification Society for all the work 
they have done to make Terrace a nicer, cleaner place to live. 
improvements for a more 
beautiful and cleaner Ter- 
race. 
Once a year, the mem- 
bers of the the Greater 
Terrace Beautif icat ion 
Society gather together 
with some special guests 
for a social evening. 
At this time we like to 
honour volunteers of our 
group who have go out to 
make a difference in our 
community. This year, we 
honour Judy and Howard 
Chafin. 
Our president, Betty 
Campbell presented the 
Chafins with a lovely bou- 
quet of flowers for their 
volunteer effort and for the 
great work they have done. 
We are all very proud of 
them, and very happy that 
they are members of our 
society. 
.... As wdL,a#:ibeing:,memr,,: 
bers. o f  the. Beautification, 
Society, 3iiay and '~'o~,ara '' 
are also members" of the 
Independent Order of For- 
esters and the Masonic 
Lodge. 
For several years now, 
Howard and Judy have 
been responsible for con- 
tributing many trays of de- 
licious Christmas sweets 
to the Terrace firemen, 
and other special friends. 
SKEENA MALL 
63S-6371 
OR. .1 .888-549-5552 
II . .  James W. Radelet 
RADELET & COMPANY ~rris~rs & Solicitors 
Tax Law • Trusts • Corporate & Commercial 
1330 - 1075 West Georgia Slreet, Vancouver, B.C. V6E 3C9 
Phone: 604-689-0878 Fax: 604-689-1386 
For the past three 
weeks, Judy and Howard 
have been busy bak ing-  
so busy that their porch is 
filled with trays of Christ- 
mas sweets. 
Judy makes truffles and 
ammonia cookies, while 
Howard makes baklava 
and other tasty treats. 
If anyone is interested 
in coming out next year to 
help the Greater Terrace 
Beautif ication Society 
please call Betty Camp- 
bell at 635-5221 or Chris 
Hanson at 638-1049. 
We have lots of great 
plans for beautifying the 
city and could use your 
help. 
If anyone has a neat 
millennium story to share, 
please call me, Yvonne, at 
638-0423. 
. . °  
*Homeowners  ,;t .~..:... 
*Condos .... ~ ~ i ~  ~',. Z,~:,,~,~.~.~-.~ ' .~ ,, 
* * " "'~0~,~.~..':~!i~'. ~ ~,." ~.:~ Boat A, rcraft ,..- ,,, ~:~.. !~ . ' ,~  , . , .~, ."~i~ .~,~, -.~ 
Travel Me&cal "" " ~ 
Bondin.q Tenant ~ i i~  
*Commercial %~obile Homes ~! i~ 
*Logging Trucks & Equipment !~ifill ii!! ~ ~ 
Monthly Payment Plans Available ~~i ;  
"Quahty Insurance 
That  Pays2:,~io. of Te,..da. vi~t~t cr~!~.o. 
of 
It 's National 
Ski & Snowboard  Week 
January  15-23 
Saturday  and Sunday,  
Jan.  15 &16-  
first Greys on Trays Snowboarding course 
of the season. Instructors John & Randy. 
$75 per person. 
3 hr. lesson each day and equipment rental 
A lp ine  Races  
Wednesday, Jan. 19 - 
It's Men's  Day 
raffle, guys, bring a friend. 
(The friend pays 1/2 pricel) 
Thursday,  Jan.  20 - 
It's Ladies  Day 
special uncheon, door prizes, music 
Saturday,  Jan.  22 - 
Crazy Hat Day, 
Entertainment by the Dizzy Strings 2-5 in 
Galloway's, Prizes for the craziest and most 
creative hats 
Sunday,  Jan.  23 - 
Vertical Cha l lenge  
sponsored by the Shames Mountain Ski Club. 
Rules available at the Customer Service 
counter in the daylodge and Club Members 
BBQ on the deck from Noon-3 pm 
For updoles & snow c0ndilions call 638-8754 
T011-free: 1-877-898-4754 
Websile: ~n~w.shames.8m.t0m 
SHNglES 
MOUNTAIN 
lSTTERRACE REALTY" ,.' ' , .  , . .  
An independently owned and operated " II . . . .  "" . . . . . . . . .  "~" 
~ rnember of Coldwell B~nker affilia~es ofCanada We keep our p~m;m, or you &n't k~ u~. 
5110 Keith Ave., Terrace, V8G 1 K9 .~ 
 638-0371[ 
Toll Free 1-877.770-2565 i 
3504 Eby Street 3812 Dejong Cres. 
3 bedr00m rancher 4 levels 4 btbslg, fenced yard 
$99,900 MLS $187,500 MLS ~" 
2812 Skeena St 107-4530 Scott Ave. . .  
5 bdrm, new n/g furn., 3/4 acre 2 bdrm townhnuse 
$i 47,000 MLS#24186 $74,900 MLS ~ " 
( 
( 
We wish all our friends 
( 
and their families a Happy Neev ( 
 ear filled with peace & jo . 
i I'I~DIILaq~D]I,,'IIoXoIoIol ~. ' :i 
505 Sockeye Creek 
5 bdrm, den, full bsmt, landscaped, 2 acres 
$159,900 or$50/sq.ft. 
3771 Paquette Ave 
21 yr old. insul additi0n, wired 220 sh0p } 
$89,900 MLS#29474 
One of the last available 
building sites in Jaekpine 
Flats. Priced to sell at 
$29,900 MLS 
KITWANGA 
40"x50' building on .64 acres. 
For Church, Restaurant, E c. 
$29,900 MLS 
Home To Rent Property Management - 
3 .bedrooms, 2 storeys, 1 Are you movma~ from ) 
I 1/2 bath. References. town and your home ) 
I Reduced to $699/mo. hasn't sold? 1.et me find ) 
I you a renter and manaae ) 
I K ff foryou. Call Steve " ) 
t K 638-7144 
'~ :!)i:;...:~i : ::~, '':
U ~: Katherine Hicks Steve Cook Lillian Cook Joe Pyrezak 
I "~  Sales Associate Broker/Owner Customer Service Marketing Co~nator 
I ~ 615-9592 638.7144 638-0371 638.0371 
. . . . . .  t : : '" ! ' ' , :; 
Spacious Family Home 
$199,000MLS 
Riverfront Home 
First Time Buyers Alertlll 
$102,500MLS 
Victoria Court 
View of Mountains Neat As A Pin Spring Creek Dr. Location Equity Builder City Mobile 
$149,000MLS $149,900MLS $194,500MLS $12,500MLS $39,500MLS 
Good Starter Home Thornheights SubdMson Acreage &Custom Home Family Oriented 3 Bedroom-1100sq.ft 
$169,900MLS 
Very Private 
$223,000MLS 
$89,900MLS $99,900MLS $117,900MLS 
Two Storey Bright & Beautiful Newer & Modern 
$169,500MLS $187,500MLS $169,900MLS 
$269,900MLS $134,900MLS $74,000MLS 
Prlvale & comfortable Unbeatable Value Check Out This Home 
$89,900MLS $53,900MLS $124,900MLS 
Enjoy the Pleasures Spacious Mobile Schools Close By Southside Comfort 
$159,900MLS $39,000MLS $114,900MLS $124,500MLS 
Clean Rancher Lots of Room Starter Bungalow Very Prlvole 
$107,500MLS $39,900MLS $100,000MLS $169,900MLS 
Excellent Location Semiview ofTerrace Unique & Spacious 
$229,000MLS $274,500MLS $116,000MLS 
ii . . . . .  
Business Opportunity Commercial Investment Business Opportunity 
$485,000MLS $299,900EXC $49,900MLS 
Jim Duffy Ted Garner Derick Kennedy Bert Ljungh 
Ph. 635-6688 Ph. 635-5619 Ph. 635-3042 Ph. 635-5754 
Corinna Morhart 
Ph. 635-5338 
Rusty Ljungh Steve Butler 
Ph. 635-5754 Ph. 635-5338 
TERRACE 
EM FORD 
/ /Qual i ty  Core a t  
your  serv ice"  
New & Used Cars/Trucks 
Complete Service & Paris Dept. 
4631 Keith Avenue 
Out of Town 
1-8OO-463-1 128 
TM 
Hockey  Scht ick  by  Ja tn le  Wayne and  Graham Chevreau  Norm's  Auto  ' 
Re£mish ing  : 
"COLLISION REPAIR & PAINT: 
CENTRE 
*UNITIZED BODY REPAIR 
*I.C.B.C. REPAIRS 
*F~E REPAIRS 
Please Call 
635-3929 
1-80(:)-463-1128 
4630 KEnH, TERRACE. NEXT TO GREYHOUND 
FAX: 635-3081 
Moving? Visit us First! 
The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, January 5, 2000-  B5 
Consider the convenience of looking at real estate in another cily the very moment you decide 
t° move" You can search ~°r properties bY urea' type' price' number °f bedrooms end balh" I~ l  ~ IJL~ 
rooms. Once your choice is made a local REALTOR will arrange viewings for you. ,ml~ Iss'l'lt~ sr~gcE .~ , ,~  
Find your new home by visiting our online Multiple Listing Service ® at http://www.mls.ca " '  REALTOI~ 
: www.mls .ca  
FEATURE HOME 
i l l  l~ l~ ', g ' , 'J v, f l i l l,:.N ¢.; ~ 
3621 LARCH AVENUE 
Special exterior details- covered railed veranda, multi 
paned windows and dormer- lend a country flavor to 
this 4 bdrm home. The living room is graced by a cozy 
gas fireplace with oak mantle, covered deck off dining 
room, spacious kitchen - contains a corner sink with 
window over island and bayed nook. Parquet flooring 
will set off your finest area rugs and furniture. Large 
family room with sliding glass doors to rear fenced yard. 
See for yourself the family features this home offers. 
$ |  69,900 MLS 
SHEILA LOVE at Call 
~~.~ RJ:/A~tI~ of Terrace 
............. 6aa- ! .4oo  ........ 
' 63s .300a  foes) 
6 3 5 - 2 4 0 4  
ROYAL LEPAGE lJJ  102-4644 Lazelle Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
:111 IIIIIIIII www.royallepage.ca 
Ter race  
Independently Owned and Operated 
5789 Hwy. 16, E. 4929 Gair 
Lot 1 Old Remo Rd. 
,1710 ~ueie 
4910 Medeek 
#16.3941 Old takelse Lk. Dr. 
#22-4832 tazelle 
5323 Mountainvista 
• ~i~. . 
3909 Westvlew Dr. 
4809 Tuck Avenue 
3431 Sparks 4946 Halllwell 
#129-4524 Scott 
3010 Nystrom Place 
D9-1885 Queensway 
4643 Pork Avenue 
2411 Pear St. 
4605 ben Ave. 
3561 Fox St. 
3544 Cottonwood Cres. 
3003 Attree Rd. 
4912 Medeek 
#27-3889 Muller Ave. 
3510 Cory Drive 
3756 R~ver Dave 3315 Kenney St. 4645 Beaver Cres. 
5241 Mounlainvista 2510 Craig Avenue ~ n ~  
Stop By Our O$ce For A Copy Of The New "Real Estate in Northern B,C," Newspaper, 
Erika Langer Lynde goyce Lisa Godlinski, Diana Wood Raja Sandhu ' Liane Habermann 
l 635-4773 635-0229 (cell) 635-4950 635-1976 638:85'4~: ..... 635-4095' ' 
*Drop by our office and pkkup a MLS Catalogue of ~J~mes. 
638-1400 
4654 Lazelle Avenue 
www.remax-terrace.com 
Mobile On Large Lot Bank Says Sell! 
J ohn  Evans In A Quiet Cul De Sac. Quanset Hut On 3 Lots In Dick Evans  
638-8882 A Must To See. Commercial Area. 635.7068 
13 yrs. Exp. $89,900 MLS $89,900 MLS 20 yrs. Exp. 
Family Home On 80'xl60'Iot Strata Titledl Suitable For NEW LISTING! Near New tlome. Handyman Special 
Full Basement, Carport, Retail/Service Businesses. Perfect Condition Throughout. 2 Bedroom Home 
And A Paved Driveway. Res. Suite Potential Upstairs. 2 Storey, Full Ba~ment, Garage. On 1/2 Acre Lot 
$119,900 MLS Starting @ $134,900 MLS $189,900 MLS $79,900 MLS 
Horseshoe Cul-De-Sac 1/2 Acre On Bench 
Custom Built Custom Built Shei la Love 
4 Bedrooms 6 Years 01d 635-3004 
$189,900 MLS $249,900 MLS 7 yrs. Exp. 
1 Acre Horseshoe I Just Under 1 Acre! 
Downtown 3,700 Square Feet I 4 Bdrm & Den 
Zoned R-5 Excellent Value Fireplace In Livingroom 
$200,000 lVILS $229,000 MLS $149,500 MLS 
The Real Estate Leaders 
~m 
3 Bedrooms- 3 Baths 
Hardwood Floors- NG Fireplace 
New Kitchen & Bath 
$174,500 bILS 
.................. ~" , .  
New Kitchen-Vaulted Ceilings 
3 Bdrm + Bsmt Suite 
Faro Room OffKitchen 
$134#00 MLS 
Lakelse Lake 53' Frantic 
4 Bdrm- N/G Heat 
Central Fireplace 
$227,000 MLS 
4 Bedrooms/In.Law Suite 
Wrap Around Beck 
4 Appliances 
$195~000 MLS 
70'x200 Lot 22 Unit Motel Downtown 2 Bedrooms Great Starter On No-Whru Street 
Shaunce Private Setting Highway 16 Exposure Suzanne Horseshoe Vaulted Ceilings Gordon 
Kru isse lbr ink Good Buy- Just Reduced Same Upgrading Has Been Done Gleason OIson 
635-5382 e~n ann l~S ~n nan M~S 638-8198 Vacant Fireplace 638-1945 
10 yrs. E x p . .  wov,~u~ . ~ .v ,uvu  . 10 yrs. Exp. $69,900 MLS $94,900 MLS 20 yrs. Exp. 
- , .  *.: * - ,  
Operating 75'x200'Lot 75 Acres [ Souths id~ " 
Restaurant Opportunity Beautifully Landscaped Great Rural Property ]Great Starter or Investment Home 
East Of Terrace 1 112 Storey Home + Shop Open To Offers Detached Garage/Shop 
$125,000 MLS $169,900 MLS $74,900 MLS $89.900 MLS 
Attractively Updated Mobile 2-1.2 Acre Lots. One Lot W/1 
Laur ie  Forbes  Thomhill Bdrm Home, Private Location, Hans Stach 
635.5382 Reduce To Sell Good Potential And Options 635-5739 
20 yrs. Exp. $24,900 MLS $79,900 MLS 12 yrs. Exp. 
24Acre Farm. Pasture, Gardens, Barns Updated Family Home Itorsehsoe, Quiet Cul-De-Sac 4 Bedrooms 
& Outbuildings. 1300 Sq.Ft Full Beret. New Roof, Vinyl Siding & 4 Bedroom Split-Level Private Yard 
Farm Equip Inchdecl. Windows. 8outhside On ll3hcre Private Setting R.V. Parking 
$287,500 MLS $109,000 I~ILS $164,500 MLS $134,900 MLS 
Great Ncighbourhoed. Fully Finished 
Throughout. Patio Overlooks The 
Beautiful Back Yard. 
$174#00 MLS 
I 
3 Bdrm Mobile In Good Shape 
Includes 4Applimmes 
Envire-I~k lnsulat, xl Dry ~fSyst~m 
$34,000 MLS 
ReeentUpgrades 
Reduced 
NoThruStreet 
$89,900 MLS 
Be Your Own Boss 
tligh Traffic Area In 
The Skcena Mall 
$50,000 lvlLS 
3 Bedrooms 
Close To Schools 
) ) 78x122 Lot 
Copper Mountain 
Natural Gas Fireplace 
Over 1,200 Square Feet 
$79,900 MLS 
5 Plus Acres In Jackpine 
With New Doublewide (1997) 
)rivate Spot With Flat Ground 
$129,900 MLS 
View Of Skeena River Great Starter 
30 Acres Recent Updates 
Ideal For Bed & Breakfast Horsehsoo Location 
$300,000 MLS $89,000 MLS 
Family Special Executive Style Home 
Located In ttorseshoe Will Consider Smaller 
Fenced & Landscaped Home In Trade 
$149,900 MLS $269,O00 MLS 
Clean & Neat Why Rentll 
Viv Steele 3 Bedroomd2 Bathrooms 3 Bedroom Starter flume 
635-6905 Full Basement 4 Appliances Included 
2 yrs. Exp. $55)900 MLS $65,900 MLS ~ 
Beach 2.4 Acres 14'x70' Mobile In 
Side By Side 3 Bedrooms Jaekpine Flats On 2.5 Acres 
Duplex 24'x40' Insulated]Heated Shop Fridge, Slave &Dish~'ashcr Induded 
$225,000 MLS $254,900 MLS $89,900 MLS 
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ACTION AD RATES 
638-7283 
DEADLINE: FRIDAY 4 PeM. 
Display, Word Classified and Classified Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a stat holiday falls 
on a Saturday, Sunday or Monday, the deadline is 
Thursday at 4 p.m. for all dlsDlay and classified ads. 
TERRACE STANDARD, 3210 CLINTON STREET 
TERRACE, B.C. V8G 5R2 
All classified and classified display ads MUST BE 
by either cash, VISA or Masteroard. When 
phoning in ads please have your ViSA or Mastercard 
number ready. 
WORD ADS RUN IN Terrace Standard & Weekend Advertiser 
1Week (Standard &~.dvertJsst) ~l..~...~(in¢. osl} 
3 weeks (Standard & Advertiser) ~25.68"(~. OaT) 
*Additional words (over 201 20¢ PER WORD PLUS GST 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY ADS CONFIDENTIAL BOX SERVICE 
$11.48 per column inch Pickup $5.00 Mail out $10.00 
(BIRTHDAWANNIVERSARY/CARD OF THANKS/OBITUARIES / 
IN MEMORIUM/CHURCHES/NON PROFIT GROUPS) $7.42 c.in 
LEGAL ADVERTISING ................................ $13.72 per column inch 
For regional coverage place your display ad in the• 
weekend edition of the Weekend Advertiser, 
• i.ii  i't, o5 : " :: 
ANNOUNCEMENT 
: 145  IN:-'=' 
• MEMORIAM ,: 
CTION 
Classifications! 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 616 COMMERCIAL 
105 AJ',,~',IOU NC EM ENTS 629 FOR SALE OR RENT 
tlO ANNIVERSARIES 636 HOUSES FOR RENT 
120 ~RTHDAYS 640 MISC. FO~ RENT 
12S CHURCH 644 MOBILE HOMES 
130 COMING EVENTS 648 RCOM & BOARD 
135 ENGAGEMENT/ 656 SHARE 
WEDDINGS ACCOMMODATION 
t 4S IN MEMORL~M 660 STORAGE 
150 LEGAL NoncEs 668 rQUR~ST 
I SS oenUARIES ACCOMMODATIONS 
160 TENDERS 676 WANTED re RENT 
165 THANKS 680 WAREHOUSES 
PERSO/~U. REAL ESTATE 
2tO SUS~ESS PERSONALS 70S ACREAGES/LOTS 
230 LOST & rOUND 715 COMMERCIAl. PROPERTY 
240 PERSONALS 730 FOR SALE BY OWNES 
MERCHANDISE 73S HOUSES 
31S AUCT1C)NS 74S MOBILES 
330 COMPUTERS 75S OPEN HOUSE 
35S FURNFFURE 770 WANTED 
360 GARAGE SALES A UTOMOTP/E 
36S MJSC. FCe SALE 810CARS FOR SALE 
380 `tiMBER 81 $ TRUCKS FOR SALE 
39S WANTED 
RECREA//ONAZ 
PET5 / FARM 854 AIRCRAFT 
410 FARM EQUIPMe~ 
425 UVESTOCK 858 ATV'S 
43S PEI"S 862 ~OATS / MARINE 
866 MOTORCYCLES 
INOUSTRY 870 RV'S CAMPERS 
460 EQUIPMENT 874 RV'S STH WHEELS 
470 LOGG~G.BIMBER 873 RV'S MOTORHOMES 
480 MACHINERY 882 RV RENTAL5 
F.A~OYMENT 890 SNOWMOBILES 
SlO BUS~ESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 5ERV/CES 
S20 CAREERS 908 BUS~ESS 
S30 EDUCATION OPFORTUNITIES 
540 HELP WANTED 910 BUIlDiNG SERVICES 
S70 TUTORING 912 CARPENTRY 
aS0 WC~K WANTED " 914 CHILD CARE 
RENTAl. 920 CONS/RUCTION 
604 APARTMENTS 932 HANDYMAN 
6(~ BASEMEtqI" SUITE 936 JANn'ORIAL 
612 CABINS/COTTAGES 944 MISC. SERVICES 
D 
. I : i ? ! i  ~iii~/i i i  ~I ii/;!i! ~i • ~ 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right o classify ads under appropriate headings and to set rates therefore and to determine page location; 
The Terrace Standard reminds advertisers that it is against he provincial Human Rights Act to discriminate on the basis of children, marilal status and 
employment wlmn placing "For Rent:" ads. Landlords can state a no-smoking preference. 
The Terrace Standard reserves the right re revise, edit, classify or reject any advertisement and to retain any answers directed to the News Box Reply 
Service, and to repay the customer the sum paid tar the advertisement and box rental. 
Box replies on "Hold" Instructions not picked up within le days of expiry ot an advertisement will be destroyed unless mailing Instructions are received. 
Those answering Box Numbers are requested not to send original documents to avoid loss. • 
All claims of errors In advertisements must be received by Ihe publisher within 30 days after the first publication. ~ i 
It is agreed by the advertiser requesting space that he liabllJly of the Terrace Standard in the event at failure to publish an advertisement aspublished 
shall be limited to the amount paid by the advertiser for only one incorrect Insertion for th~ portion of the advertising space occupied by the incorrect or 
omitted item only, and that here shall be no liability In any event greater than the amount paid for such advertising. 
Name Address 
Phone ~ : Start Date  # of insertiOns Terrace Standard #__Weekend Advertise[ 
CLASSIF ICATION.  Credit Card No, Expiry D~te 
r-1 V ISA  r-z MASTERCARD 
PLEASE CLEARLY  PR INT  YOURAD BELOW - ONE WORD ~ER SPACE 
11 
8 
13  14  
18  19  
7 
12  
17  16  
13 .59  13 .80  14 .02  
25 .89  26 .11  26 .32  
14 .66  t4 .87  15 .09  
26 .96  27 .18  27 .39  
e 
10  
15  
13 .38  
25 .68  
14 .23  1~t.45 
2e .$4  26.7S,, 
15 .30  15 .52  
28 .14  28 .36  
For Ionoer ad. )lease use a separate shoot 
Phone Fax  
638-7283 638-8432 
Clip & Mail This Form To: 
Terrace Standard 
3210 Clinton St., Terrace, B.C. V8G 5R2 STA ' ARD 
CONGRATULATIONS GLEN 
Brink on your early retirement. 
Open house 2111 Pear St. for 
family and friends. Jan 2, 12:00- 
5:00 
CRIMINAL RECORD? Cana- 
dian Pardon seals record. 
American Waiver allows legal 
entry. Why risk employment, 
business, travel, licensing, de- 
portation, All Canadian/Ameri- 
can immigration applications. 
1-800-347-2540. 
HELP PREVENT OR 
REVERSE CHRONIC 
DISEASES 
CHIpS"has helped " 
thousands lose weight, 
lower cholesterol & blood 
pressure, reverse type II 
'diabetes & 
atherosclerosis, CHIP ~is 
a'scientifically sound and 
proven 30-clay lifestyle 
program, that can help 
you t0o! .. 
Ca l l  Dur lene  a t  
63S-3200 
fo r  f ree  brochure  
, & in fo rmat ion . i  
i 
& HEALING CENTRE 
Next set of classes start Jan. 27 
Beginning to Advanced 
Spi•ual/Personal Development 
"Workshops"- 
Goddess]God The Beginning- 
Jan. 15 & 16 
Ecstatic Trance Alignment- 
Jan. 29 & 30 
Registration & detailed outlines 
635.7776 
Laurel Ballard 425 L IVESTOCK i - ,. • . 
Dr. Lutz 
(Chiropractor) Clinic 
NOW MOVED TO THE 
Nor thern  Motor  Inn 
.Terrace, B.C. 
A.H. G RM. 
Appointments Awl lable 
Phone 798-2447 
 I120BiRTHDAYS 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY MARIA 
You have always taken the greatest delight 
In capim;zzing onyour friends sad plight 
In fact you (0uld be (eUed evious and 
sh~ in making sule the w0dd knew 
your friends were fifty. 
What g~ve your friends m0rots aboost 
Wns knowing "Chickens come home to 
roost'. 
Turn ob0ut is fair pl0y so all your friends 
s~y: 
HEY EVfRYONEI MARIA THOMSEN 
TURNED FIFTY NEW YEAR'S DAY! 
| 2iU 1 lis IlaV; ' :;il 
Iii(: I eth 
Amanda Gwen 
Co lv i l l e  
July 16/84 Jan. 5/99 
Treasure your family is whal I've 
always aid, 
Then if they are taken you d0n'l 
have as much t0 dread. 
Three simple words you 
should soy everyday, 
# it The words I love you mean 
so much in everyway. 
When you loose e loved one 
someone so dear, . 
and you whisper every night 
'1 wish you were here". 
You know they can hear you 
and they are trying l0 say, 
"I'm in o wonderful place 
so please he okay'. 
Amanda we miss you 
and 10ve you so much, 
Your amongst gre0t compony 
grandparents, uncles, friends 
and such. 
It h0s been one snd lonely ear end 
if we had 0nly one wish it would 
be that you were here. 
We would like t0 thank all of our 
family & friends and everyone who 
has showed their support over this 
post year. 
L0ve always and forever 
Mere, Dad, Raeanne & Reche[le 
WILL SET UP and maintain 
your small business bookkeep- 
ing requirements. 10+ yrs ex- 
perience. Excellent references 
upon request. Phone 635-9592 
or Email: manucomp@uni- 
serve.cam 
I NOTICETO. [ 
CREDITORS AND I 
OTHERS I 
RE: THE ESTATE OF i 
PHILLIP LESLIE THOMAS, J 
also known as PHILIP LESLIE I 
THOMAS, also known as 
LESLIE THOMAS, deceased, 
Formerly of Terrace, British Columbia 
Creditors and others having claims 
against he estate of PHIWP LESUE 
THOMAS are hereby notified under 
section 38 o~ the J'rustee Act that 
particulars o} their claims hould be 
sent to the undersigned Executor at 
#200-4630 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, 
B.C. V8G 1S6 on or before 
February 23, 2000 after which 
date the Executor wil distribute the 
estate among the ~rties entitled Io 
it having regard only ta the claims 
that have then been receved. 
Ronald Fredrlck Thomas, Executor. 
Warner Bandstra Brown, Solicitors. 
PSYCHIC 
ANSWERS 
LIVE & PERSONAL 
UTED #1 IN CANADA 
EVANLY RAYS TALK 
LIVE 1 ON 1 
i -900-451-4055 
24 H~.  $2.99/min. 1B÷ 
i • 
..B r sH MINISTRY OF FORESTS L.OLUMBIA 
NOTICE TO BRIDGE CONTRACTORS 
SEALED TENDERS on the forms and in the envelopes provided, accom- 
pani~ by bid bond or bank draft as defined in 'the Condltld~"Ot 
Tende~,'*will' be recei~'ed ! by:: the ~'' Regienal. M(Jnoger;!!aflenlion.. 
Engineering Section, 3726 Alfred Avenue, Smithers, B.C. up)o 2:00 
p.m. local time, January 21,2000, and opened in public at that time 
and date. 
The contract consists of supply and construction complete including 
approaches o[ four (4) single Span bridges in the Kalum Forest 
District. Work entails construction o~ 8.3 m, 9.3 m and two (2) 11.0 m 
long prestressed concrete box girder bridges which are support .~ on 
precast concrete caps welded to drilled steel pipe piles. Also includes 
placement of bridge end fills, rip-rap, removal and disposal of exist- 
m 9 log bridges. 
Tender documents complete with envelopes, plans, specifications and 
conditions of tender are availabb for the Bum of $30.00 plus 7% P.S.T. 
and 7% G.S.T. for atatal of $34.20 from: 
Regional Manger, Prince Rupert Forest Region 
Engineering Section 
3726 AIFre~l Avenue 
Smilhers, B.C. 
VOJ 2NO 
The documents may be viewed at the Regional or th'e District O~fice 
belween the hours of 8:30 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. Monday through 
Friday, except holidays. Payment for contract documentation shall be 
made by certified cheRue or money order, made payable to the 
Minister o~ Finance and Corporate Relations. All purchases are non- 
refundable. 
All inquiries hould be made to the Regional Struclural Engineer, S.S. 
Tehara, P. Eng., Smithers, B.C., phone 847-7450. 
This solicitalion is subject o Chapter 5 of the Agreement on Internal 
Trade. 
No tenders hell be considered having any qualifying clause whatso- 
ever, and the lowest or any tender will nat necessarilybe accepted. 
Smlthers, B.C. Regional Manager 
File:11250-85/0529 
Public Viewing/Call far Comments 
Skeena Cellulose Inc.- Terrace Operations 
Forest License A16835 
1999-2005 Forest Development Plan 
Including the Road Maintenance and Deactivation Plan 
Skeena Cellulose Inc, Terrace Operat ons, invites you to view and comment on our 
Forest Development Plan for the ;~ears 1999 throu~]h 2005. This Plan applies to our 
operations on Forest License A161~35 which is situat~ in and around the l"errace area 
This Forest Development Plan is bein.q re-advertised to address the inclusion of additional 
information and wil lbe available at I'he following locations and times: 
M~nislr/of ( ~  
~BRrrISH Forests 
L.OLUMB~ 
SUBSTANTIAL COMPLETION 
In the matter of Contract A - Pile 
Driving and Deck Retrofit for the 
Skeena River Bridge in the 
Kalum Forest District: 
OWNER: 
Ministry of Forests 
Government of British 
Columbia 
GENERAL CONTRACTOR: 
Aura Marine Construction 
Ltd. 
P.O. Box 9520 
Vancouver, British Columbia 
V6B 4G3 
7900 Nelson Road 
Richmond, Bdtish Columbia 
Take notice that, In accordance 
with the Builders' Lien Act of 
British Columbia, Substantial 
Performance for Contract A-  
Pile Driving and Deck Retrofit 
tar the Skeena River Bridge has 
been established as of 
November 27, 1999. 
Regional Manager 
Ministry of Forests 
Prince Rupert Forest Region 
LOST JUNE 17 at 9:30pro at 
the Bingo Hall in Prince Rupert. 
a black leather wallet. Please 
return, no questions asked. I.D. 
very important. Please call 
(250)624-2002 extension "0". 
Reward offered. 
ARE YOU single? Visit the 
Newest Meeting Place 
www.DreamMates.com 
CANADA'S BEST 24 
HOUR 1 on 1 (18yrs+) 1- 
888-913-8122 from 
$1.75/min. Credit card bill- 
ing From $1.75/min 1-900- 
870-7647 $3.99/min Web- 
site: www.discreettalk.com 
MALE ORGAN enhancement. 
FDA approved. Medical vacuum 
pumps or surgical enlargement. 
Gain 1-2". Permanent and safe. 
Resolve impotence. FREE 
brochure. Call Dr. Joel Kaplan. 
312-409-5557. Insurance reim. 
bursement. Visit website 
www.drjoelkaplan.com. 
~ ~BRI:rlSH INVITATION TOAPPLY . . . . . . .  'u,,~ ' ,~ .  
L..OLGMBIA TIMBER SALE LICENCE A52806 F~=.~! i~i~ ~ 
. . . . . . .  ~ ,o,~Bt~ProposstSsle--~. ~--:; ' . , -- ' -~e'~:',-  
This Is a regular bid propossPtimberi~sle lic nce. For the purpose of this timber 
sale licence, western red cedar shakes and shingles am deemed not to be value- 
added products. Pursuant to Section 21 of the ForestAct, the District Manager will 
accept enders from individuals orcorporations registered as Small Business 
Forest Enterprises, Category 2and Category 3,. Tenders require the submission of
a proposal. 
Closing Date: " January 20, 2000 st 8:30 a.m. District: Kalum 
Googrsphic Location: South Kitsaway Term: Throe (3) years 
Volume: 54,683 cubic metres, more or less 
Upset Stumpago Rate: $24.98 per cubic metre 
The upset stumpage rst(~ was delerrTiIned by the Market Pricing System, and is 
applicable only to coniferous green sawlog rades. 
Applicants must commit to operate, or commit to construct and operate, atimber 
processing facility owned or leased by the applicant, that Is capable of producing 
wood fibr e products considered by the Minister of Forests to be value-added prod- 
ucts for the purpose of this competition. 
All applicaUons will be further evaluated by the fonowing criterion an d welghtlngs: 
Criterion Weighting 
Emelovment 30 
[ Proximity 20 
Existlna Plant 10 
New caeital Investment 5 
Labour value-added 5 
Change in value-added 10 
Revenue 20 
TOTAL WEIGHTING 100 
Applications will be accepted by the District Manager, Kalum Forest District, 200- 
5220 Keith Avenue, Terrsce, British Columbia, VeG 1L1 until 8:30 s.m, on January 
20, 2000, 
There is additional material which the applicants must consider in their application. 
This material, application forms and any other Information about the Small 
Business Program can be obtained from the above Forest District Office, Specify 
"timber Sale Licence A52806, 
PINE BED (queen size) plus 2 
night tables. $250. Queen size 
Head Board, and large dresser 
with mirror and 2 end tables. 
$250. Antique table $450. 
Phone 250-635-1543 
FACTORY CLEARANCE 
"Steel Buildings" End of Century 
Sale-a-Then, Order this Cen- 
tury-pay next Century-Example 
30'x40'x16', Reg. $11,156. Sale 
$8.367, Save $2,789. Includes: 
Steel doors, Steel endwalls, 
4:12 Roof Pitch, FOB Factory. 
All sizes available. ALPINE 
BUILDINGS 1-800-565-9800 
USED COIN operated washin 
machines $250. Ph 635-2838. 
We Buy, 
Sell 
 ade I USEDI 
SKEENAMALL 
TERRACE 
635-4948 
BEEF, LAMB & Pork for sale, 
c/w/f. Satisfaction guaranteed. 
Beef $2.20/Ib, Lamb $2.79/Ib, 
Pork $1.39/Ib. Naturally raised. 
Delivery available. Hamblin 
Farms Meat, Houston, B.C. 
250-845-2133 or 1-800-665- 
6992. 
LARGE SQUARE Bales of hay 
1200-1400 pounds. Ala~l~ 
Grass mix. Delive~ available; 
Phone 250-567-4896 
NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING 
Notice is hereby given that a Public Hearing will be held on Wednesday ,  
January 12, 2000,  at  the Reg iona l  Distr ict  of  K i l imat -S t ik ine  off ices,  
at 300  - 4545 Lazelle Avenue, Terrace, B.C., commencing at 7 '30  p.m. 
to receive representation from all persons who deem their interests to be affected by 
the proposed bylaw: 
Electoral Area E and Specified Portion of Electoral 
Area C Zoning Amendment Bylaw No. 462, 1999. 
In general terms, the purpose of the proposed bylaw is to rezone land described as 
Lot 4, District Lot 989, Range 5, Coast District, Plan 12470, from the Low Density 
Rural (R2) zone to the High Density Rural (R1) zone. The rezoning is required to 
address a proposal for further subdivision. The 
minimum parcel size in the (R1) zone is 2 acres. 
/ J J The land subject to rezoning is located in 
Copperside, on Muskrat Avenue, as indicated on 
S k ~ ~ n u a r y  17-  March 17, 2000 / /%\  the sketch. 
8:00 a. m. -4 :30  p.m. / ) ,~  The public hearing on Bylaw No 462, 1999, i s  
Terrace P ~ u a r y  17- March 17, 2000 J : I /~ .~. - "~\  to I~e held by Directors Bob Cooper, Los 
4610 P ~ ~ p e r a t i n g  Houis " - - -  I i / /~ ,  / / '~ \ Watmough, and Rich McDaniel as delegates of 
.. . v I I / / I "  \4 the Regional District Board. A copy of the Board 
Representatives from Skeena Cellulose inc. will be avaik~ble at the Woodlands office to \ , ,  resolution making the 
answer your questions. Comment sheets will be available at bothlocations. ;~  ~ ~ ~ ,, , ~ delegation anda  copy of 
The main purpose of this Forest Development Plan s to prov de-:the oub c and ' ~::C~1 • ~ .~, '~L J - J f I , , .~ I  the proposed bylaw may 
administering government agencies with information on the ¢cation and scheduling of ~ / ~ ~ ~/ 11, -1 I :~~: :~ '~=~]  be inspected at lhe offices J 
proposed roads and cutblocks for harvesting t'mber over the next seven (7) year period / :~ : / ' I I --t of the Regional District of d 
Th!s Plan wrll. also demonstrates management for btologlcal divers ty, water, fish, w d fe, . . . . . .  , _ K,hmat-Shkme 300 4545 
cultural her, rage and other forest resources. Proposecl road deactvaton for the next Lazelle Avenue, Terrace; 
three (3) years are also addressed in this Forest Development Plan. i ~ .~ I Lo,4 ~ J~ J~ i [Z~. .~- - - -~  B.C, between'the hoursof J 
plant=470 , 830am and430 m This Forest Development Plan must be consistent with the Forest Act, the Forest Pradlces ~l~j 'o,~t~o~ee ~ F Jz J~[~'~.~.  ~ .: . ._ .: p. I~, 
-~ Monde throu h Fnda Code of British Columbia Ad, and any Higher Level Plans that are in effect for the / ~ ~ r .~  ~ ~'=~¥f I Y g ' ,, 
• License at the time !his Forest Development Plan is submilted. ~ ~ ~ liT'T1 ~ ~-'~\ I except statutory holidays. 
Upon review of this Plan, please prov de any comments you may have, n writing to: / ~ """  ~' \~- J  • 
Justin Kumagai, Planning Forester : AR~zU~CT ~'~ ~. .~_  
Skeena Cellulose Inc., Terrace Operations . l - ....... "~ ,~i~i J 
4900 Ke th Ave, Terrace, B C., V8G '51.8 ~ :.~ ~ 1 " l  ,d), 
(fax: (250) 638-5720) ! l Regional District.of 
: • Kltimat-Stik,ne We ask you provide !hem comments to us no later than Mar~:h 17, 2000, All input I • "~"--..~ .. , 
~C;ni:~r~?i~a~Uubmh~::rUstngitshrectaC~Men~is~em:~:oPer:istc~ls. w,II be forwarded to the District J.:~ )615-6100 g • ' , ' ry . ' 
1 
" 2 i0  BUSINESS:: 
PERSONALS 
210 BUSINESS 
: PERSON~L.~ 
530 EDUCATION:  
i ' 
En~lislr:- I V~'sh'}:n Snd,  l lb r l /  
. ~,/im:}ics.~'Si~iil}l}.~;;;:' .':.. 
• Horse LoVei:: :::~:.-: 
.'~ Gl,1~.svs: i TSI/ii;ts'. ' 
• ;. " Le, mi~i~ T~'e:~;::l}i~ht' " ":.: 
--:~/,.I/J_ ORI~EI~S.It I:'LCO.~ IF"  
::~: : 540~HEEP~: ::;i- 
L! 
-~ ' rZZ;~ZZ~EZZ Z ;~ZZZ Z~ZZZZZZ:~ZZZZZ~ZZZZ ZZ ZZ~Z~T 
t, SOPitlR/S 
DANCE STUDIO 
5843 Keith Avenue ¥ Terrace 
'~: . . . . . .  Get Fit havefun ................ "I" 
Jazz & Caribbean Dance Classes 
CUSTOM MEAT CUTTING. 
Domestic & Game. Curing & 
smoking, sausage making, sau- 
sage making spices & supplies 
for sale. Hamblin Farms Meats, 
Houston. 250-645-2133 or 1- 
600-665-6992. 
GENERAL LIVESTOCK haul- 
ing, cattle, horses,sheep. Li- 
censed and insured for Canada, 
USA. Hay hauling and sales. 
250-694-3448, cell 250-692- 
6559, fax 250-694-3769. Jeff 
Giesbracht Transport, Burns 
Lake, BC> 
IV I  
% All  Winter • 
of f  Horse Blankets ~l 
AFTER CHRISTMAS special. 
Golden retriever puppies that 
are ready to go. They have 
been raised with children, 
horses, other dogs and family 
cat. They are paper trained and 
very eager to learn. 250-635- 
2224 
farm equipment.' Quality used 
sales & Iocaters. Hauling avail- 
able. Dave Crossan 250-567- 
2607, 6 km Mapes Road, Van- 
derhoof, BC 
FOR SALE Good, used logging 
equipment ready to go to work: 
i996 Madill 3800 BNT Log 
Loader approx. 7000 hours 
w/GenSet & lights. 1996 Tim- 
berjack 618 Feller Buncher ap- 
prox. 7200 hrs. 1993 320 Hyun- 
dai BNT log loader approx. 
8500 hrs. Call: Bob 250-612- 
8379, Roland 250-983-2094, 
Mike 250-613-5469 
LOGGING TRUCK loads of 
Birch firewood for sale. Phone 
638-7290. 
ATTENTION: I lost 40 pounds 
in 2 months. We need repre- 
sentatives in your area. Call to- 
day. 250-635-1543 
HERBALIFE INDEPENDENT 
Distributor. for product or oppor- 
tunity. Please call Evelyn 250- 
635-1543 " : 604:  
.i i APARTMENTS : 
.... , " : : .  ' . .  
TEST DRIVEl Unique opportun- 
ity to own and operate a 2000 
Pete with zero down. You must 
have mln 2 yrs flat deck hwy 
exp., able and willing to run Ca- 
nada/USA and possess good 
references. Tom or Andre 
(800).663-0090 
DENNY'S IS looking for you! 
We are actively recruiting entry 
level and senior Managers with 
the drive to advance at our 
Prince George, Terrace & Wil- 
liams Lake Restaurants. This is 
an exciting time to join Denny's 
as we embark on a progressive 
expansion program, which will 
open new doors for those who 
have the drive and ambition to 
excel. We offer an excellent 
benefits package: Payroll Sav- 
ings Plan, Bonus and Promo- 
tion Opportunity, Restaurant 
Management experience and 
ability to relocate Is an asset. It 
this is you, mail or drop off 
resume to: 
Denny's Restaurant, 1650 
Central Street, Prince George 
BC, V2M 3C2 
EARN $200, $300, $500 or 
more per week, assembling 
product in the comfort of your 
own home, send a self ad- 
dressed stamped envelope to: 
O.P.H. 6-2400 Dundas St. 
West, Suite 541 ref 683 Missis- 
sauna, ant, L5K 2R8 
FELLER BUNCHER required 
after Jan 1st. Call 250-562- 
8100 
N--'~D OPERATORS with 
2 ton truck & trailer. Make 
more money than tractor 
trailer. Clean abstract. 
Must be able to go to U.S. 
Lots of miles. Fax Hot Shot 
Express 403-203-3983 
: :: 540HELP  ::::=:::.:i::: 
::.::: :WANTED::i:I:! :' • . : . :: .:..:.(.. ; ,. :~?.. :: 
REQUIRED PERMANENT live 
in care giver for elderly man, 
two days per week. Must be flu- 
ent in English, non-smoker, 
have first aid ticket, bondable. 
Send resume with references to 
File #16, c/o Terrace Standard, 
3210 Clinton St. Terrace BC, , .  
SOUTH YUKON ForegO{ - Corp6 :'~q 
ration Sawmill ooking to hire for 
the following positions: 1. Certi- 
fied Elestrician with sawmill and 
some millwright experience. 
Journeyman rate, 2. Main. 
tenance Supervisor with sawmill 
experience. Wage package 
based on experience. Please 
forward resume with references 
to: South Yukon Forest Corpo. 
ration. PO Box 14, Watson 
Lake, Yukon, YOA 1C0 Fax: 
867-536-7731 Attn: Barry Can- 
dline 
740 LINE Skidder for hire. Also, 
failer, bucker, and wheel loader 
operator. Will also log small 
blocks of timber. Call: 250-846- 
9444 
EXPERIENCED CARPENTER. 
Richard Thornton Con- 
struction.Available for renov,.,- 
tions, repairs or new construc- 
tion. 25 years experience.Call 
Richard 638-8526. 
EXPERIENCED CARPENTER. 
Jurgen Mattheis. 635-7810. 
Housing, renos, office remodel- 
Ing. Independant distributor of. 
Sun-Free vinyl products. 
PRECISELY RIGHT MOVING. 
TRUCK and 28' trailer en- 
closed, will protect your goods 
across town or across country. 
Will assist, or load for you. Rea- 
sonable rates. Now in two loca- 
tions. Terrace at 615-0002 or 
638-6969 (cell). 
ACTORS WORKING Academy. 
Full-time six month film acting 
program starts March 2000. 
Scholarships available. Part 
time classes begin monthly. 
www.uniserve.com/awa 1-877- 
FILM-ACT 
' 612 CABINS/ :  
COTTAGES , i; 
REQUIRED IMMEDIATELY off 
highway logging trucks. Call 
25@562-8100 
1 AND 2 bdr apts avail Immed. 
On site management. 250- 635- 
5136 or 635-6428. 
1 BEDROOM apt. for rentl 
Downtown 'location with se- 
cured entrance, parking, wash- 
or/dryer, fridge/stove and very 
clean. References a must. No 
pets or smoking. Call for apt. 
250-635-2250 OR 250-635- 
1622. $550 monthly + damage 
deposit. 
1, 2, 3, bdr apt. Avail Immd. On 
site management. Ref reqd. 
635-6428, 635-2424 or 615. 
0345. 
636:HOUSESFOR::  
i:. i R#~T:  : "  
;. '. , . , .  , .  : ,  Da , rq wor /d  
F 0 0 O S 
SALES/DISTRIBUTION FRANCHISE FOR SALE 
In Northwestern B.C. Quality products and high 
volume ensure success and profitability. 
Limited company and NEW Truck $260,000.00 
For more information - Ph: 250-638-1011 or 
log onto 
http://www, angelfire.com/blzS/hotbiz4sale 
i i 
Training for unemployed individuals: 
• Are receiving Employment Insurance Benefits 
• El Benefits ended within the last 3 years 
• On Maternity/Parental Benefits in past 5 years 
Training: 
• Focus on individuals needs 
• Skills for tourism, hospitality & retail service 
• Work experience in the community 
January 10, 2000 to May 5, 2000 
INFORMATION AND REGISTRATION 
Contact Interconnect 635-7995 
Toll Free 1 -877-635-7995 
: : ; &sa fe ty : ,  Trainina : 
A PR/VArEPosr SECO gAR ;TRAiiWNGINS,TUTION':: 
SEE US FOR ALL SIZES OF FIRST AID KITS 
& SAFETY SUPPLIES 
Customized  Sa fe ty  Programs 
ava i lab le  fo r  
Logg ing  . Cont ruct ion  . Fa l l ing  
WCB OFA LEVEL 3 
New Course and fees For 2000 
Jan 17-28 Mon-Fri 8-4 $639 
Feb 14-25 Mon-Fri 8-4 $639 
Kitwanga -Tues & Thurs evenings & Sat. 
Jan 18-Feb 12 $639 
WCB OFA LEVEL  1 
Jan 13, Feb 8, Feb 26 $83 
WCB OFA TRANSPORTATION ENDORSEMENT 
Fri Jan 14, Sun Feb 27 $83 
r ' ~ ~ : =~'~ "WANTED. ~:i :i i 
• i ;  . ' :;~ • . .' ; i 
TERRITORY MANAGER 
A B.C. bused clistribulur of heavy forestry equipment presenlly has open- 
ings for experienced territory managers. Inlerested candidates should have an 
('(6b0ve average work ethic the abilily to work with minimoi'superv S on, 0 [ 0ir 
t'-q0r Inking care 0f details, knowledge of ear forest industry and f0re~lry her.' 
vesting equipment. Experience in heavy equipment s01es and u knowledge of 
equipment financing would be a definite asset. 
Our compensation package will provide the right individual wilh the 
opp0rtunily l0 earn an above average income. We 01so cover m0sl expenses 
and provide a generous vehicle allowance. 
, Interested parties should submit e detailed resume, outlining past work 
II hisl0ry and three (3) references lo: 
,, Madill Equipment Canada, 
9809 Milwaukee Way, 
Prince George, BC, V2N 51"3 
We lh0nk all those who apply. 0nly foimal responses will be issued to Ihose 
candidates sehded for an interview. 
" SITE-KEEPER 
Local business requires an 
on call location site-keeper 
with a clean driving and police record. The posi- 
tion requires some lifting, excellent paperwork 
skills and the ability to occasionally handle a six 
ton single axle truck in off road conditions. The 
position is suitable for someone who is looking to 
add work to an existing business or for someone 
semi retired with a trucking background. The 
expected workload is one day per week starting in 
February 2000. Reply, in hand written form, with 
a brief of your work history and explain how this 
part time opportunity will work for you. 
Reply to: 
Box 48 
.Terrace Standard, 
3210 Clinton St., 
Terrace, B.C. VaG 5A2 
FAMILY CARE HOMES 
The Family Care Home Program requires individuals and 
couples to provide homes for adults experiencing mental 
health difficulties. 
Requirements: Eligible applicants will feel comfortable 
working with people with a history of mental illness, will pos- 
sess good communicstion skills, will be able to.provide 
supervised accommodation within their own home, will be 
able to teach life skills and will be able to monitor the taking 
of medication. 
Benefits: As part of our Family Care Home Program you 
will be involved in ongoing training to develop your skills, 
work under the supervision of a case manager, receive finan- 
cial support, receive coverage for comprehensive General 
Liability Insurance and achieve personal satisfaction in know- 
ing you have made a difference In a person's life, 
FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT: 
Graham Kay/Marsha Lloyd 
Northwest Community Health Services Society 
202-3412 Kalum Street, Terrace, BC V8G 4T2 
Phone: 250-638-2202 
,=~ 
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A. G. INTERIOR SALES, a professional 
beauty supply company requires a part time 
sales professional to service Terrace and sur- 
rounding area. 
We are looking for a dynamic individual who 
can provide exceptiona]customer service and 
has the ability to 15uild on our current account 
base. Industry and outside sales experience an 
asset but not a necessity. Reliable transporta- 
tion is required. Compensation and expense 
package to be discussed. 
Please fax resume to: 
Mr. S. Brandle 
(250) 762-4240 or (250) 868-3530 
or mail #21- 1470 Lealhead Road, 
Kelowna, BC V1X 7J6 
Only applicants under consideration will be 
contacted. ,= 
r~ 
Executive Director 
Program Development 
Gitxsan child & Family Services is a non-profit society serving 
Gitxsan Children and Families 
Executive Director. This is a Iwo-year development position 
responsible for implementation ot  the Operations Phase of 
Gitxsan Child & Family Services. The Executive Director is the 
senior representative and service delivery authorlb; for a new 
agency. The Executive Director is responsible for hiring staff, 
development and training of Board, staff, and community, and 
implementing programs and service delivery. 
/ 
Qualifications: Man~'gement and administrative background and 
experience ip ;child proteclion environment essential. Prefer 
RSW/MSW. Good unclerstandlng of organizational, community, 
and bo'ard development a requirement. Experience in, and 
knowledge of, First Nations Child & Family Services Programs 
essential. Knowledge of Gitxsan culture and language an asset. 
Call (250) 842-2248 to request a job description and appllca- 
lien form. Interested applicants may forward application with 
covering htter and applicable documents to: 
Gitxsan Child & Family Services Soclely 
Box 333 
4125 River Road 
Hazehon, B.C. , : : . . . .  
V0J 1YO ::  : 
Fax: (250) 842-2219 i : 
Phone: (250) 842-2248 
Closing Date: Friday, Jo~uary 14, 2000 ., 
. i  
STIKINE REGIONAL 
COMMUNI'TY'HEA L TH COUNCIL 
• has an exceptional opportunity for 
SHORTTERM (Locum)& 
LONG TERM (Permanent) 
REGISTERED NURSES 
.... The pus tons' wi I be 0f interest to a Register'ed 
'Nurse with a minimum of 2 years experience in 
emergency rooms and/or 2 years in an out post 
or remote location. This full time position offers 
hands on nursing care, ER, pharmacy, 
outpatient clinics and many other experiences 
and opportunities to learn and grow. 
DUTIES include: 
• Clinical and emergency services, 
• Patient care planning, 
• Development of day clinics and 
• Dispensing medications from the 
community pharmacy 
We offer a very competitive salary, 
a full benefits package, and signing bonus 
(permanent full time positions only). 
Please forward your resume to : 
Attention: Executive Director 
Stikine Regional Community Health Centre 
Re.  Box 386 
Dease Lake, BC 
V0C 1L0 
Fax: 250-771-3911 
E-maih thomas.wright@srchc.hnet.bc.ca 
EMPLOYMENT 
OPPORTUNITY  
Thornhill Motors is now 
accepting applications for 
PARTS MANAGER.  
The successful candidate will 
be responsible for the daily 
operation of our Parts 
Department. 
Thornhill Motors offers an 
excellent Benefit Package and 
salary will depend on 
previous expenence. 
All applications must be 
received by 
January 22, 2000.  
Phone: 250-635.7286 
or send resume to 
Thornhill Motors 
3026 Highway 16 East 
Terrace, B.C., VaG 3N5 
Back by popular demand 
Avon Canada 
Offer ~ the 
opportunlty to 
stad your own home 
based business 
Training Included 
Register Now! 
Limited time offer: 
Jan. 10-21st 
i For more Information call Jl 
i: Sharon at 638-769gor II 
:1-877'638-1300 Tel Free; II 
*Jan; 21st . ~11 
2 BEDROOM apartment in du- 
plex. Close to downtown. No 
pets. Quiet tenants, please. 
References required. $400 
month, call 250-638-t648 
2 BEDROOM apartment with 
washer/dryer, frldge/stove and 
gas flreplacel Located down- 
town, with parking, secured en- 
trance and Is available 
Feb1/20001 Call now for ap- 
pointment. References a must, 
no smoking or pets, Call 250- 
635-2250 or  250-635-1622. 
Quiet, clean + affordable at 
$650 monthly. 
2 BEDROOM condo over 1000 
sq. It. 2 bathrooms, N/G fire- 
place, balcony, covered park- 
ing, close to schools and down- 
town. No pets or smokers. 
Available Jan. 1st. $625/month. 
250-635-2197 
2 YEAR old apt located on 
Lakelse Ave. Fridge, stove and 
het included. Phone 250-615- 
9301 after 6:00 pm. 
3 BEDROOM duplex F/S, W/D, 
basement, carport, fenced yard 
in Thornhill, on bus route. $700 
month. Phone 250-752-9758 
3 BEDROOM suite In Thornhill 
close to schools, laundry faclll- 
ties In bldq. 250-638-72g0. 
FOR RENT two bedroom apt, 
Downtown location, available 
immediately, Phone 250-635- 
2360 
FURNISHED ONE bedroom su- 
ONE BEDROOM apartment on 
site management, no pets, rers 
rocluired. Call 635-7429. 
ONE BEDROOM apt, good 
central location. NG fireplace, 
balcony, no smoking. No pets. 
$545 month. For appointment to 
view, please call 250-615-9116 
ONE BEDROOM in quiet rural 
location on edge of town. Pets 
welcome. $325 month. Avail- 
able Jan 1st. 250-635-9102 
CLINTON MANOR 
WE ARE TAKING 
APPLICATIONS FOR A 
BACHELOR SUITE 
$420.00 month. 
One block from swimming pod. 
No Pets, references r~tquired. 
Phone 635-3475 
"PARK MANOR APTS 
2 bedroom apt., 
$600 mth, includes heat. 
Close to swimming pool & 
downtown. 
No pets. 
References required. 
• Ph. 635-3475 
,Summit Square 
Apartments 
1 & 2 Bedroom 
- Units_ 
• Quiet & Clean 
• No Pets 
• ~,ml~le Parking 
• Laundry Facilities 
• Close to Schools & 
Hospital 
• On Bus Route 
• Security Entrance 
• On site Building Manager 
• Basketball, Volleyball & 
Racquetball Courts 
Ask for Monica Warder 
Call: 635-4478 
• HUNTINGTON 
APARTMENTS 
Taking Applications 
, Now 
for1 &2 
Bedroom suites 
. Clean, quiet renovated suites 
* Ample parking 
, laundry facilities on each floor 
* Close to schools & downtown 
, On bus mute 
. Secudty entrance 
On'stte~anag~nent 
, References requh~ . . . . .  
To view call 
638-17 '48 ' 
TERRACE APARTMENTS 
-newly renovated, 2 Bedroom 
-$500 per month 
-free hot water 
<011 collect @ 632-4308 
-or cell @ 1-250-639.4069 
<10se to school and hospital 
3 BEDROOM above ground 
basement suite, close to 
uplands school, large yard, F/S, 
hookups for W/D. References 
and damage deposit required. 
Available Feb 1. 250-635-3827 
BASEMENT SUITE for rent, for 
one single person. No smoking. 
One bedroom house available 
Dec. 16.250-635-5893. 
BRAND NEW two bedroom 
basement suite for rent, Avail- 
able immediately. Private drive- 
way and entrance. Fridge and 
stove included. Washer/dryer 
hookups. All utilities and cable- 
vision included. Non smoking 
quiet person only. $600 month 
+ damage deposit. 250-638- 
0089 
FOR RENT Bright, clean, spa- 
cious 2 bedroom unit with on- 
site caretakers. Five applianc- 
es, gas fireplace and mini stor- 
age. Good value for $750 
month. 250-635-4954 
ONE BEDROOM bsmt suite 
downtown. $375 plus damage. 
Includes heat. Available Feb. 1. 
250-635-6350 
ONE BEDROOM ground level 
suite on Kalum Lake Drive, non 
smoker, no pets. $500 month. 
Includes all utilities. Stellite TV, 
Washer Dryer facilities. Avail- 
able Jan 1st. 250-638-0643 or 
250-635.0776 
1 BDRM cabin. Furnished or 
unfurnished. $395/ month. 
Avail. Jan 1st. 250-635-2319 
2 BEDROOM unit, and a newer 
3 bedroom unit with N/G heat. 
Available Immediately. ,~i/ua 
deposit, re fe rence~.  
250-635-2932 or 260"~'~ 053 
2 BEDROOM, 1 1/2 bath town- 
house. Stove and Fridge Includ- 
ed. W/D hookups. No pets. 
$600 month. 250-635-5213 
RENT TO own for $800/month 
and build your equity with a me- 
ite on one acre of land. Utilities bile home ordered from the fac- 
Included. $500 per month, Call tory to fit your lifestyle. Phone 
250.635-2562. References may Gordon for details at 250-638- 
be required. 1182 or  e-malh gordon 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . .  @fcmlnc.net .... 
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616 COMMERCIAL:  735  HOUSES " 
FOR LEASE SPACE 
5,200 
1,700 
951 
1,735 
7,450 
1,280 
1,920 
sq,fl, 
sq,fl, 
sq,ff, 
sq,ff, 
2709 Kahm Street 
4624 Greig Ave, 
5002 Pohle Ave, 
2905 Kenney Street 
810 CARS FOR:  
:::- SAKE..::.. :. : 
810:CARS FOR : 
SALE  • / : . .  
sq,ffl 4820 Hwy 16 West 
sq,ft, 5110 Keith Avenue 
sq,ff, 5110 Keith Avenue 
ALMARLIN BUILDING 
3219 Eby Street 
Tel: (250) 635-7191 
Ground Floor: 
2,625 sq. ft. 
Second Floor: 
1,130 sq. ft. 
REASONABLE 
RATES 
676 WANTED TO: 
H~-N. ~B 
3 BDR 1 1/2 bath top floor su- 
ite. F/S, w/d, oak kitchen, utili- 
ties included. $775 month. 
Quiet people with good refs call 
Lisa 250-638-8639 
3 BEDROOM, 2 storey, 11/2 
bath. $699 month. References. 
Coldwell Banker, 250-638- 
7144, Steve. 
• " ' -~.Tn=;,-:..":": I 
ACREAGES/LOTS,  
3 BEDROOM, one level house. 
Carport. Gas heat. No pets. 
References required. Southside 
of town. $750 month. Call 250- 
638-1648 
4 BEDROOM, 2 1/2 bath, 
clean, large yard, 5 appliances, 
off North Eby st., Avail. immed. 
$800 month, 250-635-2280 or 
250-561 2102 
FAIRLY NEW quiet 2 bedroom: 
W/D F/S, security entrance. 
Half a block from town. No pets 
or smoking;:250-~63a-0046,: Call 
FOR RENT by January 1/00, 3 
bedroom house on Map]e St. 
Call 250-638-2158. References 
required, $600 month. 
. 644MOBILE  L: 
:~:::. ; :HOMES:: : : : : :  :' 
, :  : : i  ' .  / :  , ' : • 
730 FOR SALEBy 
' OWNER:.:."-;/  
• o • . : , 
2 BEDROOM mobile home, 
close to town, on bus route, 4 
appliances, N/G heat. $550 
month. Ref. required. Damage 
deposit. 250-635-1245. Call af- 
ter 5:00 pro. 
3 BEDROOM mobile home with 
full addition. Newly renovated. 
Located in Thornhlll, close to 
school. 4 appliances. Referenc- 
es required. Damage deposit. 
$700 month. 250-842-6867 for 
interview. 
3 BEDROOM trailer for rent• 
$550/month. Available Feb 1st 
in Thornhill. 250-635-2319 
FURNISHED ROOM for rent. 
Close to downtown, Shared 
kitchen and laundry facilities. 
No parties. 250-638-8944 
ROOM AND/OR Board avail- 
able. Includes Cable "W, W/D. 
Excellent downtown location 
across from George Little Park. 
Call Dave at 250-635-5796 
I ' 
completely out? 
. ~q~-  Report wildfires 
,~P~ 1-800-663.5555 ' 
~ MinlslP/of Folesls 
( 
SKI SUN PEAKS BC (45min 
from Kamloops) Fully equipped 
Condos & Chalets. Hot tubs, 
Saunas, Ski in/out, sleeping 2- 
32. Kids 12 and under w/adult 
full price licket freel Stay 6 
nights & get 1st night freel TOP 
OF THE MOUNTAIN accomo- 
dations and management 1- 
800-585-8834. www.mwsolu- 
tions.com/top. Emaih sunpeaks 
@direct.ca 
MATURE PROFESSIONAL 
working couple with one child. 
No pets. Non-smoking. Looking 
for 3-4 bedroom house to rent 
or lease. Call collect 250-559- 
7874 after 6 pm or leave mes- 
sage for Rebecca at 250-559- 
4403 days. 
WORKING COUPLE W/2 child- 
ren. Wanting to rent home in 
Cedarvale/UsW.Gossen Creek 
area. Phone 250-638-7830. 
6.15 ACRES for sale on High- 
way 16, 3 minutes east of To- 
play. Gentle south slope with 
nice view. Price: $26, 500. 
Phone 1-250-696-3477 
CALIFORNIA USA!!I Large, 
fully improved, residential/ re- 
tirement lots in Southern Call- 
fornia. Mobile homes OKI $60 
down, $60 monthly, $5995 
cash. US Funds. Free 
brochure. 1-800-884-7060. 
#6-4717 Walsh Ave. Condo for 
sale. 250-635-4987 
1995 SRI Home, 14x71-3 bdrm, 
6 appliances, built-in china cabi- 
net, vaulted ceilings, ceiling fan, 
custom drapes, carpeting 
throughout, patio door off of din- 
ing room on to 12x18 deck, new 
sided storage shed. Fully 
fenced on biggest corner lot. 
#50 Timberland. $69,900. 250- 
638-7696 
NO REAL Estate Feesl Re- 
duced to $148,000. 1995 3 level 
4 bdrm home, 14 acres, fronts 
Kitwanga river. Out of town in 
quiet area, spectacular view. 
Reply to File #50, c/o Terrace 
Standard, 3210 Clinton St. Ter- 
race, BC, VBG 5R2 
REDUCED TO Sell Nowl 3 
bdrms, 1 1/2 bath full basement 
w/separate entrance. $138,000. 
4810 Tuck. Call for appt. 250- 
635-2922 
Real EsVo~, I Conveyancing n 
Wills° . 
Mobile Home ~I~'~  ~ 
T, an,r,,., &'ll~[~/t~ 
Declarations, ~" ~ "J~ 
Documenlalion,, ~ 1 ~  
NoloHzofions Member 
NEW LOCA'nON 
#104-4644 Lazelle Ave. 
Terrace, B.C., V8G 1S6 
•Te l :  (250) 635-5988 Fax: (250) 635-5926 ,,~ 
%• 
;:~.,, :!:!;.. ,. ..... 
[HOMES]  : " : , * ; ' !MOIMH~AR ::~:!:.i:i 
1956 Hart Highway :iT: ilaside~tal:~~/Wad~;:,~, i 
"~?! MANYMORE ~X'I'J~S!'::: ~ 
~':~:':V'::: Was $g8 ,~,  ........ ~:ii 
- ~' ;~ i~ ~' ~, :~:NnW ~i~:o. ; . ,  
i:' , .>  • t' . , mv~v~e v~e '. ~:~. • ,  . ' /  
1-88B-301-2288 . . . . . .  ~ ........... . . . .  
3 OR 4 Bedroom split level 
house. Renovated, oak cup- 
boards, N/G, FP, HW/F Fruit 
trees, garden area, green- 
house, covered patio, 10x16 
shed, fenced. $104,900. 250- 
638-0034 
14X68 MOBILE home, 2 bdrm, 
$25,000 obo. Will consider 
trade for motorhome orleaseto 
pu~hase. Phone 250-635-3916 
NEW HOMES wanted at Boul- 
derwood MHP on Lamh Ave. in 
Thornhill. I invite you to visit this 
family community and view our 
available quality pads. Move 
your existing home or custom 
order a new mobile home for 
Spring 2000111 Call Gordon for 
details @ 638-1182 or e-mail: 
.qordon @ fcminc.net 
PRICED AT $28,000 It's a 
steal. 3 bdrm mobile w/full size 
add. 4 appl., Ig rooms through- 
out. Pie call 250-635-1740 
1989 FORD Tempo. To view 
call BC Assessment 250-638- 
1116, ask for Tom Protheroe. 
Mon-Fri. 9:00am-4:00pm 
CARS FROM $500 Govern- 
ment seized & surplus. Sold lo- 
cally. Call for lisitngs. 1-888- 
342-3500 EXT. BB60 
HONDA CRX 1991 excellent 
performer, 165K miles, very 
clean engine. Immigrating must 
sell. First offer $3000 secures. 
Call Ken Smith 250-638-1671 
before 8 pro. Minnesota regis- 
tered. 
815TRUCKSFOR I 
• SALE:  i 
1980 CHEV 4x4 1 ton P.U with 
quick attach power angle plow. 
48,000 km, VB, Auto, H.D. Al- 
ternator, Dual batteries, Miche- 
lin tires, new rear springs. For 
more into call 250-798-9505 
eves. $4500. 
1989 DODGE Ram Charger 
4x4. To view call BC assess- 
ment 250-638-1116. Ask for 
Tom Pmtheme. Mon-Fri 
9:00am-4:00pm 
1995 CHEV 4x4 pickup 3/4 ton, 
6.5 turbo diesel, extended cab, 
shod box. Excellent condition. 
Leather interior, full load, and to 
many options to mention. Ask- 
ing $25,000. Call evenings. 
250-635-2126 
.l,'llm 
KEN'S 
MARINE 
4946 Greig Ave. 
Phi 635-2909 
'93 Arctic Cat 
EXT 580 MC 
$3,000.00 
Ji '941VMax 600 STI i 1 i~L0ng trickpi~i: : I i: :Exce lent(ondilion I 
Get Your Sled In 
Now For Pre. 
Season Tune Ups. 
'97 MM600 
141 2" Track, SLP Skis 
$5,495,00 
'98 Yamaha SRX 
700 Mnln, tunnell~-- 
$7.99S.00 
)1110 
New Snowmobile 
Trailers InStock 
Now NJaecleanfamJly urlit 
$14,99____5 
'99 HONDA CIVICS priced to clear 
Mountain Cat. Exc~pt  condi- =~'"'==='~='~'"="~ , . ~jv] _•  
ton, low mdeage, includes coy- 4&18 HWY16 W, TERRACE ~=w~2 1-800-665-1990 638-8171 1 800 86~5499 
er. $3,B00 obo. 250-635-6165 
o 
2 x 6 EXTERIOR WALLS " :~ '"" ::'~'?:i~" - -  =' - .~"  
; '  ~ "I ~M'~~' '~N~ r ' . " q DEPTH :38°: 0" '(I"I'MM))I TOTAL 1060 SQ. FT. (98.8 M2) ? 
- - .  - . ,  . .  - . .  ~. . . . ]~u. , , , , ,~ .~.~-~.  -~-~.  ~. . .  ~ . . ~ . ~ . . .  . 
III] [113 ".1 ~1 l: r~] I~ PJ It R I;I % House Plans Ava, lable Through i ~ . ._, , ~ _ . . • ~- -.~ 
Northwest  T i le  gk " 
• I ~ ~i ~ On time and on budget ~ :~ & Marb le   =rra=e I Home renovations. New home construction ~ "~,,~ 
/ I~  m I I~  Comet S.ee Our, S~wroom ~ ~j~ Commercial construction • Roofing ~11 ~.~ 
~ I r~ LeramGla's~:'Bl~ocak°s 'ean  ~] ~ Certified Blue Max® rigid foam/concrete installation "L p'- .,~ 
terrace.builders@osg.net 1111 , , ,== 4," - - - ,o ,  coNs , ,u=,o , . ,o .  __ 
~.~-  1-800-470 D~ IT . .=.. . , . , .  I ~ -E~.':-'~=~c.,,s.~s~.~ i~  GENERAL CONTRACTOR " I~7 J 
v . ,mp,  o~.  I I1; 40~e ~o~ Pl=o. I~ "~_ ~u;l~;.. o ~.pu,o.o. ~o~ O~o/.~ J.~ 
~,,,-,..., , ..,. . . . . .  . , :L-  I IT ~.r=.,S.C.W~Z'~ ~ "~ Tel/fax 635-6244 - ~ (~ l  
aZU/~unroe ,  ~errace OJ~-.OT/~ I ~!!!!!!!!!'!.~!!!!L~H~,[UI ~ _, ~ :~=,,_ ..,== ~ -.,,= _ ~ ~1 
I u u =,, rv u I.I H r.I I.~ ,:.l II I;I I I fl I~] ~ I'll I:11:1.../" ~ % ]dffd,./" ~ % I;l~f,.r" ~ "x... U'I;I-J" ~ "x.;1~ml]" k~' J  
W e t ~  BUSINESS aumLmNe SMALL  BUT MIGHTY!  
ADVERTISING ~K~~~DI ,  y V~ ~ BUSlNESSBUlLD|NGADVERTIS lNE  I~  
Terrace Standard 
,e SERVICES LTD. Business Directories Terrace Standard ^ 
~,  "CHIMNEYS "MOSS REMOVAL & ZINC $~hO0 Home Improvement $_ ,~r I~OO ~,  
• FURNACES .AIR CONDITIONING SYSTEMS vvper  week**  Business Directories vvper  week**  
~ .BOILERS .AIR DUCT CLEANING Ii plus GST plus GST 
• FIREPLACES "OIL STOVES I i 'Based on 13 week conlrad 'Based on 13 week contract 
• DRYER VENTS "SEPTIC & GREASE TRAPS ~ 
iP-~on 6 -3 -5 -  i i 3 -2  t~,T ,A  1~T1"~ A D T-~ Terrace 638.7283 3210 Clinlon St., Terrma 638.7283 ~ JLZ-]LJL ~I J_./Z"~ I1%..!.../ Fax: 638.8432 e ,= 638.8432 
"Tradlllons are a big pad of my cultu 
Unfortunately, so Is diabetes." 
Bernie, First Nolionscounsetlor CAN'T MAKE your payments? 
We can help. By tomorrow 
things will be Looking Up. Cred- 
HELP SOMEONE yOU KNOW. CALL 1-80O-BANTING it Counselling Society of B.C. 
r~I 
CA,*O,A, ,O¢,,T,O, BC's Only Non-profit Servicel 
• =AeVZS CA,A=¢,,Z 1-888-527-8999. 
ASSO¢IATfON OU DIAB~TE 
www.dlobeles.¢o CONSOLIDATE YOUR pay- 
ments. One easy payment. No 
more stress. No equity-security. 
:810... .,.~, SALEC'~RS. " : i  Good or bad credit, Immediate approval, Immediate relief. Na- 
tional Credit Counselors of Ca- 
nada. For nearest attica. 1-888. 
. 777-0747, Licensed and bond- 
2 " ~  ed: 
DO YOU need a Ilcenced Bar 
l~ lL / /~r l~r~11~ Tender for 50 to 350 people? 
We do Weddings; and parties of 
all kinds. Reasonable rates, full 
table service available upon re- 
quest, black tie or casual events 
Call us for pricing and reserva- 
1991 Chev Camaro 1993 Chew Lamina tion information. 638-7830; 
Beautful Ride Eurosport 
$9,995 6 c.,vl Auto, low kms, fully loaded MONEY TIME/Will loan money 
Was$13,995 on any vehicle or anything of 
1990 Honda Civic LX Now $9,995 value. $1000 to $1 O,000. Want- ed scrap batteries $2 and up. 1- 
4DrSedan, SSpd, cruise, P.W,,P.L 250-692-7787 Room 7, Oliver. 
$6,500 1998 Ford Windstar Or phone 1-250-845-2222 
V6 Aut0,NC, power whd0ws, locks, 7 
1996ChevS10Blazer4x4 pass,10wkm's,fad0rywananty TSI SATELLITE The Smart $21,995 Card Experts. Servicing all your 
VB.Aut0,Mt4dr satellite needs. T3,Magic-3M. 
:~ 24,995 1997 Pontiac Grand Am Ca, for pricin.q. 250-995-1800 
1988 F151:1 ~ GT 
~ ~  4 c~,5 spd, he,fully Ioaded, sp0 l le rwas  $20,995
Now $18,995 
1993 Pontiac Sunbird GT 1998 Ford Ranger Xtra )~T 
5 spd, 6 cyl, fuliy loaded Cab XLT E RRACE 
NowwaS $12,995510,995 aut0, 6 cyl, A.C, cruise, CO & all0ywheels$19,995 ~OTEM , FORD 
Wants to 
JUST.  IN! .  buy your 
1. .on.Ex.o0o. 19 .  c , . c .=a0.  .^ . . . , , . ,  
4 DS D N, Auto,/L¢, P.W., P.L., CnJise 5 Spd MUMI, I I  i 13,995 $11,995 
1995 Chev Beretta 1999 Civic EX 4Dr Sedan ~JeemU~ig H 
2dr coupe, 5speed A¢, ABe, power group, auto 
$11,995 $19,995 veh icles. 
1990 Chev 112 Ton 1987 Po .o~ LE 
luto, P,U,, Canopy 2=! ~ ~  For the best 
:6,995 1993 Honda Civic Spec. Edit. price, call 
1997 Subaru Legacy GT A¢, 5 spd, cass. f ,  , 
sedan.AWD. ~uto, CD,0nly38,000k $9,995 US FIFSL 
.)5,995 . : ~  
1994 ~ u ~ n e r  4631 Keith Ave 
1998 Honda CR-V 4WhDr ~ ~  250-635-4984 
On '4O,OOO ms v mu,uuo 
$ .)4,995 1-800-463-1128 
1992 C a i i r 
1995 Plymouth Caravan ~ ~  
l 
. : . , : '  
:$, 
, L 2~ 
, .-.. 
3HRYSLEF 
• ' "~'~-~,~,~ .. '2'..~ ~, • ,. 
t" 
.r. • • 
Di 
P~  ~',~ '~d4~,~.~l'" ::::::::::::::::::::: 
SEAPORT LIMOUSINE LTD. 
PASSENGER AND EXPRESS SERVICE I 
Daily scheduled bus service from Stewart t°lm 
Terrace and return, and all points in between. Pick- I 
up and delivery of goods in Terrace, C.O.D. and I 
courier service, j 
P.O. Box 217, Stewart, B.C. 
Ph: 636-2622 FAX: 636-2633 
.Terrace Depot:. 635-7676 
AVON 
the company ~or women 
LINDA CARLSON 
635-9138 
YOUR INDEPENDENT SALES DEALER' 
¢ 
L ~  Shelly Haynes-h 
• ! Independent car 
Home Parties • Bob), S~owers • P~or~ O~de~s • Fundroiser$ 
Coqx~ote Parties * Word,doe C~sufiam 
48t8 Agar Avonuo 
Terra,:., B.C. 
Canada VaG 1H7 
T: (250)638-863 I
F: (250)638•8691 
Hi Is Upholsteo  
.I_ . ,$ttt b atW~ O wOnlet't usbUYredoneW'" 
Fine furniture restored 
~,s  Antiques- Heirlooms- Classics ~*~ 
For Appointment Call % 
Shirley at 615-7155 
" - - - - ' ' - - - - 1  
Pampered  Paws I 
Pet Par lour  
Pole need to be pampered Iooll 
MOVING@ 
1F  PRECISELY RIGHT 
Truck & New 28 ft Trailer at Your Servicel 
• Across town or the country 
~ J~ • Will assist or load for you 
• Reasonable Rates 
• Bondable 
DoiJBLE CLEAN 
CARPET CARE 
BATHING, BRUSHING, CLIPPIN6, NAIL I 
TRIMMING, EAR CLEANINGITC, I ! 
2240 Spruce SlreeI IT 
Terrace, BC 
635-1108 ! 
$5.00 off First time Cost I 
IICRC Certified Technicians in: 
• ed "Carpet Cleaning 
~ree ~tk~'~ - UPl~:~ltery Clea nin g ~"b"~',9,.~.e~ 
- Restoration ~..,.,,, 
• Fiber Zone Pile filter helps restore P/tel ~ ~ ~ @ t~ I~ t~ 
• High IntensityAir Movers peed dryingl ~g' / - ' / - -O~ 
Canadian Community Newspapers Association 
newspapers 
• r ight  in your  backyard  
I I  
~ COMMUNITY NEWSPAPERS 
AS SO C lATtON 
Brltlth Calam&ia nt Y~o. 
I 
ADULT ENTERTAINMENT 
HOT IN THE CITY!! 1-900-561-2478 18+. 
24HR LIVE!!! www.luv-shak.com. 
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES 
FRAGRANCE AND CANDLE manufacturer 
looking for independent Sales Associates. 
Free information package, record your name 
at .780-484-8191 or ema)J: 
arabella@planet.eon,net View product: 
www.canadashop.com/arabella 
Network  C lass i f ieds  
These ads appear in approximately 100 (~ t~ (~/"~ Ior 25 words 
community newspapers in B.C.and Yukon ~ E... CJ U $ 6.00 each 
and reach more than 3 million readers, additlonalword 
EDUCATION 
WORK FOR THE largest employer in the 
world! The Tourism Hospitality Industry[ 
Adventure Tourism, Travel/Tourism, Pre-em- 
ployment Flight Attendant or 
Hospitality/Resort Management. Canadian 
Tourism College. Surrey 1-800-668-9301 or 
Vancouver (604) 736-8000. 
EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES 
SALES MANAGER/Sales Consullant• Jandel 
Homes, Edmonton's largest modular/menu- 
649 - WEEK OF 
JANUARY 3/00 
To place an ad call 
this paper or the BCY- 
CNA at (604) 669-9222 
PERSONALS 
LIVE PSYCHICS 1-ON-1. Phone 1-900.451- 
0174 Ext 7806. $3.99 Per Minute. Must be 18 
years. Procall (602) 954-7420. 
SERVICES FORD i~i 
CRIMINAL RECORD? Canadian pardon 
seals record. U.S. waiver permits legal 
American entry. Why risk employment, licens- 
ing, travel, arrest, deporlation, property con- 
fiscation? Canadian - U.S. Immigration spe- 
clalists. 1-800-347.2540. $117,000 SECURES YOUR FUTURE in one factured home retailer has immediate open- 
of the fastest growing industries in North ings at it's new location Grande Prairie, SKIING 
America. Low overhead and high profit mar- Alberta. Previous related experience an SKI BIG WHITE. Kelowna, B.C. Champagne •
gins g~arantees uccess in this billion $ in- asset. Above average remuneration Submit -owder  & luxur'" ski in/out Condo's 
°u,szr~',,l,~,/..( z~',~?.~-~.i.,_ .. . . . . . . . .  --. resume ,(quotmn,g.p, os,lion): At!enti._on: Mark ;C~halets•.•hot tubs Ygas f/p. Deluxe kitchens. 
I I - IH IV I I~ I~ ;~P,l ' / ;Si ' fHI l~l, .~ IdU~/ , IN I : :~  Hucnu la~ danael  Homes  1~,o, b5 Pt.  Hoao  . l=n  ¢=n=nlnl¢= nn~ nn i l ; ; l~~R'  ~'7R QQ77 
. • , . ; , } .  , ; . . . . .  W . . . . . . . . . .  . ~  , r I " V V V I V I  V I V V . #  , 
Look,no for a hfestyle change? Golf clu.b.~ Ed~ontQ~'.A.,~,~GA,~.~lrC!k~@X~7,i8.0-'478"1624• Ww,,y'condosunlimited con1 h' i " i  "~ '" " 
restaL}i'ant'ca.teringTiousiness. Exdell~nt'ib'a~e', "E'-mail::markfflJ.Eh'ul~R@ ~l~ ]elRo~r~L~',d'bm. -:.-- -: ~ =.. - " " " "• ' -• - - '~  . . . . . . .  "-" ' :  : 
; Owner reloc%tit~g• Possible vendoi, financ' " '''~' . . . . .  : '  "'"~' . . . . .  ' " STEEL BUIL~I~IGIS FOR SALE MISC. 
ing• Contact Myles Wilson 1-877-537-7200, 1. S~,WMILL $4895 SAW LOGS into boards, FUTURE STEEL BUILDINGS - Durable, 
250-537-7200. planks, beams. Large capacity. Best sawmill Dependable, Pro-engineered All-Steel 
EDUCATION value anywhere. • Norwood Induslries, manu- Structures• Custom-made to suite your need 
COUNSELLOR TRAINING INSTITUTE; Work lecturer of sawmills, edgers & skiddersl Free and requirements. Factory-Direct affordable 
as an Admission Advisor in you r area While information 1-800.566:6899. prices. Call 1-800-668-5111 exL 132 for free 
enrolled in correspondence courses tor the HELP wANTED brochure. 
Cerl!ficate of Counselling Science. Free cute- WEEKLY PAYCHEQUES! Company needs TRAVEL 
Iogue 1-800,665.7044. .... homeworkers to fill out their simple work- TIMESHARE RESALES; To buy. sell or rent 
BE A SUCCESSFUL WRITER.,.write tor sheets. Call Ioll free 1-800-279-0019 24hrs. worldwide. World's Largest Reseller. ERA 
GM 
money and pleasure with our home,study Noexp. required. 
course. You get individual tuition from orgies . . . . . .  . . . . .  . . . . .  
PAY TELt-I-'HUNI= ~I::HV signal writers on all aspects of writing-re' - - - - - - - - . - - - -  : :~m:: . . . .  
lances, short stories, radio andTV script, at- Honesty, Clairvoyancy & Astrology. CALL 
ticles and children's stories. Send today for Karonanna, 1-900-451-9602 - $4.99/min, OR 
our FREE BOOK TOLL FREE 1-800-267' CALL 1-800-735,2067 & use Visa/Mastercard 
1829 FAX 1-613-749-9551 The Wrtng  &get t0minutes FREE. For recordedmes- 
School 3340-38 Mc Arthur Ave. Ottawa, ON sage on your future CALL. 1-900-630-6262. 
K1 L 6R2. $2.99/min., 24hrs, 18+• 
A NEW CAREER? Train to be an i PERSONALS 
Apartment/C0ndominium Manager. Many ADULT ENTERTAINMENT. Order the best 
jobs available! Free JO b placement assts, videos by mail and pay less. Free Video 
Lance: Government registered program. For Offer! Free Catalogue. Discreet. HMC Video 
inlormation/brochure Call (604) 681-5456/1- 5288 Parc, 101-C, Montreal, Quebec, H2V 
800-665-8339. www.rmti.ca. 4G7. 
STROMAN since 1979. Buyers call 1,800- 
613-7987. Sellers call 1-800-201-0864. 
Internel www•stroman.com. 
TRUCKS 
"O DOWN O.A.C." Guaranteed credil ap- 
provals. Trucks, 4x4's, crew cabs, diesels, 
sport utilities. Repo's, broken leases, heavy 
dUtY equlpmenL Take over payments. Free 
delivery. Call The Untouchables now. 1-800- 
993-3673. Vancouver 327-7752. 
SAVE ON TRUCKS & CARS. New & Used. 
Guaranteed instant credit approval. Free 
home delivery with 0 down. Call today 24hrs 
1-877-212-3232. Ford. Dodge. GM. 
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('-'looking for 
Child Care? 
Skeena Child Caro Resource and 
Referral has information c
child care options and on 
choosing child care. 
Drop by The Family Place 
at 4553 Park Ave. 
or call 638-1113. 
Skeena CCRR Is a program ofthe 
Terrace Woman's Resource Cenlre 
and is funded by the MinisW of Social 
~el0pment and Economic Securi%/ 
Do It For A Friend 
0nly 35% of wodhy 
cancer projects 
can be funded. 
Help raise the percentage/ 
Please welcome your 
canvassers when they 
Imock on your door. 
BRlllSU Ct'~ltJ&~BI4 
AND 11JKON DM§ION 
The War Amps 
NEVER AGAIN! 
Video Series 
"In ;'war, every.he zuffet$.,. 
we must never let it 
happen .gain." 
TO see a video listing, visit our Web site It 
V, nNw.waramps.ca r--.z; 
Or order R pamphlet bycllling i ,~  It! ,-ooo-26o-soao, tP  
,,o, Ys<A& 
t'o schooL. 
Education is one of the 
fundamental rights to which 
every child is fully entitled. 
Support the work of UNICEF, 
and help enable children 
around the world to choose 
their own future. 
~;veYsayy  
of  i'/~z CO,vV~aTIOa on 
+he 9,.rG.qT~ oC fhe (.J"/ZLO 
no: 1-800-381-4343 
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T ER RACE 
ST D ,RD 
' t 
3210 Clinton Street Terrace, B.C. VaG 5R2 (250) 638-7283 Fax (250) 6388432 
Keep on top of all the news and views that 
are important to the northwest with the 
paper that leads the way in 
Quality News Coverage 
mice fO 
nited Nations Children's Fund 
chi ldren's  r ights  come first, 
Future OptionS .... 
RRSP's will ensure your retirement income, 
Regular activity will help ensure you have a retlrementl 
c~ 
c~ f'~ ~ Exercise your options. 
~'~= ~ ' ~  Shering a Heal:~i~rpSR/.lElP=TLTiOlllFulure t- 
/ 
AY 
E 
1 Year ............................... $56 .18  (GST included) 
(within B.C. 
1 Year .............................. $63 .13  (GeT included) 
(Outside of province) 
1 Year ............................... $49 .76  (GST included) 
(Senior citizens) 
USA and Europe ............... $155 .15  (per 6 rag.) 
m , - m |  m m mm m m m m | m m i m i i l m m  m m.  m m m|  m | m | l m |  | mm, ,  m m m m m. m i m m ml  
,, cllp & mail to [~ Yes, I would like to receive the  ' 
m ~ I TERn^CE m II 
II ,3TANDAR]"  ~ Ter race  Standard  every  week .  
m 
m 
l 
m s2~0c,,.tone,.,. ..... o.,~s,2,2~o~s~,~,,~s,(=,o~a~,, Enclosed is $ (GST included) for a one yearsubscription, m 
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'99 Jeep Cherokee Spud 
6 cyl, Auto 
$26,995 
'97 Chrysler Sebring 
VG, Auto, Loaded 
$18,995 
'98 Dodge Durango 
V8 Auto, A/C, Leather, 7
Passenger, Loaded 
$32,995 
'97 Dodge Neon 
Auto, Air Conditioning 
$13,995 
'97 Dodge Dakota 4x4 
Club Cab, SLT, auto, air, tilt, 
cruise, windows, locks 
$23,995 
'97 Jeep Gr Cherokee Laredo 
6 cyl, Auto, Air, windows, locks, 
Super Clean 
$27,995 Now $26,995 
'96 Dodge Club Cab 4x4 
VlOLaramie SLT 
Auto, Loaded 
$21,995 
'96 Chrysler Town & Country 
leather, quad seats. Dual air 
& more 
$31,995 NOW $26,995 
'97 Plymouth Breeze 
Auto, Air, Cruise, Tilt, Cassette 
$15,588 
'96 Jeep GR Cherokee 4x4 
Laredo 
Auto, Air, windows, locks & more 
$25,995 Now $24,995 
'95 Chrysler Intrepid 
v6, Auto, Air, Crusie, Tilt, 
Windows, Locks & More 
$13,995 
'94 Chrysler Concorde 
6cyl, auto, NC, tilt, cruise, 
windows, locks & more 
$13,995 
'96 Ford Escort 
Auto, Air, Cruise, Tilt, Windows, 
Locks 
$9,995 
'95 Ford Aerostar 
All wheel drive, loaded 
$15,995 
'92Mercury cougar. 
--.Auto, NC, Ti t, Cruise, 
Windows, Locks 
$8,995 
! '97 Pontiac Bonneville SE 
VG, auto, air conditioning, tilt, locks 
cruise, cassette, windows & more 
$22,995 
'96 Pontiac Grand Am 
2 dr, VG, 5 Speed, pw, pl 
$12,995 
'96 GMC Jimmy 
All wheel drive, fully loaded 
$28,995 
'96 Chevrolet Camaro 
2.28. v8, 6 Speed, Air, Cruise, 
Tilt, Windows, Locks, T. Top 
$21,995 
'95 Chev Tahoe 
350 v8 Auto, low km's, loaded 
$29,995 
'95 Chevrolet 4x4 XCab 
Diesel 
Auto, NC, Tilt, Cruise, Cassette 
$25,995 
'94 Chevrolet Cavalier 
Auto, Air & more 
$9,995 
'97 Suzuki Sidekick 
JLX, Sport, 4Dr, 4x4, windows, 
locks 8, more 
$18,995 
'97 Toyota 4 Runner SR5 
VG, auto, air 
$27,995 
'96 Toyota Camry 
Auto, Air, Wondows, Locks, 
Cruise, Tilt 
$17,995 
'95 Toyota 4Runner 
V-6, 5 speed, running boards 
$26,995 
'93 Toyota Camry 
/@Auto, Air, Tilt, Cruise, Power 
Locks & Windows & More 
Was $17,995 Now $15,995 
'91 Honda Civic 
4 door, 5 speed, 
$5,995 
'90 Toyota Coro!. d
2 door coupe, slJi~=~ Iv  
$5,995 
4916 Hwy, 16 West 635.7187 
1-800-313-7187 Din. 5958 
www.terraceautomall.com 
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CHRISTIANA WIENS : 638-7283 
Scoreboard 
Oldtimer league stats to Dec. 18 
Saturday, Dec. 18 
Terrace Timbermen 
Subway 
Wednesday, Dec. 15 
Subway 
SRD Blues 
Wednesday, Dec. 8 
Terrace Timbermen 
SRD Blues 
Subway 
Northern Motor Inn 
9 
7 
•1 
7 
2 
1 
N 
Recreational league stats to Dec. 19 
Sunday, Dec. 19 
All Seasons Lightning 5 
Back Eddy Bullies 8 
Saturday, Dec. 18 
White Spot 2 
Precision Builders Blues 6 
Thursday, Dec. 16 
Chapter One Acres 3 
Back Eddy Bullies 5 
Tuesday, Dec. 14 
Canadian Tire Canadians 6 
• White Spot 1 
All Seasons Lightning 2 
Precision Builders Blues 6 
Sunday, Dec. 12 
Chapter One Aeros 3 
Precision Builders Blues 4 
All Seasons Lightning 7 
Back Eddy Bullies 3 
Saturday, Dec. 11 
Canadian Tire Canadians 3 
Back Eddy Bullies 3 
White Spot 1 
Chapter One Aeros 9 
Thursday, Dec. 9 
Canadian Tire Canadians 4 
All Seasons Lightning 9 
Tuesday, Dec. 7 
Canadian Tire Canadians 1 
Chapter One Aeros 4 
Precision:Builders Blues 4 - 
Back Eddy, Bullies 2 
Sunday, Dec. 5 
White Spot 3 
All Seasons Lightning 4 
Chapter One Acres 6 
Precision Builders Blues 2 
Minor Hockey 
Peewee House Division 
Dec. 13 Ken's Trucking 2 
Farwest Fuels 1 
Dec, 12 LakelseLogging 4 
Bradford & Sons 2 
Dec. 11 Skeena Sawmills 3 
Farwest Fuels 2 
Atom House Division 
Nov. 28 Kitimat 3 
Centennial Hens 2 
Nov. 27 Centennial Uons 9 
Kitimat 0 
Novice House Division 
Dec. 12 R-40 Construction 5 
D. R, Holtom Ltd. 2 
Dec. 11 D.R. Holtom Ltd. 4 
R-40 Construction 3 
R-40 Construction 3 
Ikon Office Solutions 2 
Dec. 10 Terrace Elks 3 
D. R. Holtom Ltd, 3 
Nov. 28 Terrace Elks 10 
Ikon Office Solutions 5 
Nov. 27 Long's Logging 12 
Ikon Office Solutions 2 
Nov.26 R-40 Construction 3 
D. R. Holtom 1 
Long's Logging 5 
D. R, Holtom 2 
Sports Scope 
Dennis rink earns spot 
at Provincials 
TERRACE'S ROB Dennis, Brad Gunnalaugson (third), 
Michael Dahmes (second) and Carl Haugland (lead) 
won the B,C. zone 5/6 playdowns Dec. 19. 
The team now qualifies for the Provincial Curling play- 
downs in Williams Lake Jan 7-9. 
Dennis beat out the Mirth Gillis rink from Williams 
Lake in their third game (best wo of three) 9-6. 
Sports Year in Review 
! The second half 
July 
TERRACE Under 12 -15 Selects soccer 
teams rocked the northern interior champion- 
ships earned their spot in the Nike Provincial 
Soccer Championships July 9-11. The Under 
13's won a bronze medal and the Under 15's 
finished fourth. 
-k-k*~-k 
THE DOWNTOWN LIONS won the 1999 
Bambino Championships atElks Park. 
-k-k-k'k'k 
THREE TERRACE minor baseball teams 
won zone playdowns. The 12-year-old Bambi- 
nos won the right to attend the provincials in 
Duncan, the 13-year-old Junior Selects and 15- 
year-old Juniors went to Championship meets 
in Powell River and Langley. 
-k-k-k'k-k 
SCOTT RIGLER won the right to attend the 
Junior Nationals in Ontario, a first for junior 
golfers in the area. 
,k-k-k-k-k 
TENNIS FANATICS Melita Bracken and 
Richard Kriegl attended the Interior Open 
Grand Prix Tournament in Kelowna July 8-11. 
Bracken came home with a gold in the 
women's level 4.5 event. 
,k-k,k-k'k 
BLUEBACK SWIMMERS Kyle and Greg 
Narzt, Jenine Barton, Kaya Downs and Tristan 
Brown went to the Junior Nationals in the Ot- 
tawa Valley. Narzt finished third in the 200- 
metre backstroke consolation finals. 
August 
SPEEDWAY fans were thrilled with the ad- 
dition of Ieff Gordon's Nascar to their River- 
boat races. 
-k~-k-/r'k 
THE NORTHWEST Merchants fastball 
team became the first Northwest team in 
more than 10 years to earn a birth to the Na- 
tionals. 
-k-k-k,k-k 
POWERLIFTER Ernie MilhommenS won 
the North American Power Lifting Champion- 
ships in Calgary Aug. 7. 
B.C. Seniors Games Zone 10 team tra-  
velled south to compete in the annual sporting 
event and came up winners in more than 26 
events. 
,k,k-k-k-k 
ARTISTIC HAIR Studio beat out the Back 
Eddy Bullets 5-1 to win the womens soccer 
playoffs in Thornhill Aug. 28. 
September 
SUPER BM player Kosta Kolias jumps over an Alcan FC player in the final 
game of the Terrace Men's Soccer Association playoffs in September 
level after winning the B.C. Cup Mountain 
Bike Championships in Kamloops. 
"k-k~,k-k 
SUPER BM beat out Alcan FC 2-0 in the 
men's occer playoff in Thornhill Sept. 25. 
"k'k'kYr'k 
THE DEMOLITION Derby was another 
huge success at the Terrace Speedway Sept. 
12. 
"k-k'k-k-k 
LOCAL EQUESTRIANS were winners in 
the Northwest regional Gymkhana events 
which include all kinds of events from Key- 
hole racing to an Obstacle course. 
October 
CAROLINA POLANCO and Martin Guido 
were the first runners to cross the finish line in 
the All Seasons Source For Sports Half Mara- 
thon at the college Oct .3. 
Yr'kYr'k-k 
SENIORS Maxine Smallwood and Bob 
Goodvin won gold medal at the World Seniors 
Games in Utah. 
November 
KITIMAT OLDTIMERS beat hockey greats 
Marcel Dionne, Jimmy Mann and Guy Lafleur 
at tile Oldtimers Hockey Challenge in Kitimat 
Nov. 27. 
-k'kYrYr'k 
GRADE 8 volleyball players from Skeena 
won the zone championship title Nov. 13 in 
Smithers. 
-k-k~r-k-k 
TERRACE BADMINTON players swept 
their competition from across the northwest at 
a local tournament Nov. 20. 
-k-k,k-k,k 
LOCAL RUNNER Martin Guido qualified 
for the Boston Maraihon after successful runs 
in Victoria and Seattle. 
December 
SHAMES MOUNTAIN opened its slopes 
Dec. 10 allowing skiers and snow boarders to 
cruise the slopes for another season. The hill 
opened two weeks earlier than it did last year. 
-k,k,k-k-k 
THE KERMODE boys basketball team hos- 
ted the Kermode Classic and lost to DP Todd 
Secondary for a second place finish. 
"kYr'k'kYr 
TERRACE'S Bantam boys rep team earned 
a birth to the Winter Games after a tough win 
in Kitimat. 
BRANDON SMOLEY, mountain biker 
extraordinaire, reached a national team riding 
Ken"s Trucking, 
Lakelse Logging 
lead Peewees 
I i ~1 ilivivl ~1 : i l l  I [ i l l t  "-I : i l i ' l  
TYLER NOBLE 
THERE WERE four 
games in the Peewee 
House league in its final 
week of 1999, starting 
with Farwest Fuels meet- 
ing Ken's Trucking on 
Dec. 13. 
This was a thriller. 
Farwest opened the scor- 
ing with a goal from Tra- 
vis Ridler. Ken's Truck- 
ing later tied it up. 
Craig Schultz was at 
the net the to tap in a' 
point-shot from defence- 
man Amandeep Parmar. 
The game stayed tied for 
most of the time until the 
middle of the third period 
when Tanner Noble made 
an on-the-tape pass to Tyr- 
ell Mikkelsen one-timed the 
puck into the net. 
Peewee House Standings 
Through Dec. 19, 1999 
GP GF GA W L T PTS 
Ken's Trucking 10 42 16 7 2 1 15 
LakelseLogging 14 35 52 6 6 2 14 
SkeenaSawmills 11 31 25 5 3 3 13 
Bradford and Sons 12 29 42 4 6 2 10 
FarwestFuels, 13 33 38 3 8 2 8 
There was non-stop ac- 
tion all the way to the buz- 
zer, but Ken's Trucking was 
able to hold on for a 2-I 
victory. 
This was the league's 
first Monday night game of 
the season, and 2000 will 
feature many more Monday 
night match-ups from Jan- 
uary until the end of March. 
The week's econd game 
took place Saturday, Dec. 
18. This game saw Ken's 
Trucking square-off against 
Skeena Sawmills in another 
close game. 
The game was quite de- 
fensive, after a scoreless 
first period. 
However, Ken's Truck- 
ing opened the scoring in 
the second period. Tyreil 
Mikkelsen and Tanner 
Noble went on a give-and- 
go towards the Skeena Saw- 
mills goal. 
Mikkelsen passed the 
puck back at the last second 
and Noble buried the puck 
past the Skeena Sawmills' 
goalie. Ken's Trucking was 
ahead 1-0. 
Skeena Sawmills didn't 
give up. Rabble McCall 
took a pass from Jordan 
Wall. 
McCall was in the high- 
slot and decided to take a 
long shot. 
The decision was a good 
one, as the puck managed to 
find its way into the net to 
tie to the game up at 1-1. 
The game stayed close 
and action-packed all the 
way to the finish. 
However, neither team 
could come: up with any 
more offense as they skated 
to a 1-1 tie. 
On Sunday, Dee. 19, 
there were two games. In 
the 12:45 p.m. game, Brad- 
ford and Sons doubled 
Farwest Fuels 4-2. 
In the 2 p.m. game, 
Skeena Sawmills and La- 
kelso Logging played to a 
2-2 draw. 
Skating to the top 
THE TERRACE Skating Club's junior and senior 
skaters were busy this season preparing for their 
skills tests. 
The tests, which take the formof specific 
dances, are difficult and take hours of preparation. 
Here are the names of juniors and seniors who 
took tests with the dance and skill level they pas- 
sed: 
Sabrena Harvey passed her Blues, Kilian, 
Quickstep and Skills 2 tests. 
Amy Mattern passed the Starlight and Skills 3 
tests 
Caitlin Westerman passed the Keats, Rocker, 
American Harris and Skills 4 tests. 
Sandra Whittington passed the Kilian, Star- 
light and Senior Bronze Freeskate competi- 
tions 
Danielle Richey passed her Quickstep 
Kelsey Minhinniek - European, Keats and 
Rocker tests 
Kirsten Korpi - 10-Fox, 14 Step and European 
dance. 
Megan Mahoney - Paso 
Nicole Lindsay - Starlight 
Nicole Wilcox - American 
Kim Wilcox - Rocker 
Patricia Davis - American 
Shelby Stach - Paso 
Kasia Lamb - Starlight 
Kendra Eys - Skills 2 
Heather Hanna - Skills 6, Swing, Fiesta, Wil- " 
low 
Annie Greenwood - Canasta, Baby Blues, 
Skills 7 
Janet Lewis - Baby Blues, Skills 7 
Linnea Brain - Fiesta 
Bridgett Sloan-McMullen - Skills 7, Canasta, 
Baby Blues 
Taylor Woodcock - Canasta 
Kelsey Wilcox - Baby Blues, Skills 7 
Samantha Butler - Willow 
Samantha Nyce - Dutch 
Chloe Curtis - Dutch 
Jennifer Elkins - Dutch 
Jeanne Homeiul 
Hayley Lcssard 
Jamie Penner" 
Gall Whittingtoh - . . . .  w*-  -, 
